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#TBH (To Be Honest Tuesday)  
DREW BARRYMORE 

confirmed last 
week that 

she and her 
art dealer 
husband, 
Will 
Kopelman, 
have filed 
for divorce. 

The New 
York Daily 

News reported 
41-year-old 

Drew filed papers 
in the Manhattan Supreme Court. The pair, 
who married in 2012, have two children, 
daughters Olive, three, and Frankie, two. 
It’s Drew’s third time visiting the divorce 
courts, but in her defence, to be honest, 
this one seemed pretty set to last. She 
was married to her first husband for an 
afternoon, basically, and her marriage to Tom 
Green ended after a year. This time around, 

though, it seems the break-
up will be hassle free, since 
Drew wrote ‘uncontested’ in 
the documents. The couple 
released a joint statement, 
saying, “Sadly our family is 
separating legally, although 
we do not feel this takes away 
from us being a family. Divorce 
might make one feel like a 
failure, but eventually you start 
to find grace in the idea that 
life goes on.” Drew’s life has 
really had more than its fair 
share of ups and downs. We 
hope her next crack at love will 
be the winner! 

#MCM (Man Crush Monday) 
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER and all around manly 
man Clint Eastwood recently ceded 79 acres of prime 
beachfront property to the Big Sur Land Trust in part 
of a project that seeks to restore the area to reduce 
environmental impacts including floods and animal 
conservation around the Carmel River. The donation 
follows a previous 49-acre presentation made in 1997 
by the Clint and Maggie Eastwood Trusts. Eastwood, 
who is the former mayor of Carmel, California, has 
worked tirelessly for years to help acquire land 
surrounding the city for the project – ‘which involves 
removing a dam, restoring wetlands, and returning 
part of a golf course to the wild’, according to the 
California Department of Natural Resources, which 
believes the completed project will make the Carmel 
one of the best restored rivers in America. 

 

BY MARK WASSERMAN
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ANOTHER week to get us talking, laughing… and, of 
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ON SALE NOW

#WCW (Woman Crush 
Wednesday)
OMG. Who wouldn’t want to wear shoes 
worn by Dolly Parton, right? Plus our 
favourite country singer has signed them 
too! In honour of the charity Soles 4 Souls, 
Dolly Parton donated a pair of autographed 
Sam Edelman heels. Size six, in case you’re 
interested. They won’t necessarily fit 
us, but there’s no reason we can’t give 
Cinderella’s stepsisters a run for their 
money when it comes to trying. Along with 
the signed box, the lucky bidder will get 
an autographed photo of Dolly wearing 
the shoes and a signed headshot. The bid 
at the time of going to print had reached 
R25 000 and was set to rise, because, 

well, you know, 
Dolly. The proceeds 

will go to Soles 
4 Souls, which 
is a non-profit 
organisation that 
is committed to 

fighting poverty 
through the 

donations of 
shoes and 

clothes.

#HeMadeOurDay

#StrikeThree

#GoodGollyMissDolly
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#FFF (FUN FACT FRIDAY) 
WE all know Hollywood 
can be a bit of a weird 
place, but occasionally 
we stumble across a 
piece of Tinseltown 
Trivia that even leaves 
us scratching our 
heads and wondering 
if we’ve fallen down 
the rabbit hole. That 
would be our #FFF this week. 
Did you know that due to 
complicated contractual 
obligations, the role of 
John McClain from the 
Die Hard series had 
to first be offered to 
Frank Sinatra, who 
was 73 at the time, 
and not Bruce Willis?! 
Imagine…

#TBT (Throwback Thursday)  
BEFORE you turn to page eight and read the latest 
gossip on Rebel Wilson and a certain spirited 
member of the royal family, feast your eyes on a 
younger – but just as mischievous-looking – Rebel. 
Those bangs, though! And that oversized Tee! 
Rebel officially wins #ThrowbackThursday with her 
first ever headshot, we think.

#SS (Shirtless Saturday)
HUNKY Liev Schreiber gave us an eyeful 
recently when he went shirtless during a day at 
the beach in Malibu, and for that we are truly 
thankful. The 48-year-old actor was joined by 
his long-time partner Naomi Watts and their 
two kids, which is totally sweet, but really not 
what we’re concerned about for our purposes. 
What we’re worrying ourselves about is 
whether the toned Ray Donovan star had 
enough sunscreen on, and, if not, we’ll totally 
offer our services to give him a rub down. 

#SS (Sore Sunday)
A PAKISTANI man has said he 
has ‘no regrets’ about killing 
his sister – known as the Kim 
Kardashian of Pakistan, bearing 
an uncanny resemblance to 
the reality TV star in her social 
media posts – in cold-blood, 
because her death was an 
‘honour killing’. Muhammad 
Waseem has admitted to 
murdering Internet star Qandeel 
Baloch, a 26-year-old Instagram 
model and women’s rights 
activist. She was strangled by 
her brother, and had previously 
spoken out about worries for 
her safety as she wanted women 
to stand up for themselves. 
She told her 758 000 followers 
on Facebook just days before 
her death: “As women we 
must stand up for ourselves. As 
women, we must stand up for 
each other.” 

DO we have some juice for you this 
week! Could it really be? Are Prince 
Harry and Rebel Wilson really 
hooking up (pages 8 and 9)? And 

is it true? Angie goes running to Johnny Depp for 
comfort (page 15)? And, my-oh-my, are Ellen and 
Portia really splitting (page 14)? We have all these 
juicy gossip stories in this week’s issue, and don’t 
forget to go to www.peoplemagazine.co.za for 
your hourly gossip update. 
As our readers know, our magazine is not just a 
gossip mag, but we also have the most gripping and 
moving real life stories. A rare disease has left an 
11-month-old girl with a tumour covering half her 
face and an 11-year-old boy was born without arms 
or legs, but, despite their disabilities, their families 
support them no matter what. Read these heart-
breaking but inspiring stories on pages 32 and 33. 
I have many strong independent women around 
me. Just take the ladies in my office… We all have 
our own opinions and we do bump heads now 
and again, but that doesn’t mean we don’t respect 
each other. As Marilyn Monroe said, “Respect is 
one of life’s greatest treasures. I mean, what does 

it all add up to if you 
don’t have that?” We 
are all entitled to an 
opinion, no matter 
what your title is. 
This week, on pages 
50 and 51, we take a 
look at six celebrities 
making a difference, 
and we have also added 
five stunning poster 
pictures of Unathi, Devi 
(my absolute favourite), 
Pabi, Jo-Ann and Pearl – all very strong women 
whom we admire.  
So, to all the ladies out there, especially the ones in 
my office, may we know them, may we be them and 
may we raise them!
Enjoy your weekly fix!

Until next time.
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Ed’s Letter

andreac@caxton.co.za

Hello!

#What’sNotToLiev?

 #RebelWithACorp(Tee)

#Senseless

 #Yippie-Ki-Yay

PIC!



people’s
PollTHESE are your opinions!

Who wore the bun/knot best?

Whose butt is the real deal?

Do you think Victoria 
Beckham has had a 
nose job?

WhAT’s your favourite appliance 
in the kitchen?

Coffee/espresso machine     30%
Food processor      19%
Blender/juicer     9% 

Dishwasher machine         42% 

FOR more information or to find out  how to join the discussion send an e-mail 
to tanya@opinionsolutions.co.za
Upinion is an easy-to-use real-time feedback application we’re using to engage 
with you, so we can give you more of what you want and less of what you 
don’t.  
• Download the Upinion app in iStore or Google Play
• Register by following the prompts
• When asked if you have a panel code say ‘Yes’ and enter Food101 as the code
• You’ll receive a notification on your phone when we have questions for you.   
It’s that easy! 

www.peoplemagazine.co.za       people  5

Lady And The 
Tramp
HOLLYWOOD superstar Al Pacino 
was recently spotted in West 
Hollywood looking rather dim in his 
appearance. We’re not quite sure 
if he’d skipped laundry day or just 
rather embraced hobo-chic in a fit of 
new-found vagrancy.
Nevertheless, to somewhat polish off 
his new look, he had a mystery piece 
of arm-candy accompanying him 
whilst sipping on what looks like a 
Frappucino that he may or may not 
have bought with coins tossed at him 
while begging from a cardboard box.
In all seriousness, though, the man’s 
a legend and letting slip in his choice 
of wardrobe every so often is not 
only allowed, but entirely acceptable.

Kim Kardashian

Amber Heard

NowThen

Sofia Vergara

Teresa Palmer

Nicki Minaj

Karlie Kloss

3%87%

52%

9%

25%

Yes 86% No 14%

14%

10%

Mila Kunis

#peoplespotted
BY RoBeRT clUnie
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DEATH WISH?
Lamar Kicked Off Plane
You’d think almost dying would change your lifestyle – 
especially when you have the rich and famous Kardashians 
to help give you a second chance. But for Lamar Odom, 
nothing, and no one, seems to be able to get through to 
him. Recently kicked off a plane after being totally wasted 
and vomiting, it seems the star is back at it – with ex-wife 
Khloé Kardashian furious, once again. Odom was removed 
from a flight out of Los Angeles recently after drinking 
too much beforehand and throwing up on the plane. 
Eyewitnesses say he was enjoying beers and mixed drinks at 
the airline’s lounge bar. “don’t you know his history?” one 
passenger allegedly complained to a flight attendant, adding 
“I don’t want a dead body at 9km.” Now reports say he has 
entered a drug and alcohol treatment programme after, 

according to sources, finally hit rock bottom. The source 
also adds, “Lamar hates Khloé right now,” and that he 
decided to get away from the Kardashians, cutting all 
ties with the family this past month. He even left the 
Calabasas mansion Khloé had been renting for him.

By AngeLA BeKiAris
OMG!
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Inside Hollywood’s 
Disaster Week

HoLLYwood is making waves again…

F rOm Lamar Odom vomiting on a plane 
to Whitney Houston’s love affair with 
a woman, we are sharing all the scoops 
from Hollywood this week. And yes, 

we’re speechless!

The Big 
Bullock 
Getaway
Sandra Bullock and her 
brood celebrated the US’ 
recent Independence Day 
weekend in style. Spotted 
in Austin, Texas with little 
Louis and Laila, the family 
enjoyed some fun in the sun 
and surf when they went out 
speed-boating. The actress 
went casual, opting for a 
leopard print jumpsuit, with 
little Laila and her mom 
rocking matching shades. 
Too cute! Sandra is clearly 
a doting mom, and we just 
love seeing everything going 
so well for her and her 
adorable family right now! 

Spotted
By eugeniA BOOi

Oh Wow!
Goldie Flaunts It
gOLdie HAWn strutted her stuff in a one-piece while on 
the beach in Hawaii recently and at 70, we’re impressed 
at how good she looks. okay, so her hair was not exactly 
looking at its most stylish, but, hey, nobody’s perfect!
goldie is busy working on an mother-daughter comedy, 
adventure comedy with Amy schumer, and it’s been 14 
years since she last appeared onscreen in 2002 in The 
Banger Sisters. during this time, the actress has been 
busy running The Hawn Foundation, a children’s charity, 
and said: “I was doing something that just filled my heart. 
[Running my foundation] is the greatest thing that I’ve 
ever done — ever.”

REVEALED!
Jay Z’s Love Child Drama
THE mother of rapper Jay Z’s so-called love 
child is begging the star to acknowledge 
their son before she dies. while Jay might 
still be fighting claims that he is the father of 
23-year-old Rymir Sattherwaite, sources say 
the boy’s mom, wanda, who is reportedly 
fighting for her life, is asking the star to come 
forward as the child’s father. “wanda’s health 
has been failing her badly since 2009 and in 
2012 she was placed in a medicated coma 
due to heart failure and complications with 
her lungs,” reveals an insider. And while 
wanda placed her son under the care and 
guardianship of his godmother after getting 
sick, she is crying out to Jay Z, who has been 
involved in a paternity case for nearly a 
decade. In a shocking video, the dying mother 
says, “My name is wanda Satterthwaite and I 
am the mother of Rymir Satterthwaite. Today 
is April 20, 2016 and I want the world to know 
that I support my son in his paternity suit with 
shawn Corey Carter. I stand by my allegations 
regarding this man.” The source adds, “She 
wants nothing more than to live long enough 
to see her son get justice and to see Jay Z 
take responsibility for his child.”
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WOW!
Whitney Houston’s Lesbian Affair 
Revealed?
WHitney HOustOn grabbed our attention many years ago with her 
angelic voice, and stole the media’s focus with her substance abuse and 
crazy lifestyle. And while we know she wasn’t happy with ex-husband 
Bobby Brown, we didn’t know that she could have been in love with 
a woman all those years. According to this week’s hot news, FBI tapes 
have exposed her secret lesbian affair with her ‘one true love’. Sources 
reveal that Whitney might have been involved with a woman who was 
reportedly ‘usually part of the diva’s touring entourage’ – a long-time 
friend named Robyn Crawford. on the tapes, says Radaronline, an 
associate discusses ‘the extreme closeness and spark between the two 
when they were in each other’s company, which seemed to be most 
of the time’. The tapes reveal that the women even shacked up during 
tours. “Because there was always a bellman assigned to the penthouse 
level, they witnessed [Robyn] going in for the night and not emerging 
again until the following morning,” the insider said. “Not only that, but 
Whitney always requested rooms with a single king-size bed.” 

www.peoplemagazine.co.za       PEOPLE  7

Dion’s Twin 
Darlings  
IT’S very rare to see céline  
dion’s boys out and about, 
which is why we were 
thrilled so spot Nelson 
and Eddy Angélil leaving 
the Royal Monceau Hotel 
for the Charles de Gaulle 
Airport in Paris. The boys 
are still mourning the 
death of their father, René, 
from cancer, but they 
seem to be being cared for 
while their mom performs 
her Vegas residency. The 
twins looked cool in their 
matching grey jeans, black 
leather jackets and snap 
backs. 

Spotted

EXPOSED! 
Dr Phil’s Infidelities 
Revealed
HE’S always been a little strange, and it’s not the 
first time some of his secrets have been exposed, 
but we bet he’s going to lose many fans after this 
scandal. or should we say scandals? According 
to recent reports, the talk show host’s infidelities 
have been exposed, and we’re all wondering how 
much wife Robin knows. A source close to dr Phil 
mcgraw’s ex-wife, debbie Higgins McCall, told 
Radaronline that his constant cheating torpedoed 
their marriage. Insiders say, “His infidelities tore 
debbie apart. She loved him dearly and devoted 
herself to him from their first days as high school 
sweethearts, and ultimately he repaid her by 
trampling on their marriage vows and, even 
worse, almost crushing her spirit. But debbie is an 
amazingly resilient and down-to-earth woman… 
She watched with amazement how Phil had 
somehow become an expert on relationships 
when he did everything possible to torpedo his 
and debbie’s!”
The pair divorced in 1973 and he began dating 
current wife Robin Mcgraw, and while sources 
say he devoted more time to Robin, it seems 
there are even more dark secrets to the star 
which she might not even know, like verbal abuse, 
brainwashing and more. Reports state that dr Phil 
has, and is, being sued for allegedly holding staff 
hostage in a fit of rage, for verbal abuse, verbally 
assaulting his employees, intentional infliction of 
emotional distress and brainwashing. He has also 
being accused of molesting a young patient and is 
currently in trouble with the tax man. who needs 
advice now?

GROSS!
Is Amanda Back To Her Old 
Ways?
HAVINg been caught smoking on her first sighting in 
three months – looking just as terrible as she did during 
her meltdown a few years back – Amanda Bynes has 
us all wondering if she’s back to her old ways again. 
we were shocked to see Amanda looking bloated and 
scruffy again only a few months after looking healthy 
and reportedly pulling her life together. walking with 
her life coach in Los Angeles this past week, the actress 
didn’t look like the 30-year-old we saw back in March 
who was at the time reportedly ‘doing great, enjoying 
school and thriving creatively’. Bynes was released 
from a psychiatric hospital in November 2014, claiming 
to have been diagnosed as bipolar. will she be going 
back?

FURIOUS!
Khloé’s Had Enough!
So how did Khloé Kardashian react after ex 
Lamar Odom was thrown off a plane? She was 
furious, say sources, who add that she went on a 
Twitter rant about her troubled ex-husband. She 
started off posting an unhappy emoji. But when 
fans started commenting – criticising her for 
abandoning the basketball star – Khloé hit back, 
claiming that her Twitter critics know ‘nothing 
about anything’, and went on to do what she does 
best – exercise. Hey, if you can’t beat them, look 
hotter than them, right? 
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Nightmare:
Grandma At 42!

In fact, they seem to be 
going from strength to 

strength. Victoria’s biggest 
nightmare is Brooklyn

becoming a dad at his 
tender age!” 

Posh is said to be 
uncomfortable that 
Chloë is two years 
older and more 
worldly wise than her 
precious son. 
“Victoria ordered 
David to have a word 

with Brooklyn about the 
birds and the bees,” says the 

insider. 
Further complicati ng matt ers is the 

fact that David and Victoria have been 
thinking about having another child of their 

own.
“And Posh is horrifi ed at the thought of becoming a 
new mom and grandmother at the same ti me.”
Though the former Spice Girl-turned-fashion guru 
said last year that she was done getti  ng pregnant, 
the Beckhams are said to be having second 
thoughts.
Each of Posh’s four kids were born via C-secti on 
and docs have advised her on the risks of getti  ng 
pregnant again. 
“That’s why they have been talking about using 
a surrogate or even adopti ng. But with Brooklyn

growing up so fast, it’s freaking Victoria out that she 
could be a grandma before she knows it, especially 
when she maybe hasn’t fi nished having kids of her 
own yet.’’
Further adding to tensions is the fact that Posh can’t 
get used to the idea that Chloë has ‘stolen’ 
Brooklyn from her.
“He has always been the apple of her eye and she 
gets so jealous that Chloë has become the most 
important woman in his life.”
But David is said to be proud that his son has 
snagged an ‘older woman’. 
Friends of the young couple say that Chloë has 
already been using some of her contacts in 
Hollywood in a bid to land her and Brooklyn their 
own reality show. “But Posh is dead against the 
idea,” says the source. 
“She can’t stand that Brooklyn is making plans 
behind her back – and she no longer has control of 
him. He’s not 18 for a few months yet, and Posh is 
desperate to keep him on a ti ght leash...”

Scott  Disick really knows how 
to make himself look bad.

SO he hasn’t been the best boyfriend, but Scott  

Disick has tried to be the best father to baby 

mama Kourtney Kardashian’s three kids. But 

missing daughter Penelope’s birthday ‒ for the 

second year in a row ‒ was uncalled for, and we bet could 

leave him in the dog house with Kourt.
While Kourtney has been posti ng images of her bikini body ‒
and daughter, in between ‒ while on vacati on in the Bahamas 
with some friends, sources say Disick, has been hanging out in 
New York City with sister-in-law Kendall Jenner. 
The reality star, who has been trying his best to stay sober, 
was spott ed out in his traditi onal hoodie and ripped jeans 
while Kourt and the kids had fun in the sun, raising eyebrows 
about his absence. Especially since this isn’t the fi rst ti me 
he missed his daughter’s birthday ‒ Scott  missed her third 
birthday last year, later acknowledging her day on Instagram. 
This year, however, he neglected to post on her birthday, and 
now everyone is criti cising him for having ti me to take selfi es 
of him ‘working’, but none to spend with his litt le girl on her 
special day.  
However, according to ‘The Lord’, as he is known on the 
family reality show, he had a noble reason for not att ending 
the celebrati ons. “Scott  didn’t go to the Bahamas because he 
is trying to take his sobriety seriously and a tropical vacati on 
would be a massive trigger for him,” reveals a source, adding 
“He wouldn’t be able to help himself, and he knows he would 
start drinking on the plane. Then once he was there, it would 

Brooklyn and 
girlfriend ChloëIT’S only been a few short weeks since Taylor 

Swift and Calvin Harris parted ways but 
Taylor has swiftly moved on, starting an 
intense, passionate relationship with actor 

Tom Hiddleston.
Since they started dating about a month ago, Taylor
and Tom have had the bae-cation of a lifetime in Rome, 
packed on the PDA and partied it up at Taylor’s annual 
Fourth Of July celebration. The two are reportedly 
so besotted with each other that they’ve already 
made plans to spend the rest of their lives together. 
Yup – after only 20 days of dating Tom proposed and, 
naturally, Taylor said YES!
“Taylor couldn’t say yes quickly enough,” says an 
insider. “They know it’s fast but they’re both crazy in 
love and are certain this is the real deal.” However, 
Tom is still a gentleman and asked Taylor to take him 
to Nashville so he could meet her parents Andrea and 
Scott and, essentially, ask them for their daughter’s 
hand in marriage. Obviously Taylor’s family was 
shocked by the news but after hours of conversation, 
Scott believed Tom was ‘the one’.
Shortly after popping the question, Tom put Taylor
on a private jet and flew her to the UK city of Suffolk 
where he shared the news with his mom Diana and his 
sister Sarah. Diana took an instant liking to Taylor and 
is incredibly excited to welcome her into her family. 
“Taylor charmed her in a matter of seconds,” says the 
insider. “She showed up with gifts and made a huge 
effort – Diana was thrilled. Despite being international 
celebrities, they had the most normal family weekend 
you could possibly have and it’s something Diana was 
very impressed with.” 
Diana has also reportedly asked when she can expect a 
few grandchildren running around the house!
Now, we know what you’re thinking – this whole thing 
is incredibly rushed! The two met on May 2 this year 
when they both attended the Met Gala. She then went 
public with the relationship just days after revealing 
that she had broken up with DJ Calvin Harris. However, 
Taylor has always said that when she loves, she loves 
hard and she loves fast. “I don’t think there’s an option 
for me to fall in love slowly,” Taylor said recently. 
However, Taylor’s friends have told her to enjoy this 
engagement and not to rush into marriage just yet – 
and we couldn’t agree more.
The news has reportedly caused a bit of tension within 
Taylor’s squad. “She’s gone against all her own advice,” 
says an insider. “She used to talk about taking your 
time and getting to know the guy before investing too 
much. They feel a little let out of the loop.” 
Taylor’s fans are also not thrilled about the new 
romance and many are calling her out, claiming that 
this is nothing more but a publicity stunt. 

family they are travelling around the world celebrating 
their love and the next chapter of their lives. 
“She’s having a blast travelling with him,” the source 
says. Over the past few weeks, they’ve travelled to 
the UK, Italy and around the US. Tom took Taylor to 
explore the Colosseum and on a romantic helicopter 
ride over Rome and the Vatican City. 
“He’s very romantic and attentive towards her. He’s 
extremely charming,” the source adds. “He also makes 
sure she feels safe wherever they go together. The 
couple looked very much in love during their visit to 
Rome. They held hands wherever they went. It was as 
if no one else was there.” Cute!

Taylor & Tom Engaged
After 20 Days!

AFTER a whirlwind three-week romance, 
Taylor Swift  and Tom Hiddleston
are engaged!

BY EL BROIDE

Taylor Swift and Tom Hiddleston 
start July 4 festivities going for a 
dip in the ocean
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T HANKS to the Aussie funny girl’s 
friend, British actress Joanna Lumley, 
‒ who is playing matchmaker with a 
certain single royal ‒ Rebel Wilson 

may be joining the ranks of the nobility!
Friends of the Pitch Perfect star reveal she has a 
flirty romance brewing with Prince Harry. 
“They have been chatting in private on social 
media and swapping messages,” discloses an 
insider. “There’s a real spark between them.” 

In fact, Harry, 31, was the inspiration 
behind Rebel’s decision to dye her hair red at the 
start of her run in the London stage musical Guys 
And Dolls. 
“It’s her little tribute to him,” says the friend.
It all started when Rebel complained about her 
terrible love life to Joanna, whom she stars with in 
the upcoming Absolutely Fabulous movie.
“Rebel admitted that she had a huge crush on 
Prince Harry,” says the source. “She said that 

Rebel Wilson’s Hot Hook
Up With Prince Harry! 

FORGET about the Duchess of Cambridge... We could soon 
be seeing Princess Rebel Wilson! 
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WHo’s
Making 
Headlines?

Do you know whose scandalous behaviour 
got them into the news this week? E-mail us 
at people@caxton.co.za if you have worked 

it out after reading this breaking news story , 
straight out of Tinseltown. Grab next week’s 

issue to see if you’re right! 

lasT WeeK’s ansWeR: scott disick 

ThE singer has moved on 
since her break-up.

D emi Lovato never really seemed 
that heartbroken after splitting 
from long-time boyfriend Wilmer 
Valderrama. And while she didn’t 

move on as fast as Taylor Swift did, we didn’t think 
she’d be hooking up with someone this quickly. But 
hey, this is Hollywood!
So, it seems the actress/singer has a new man in 
her life ‒ and he’s not another hollywood star. In 
fact, the 23-year-old has her eye on MMA fighter 
Guilherme ‘Bomba’ Vasconcelos, 30 ‒ and it seems 
like the feeling is mutual. 
according to reports, Demi is a huge MMa fan ‒ 
not only attending matches on a regular basis, but 
sharing her love for the sport on social media, too. 
and now it seems her heart for the sport ‒ and its 
fighters ‒ has grown a little more. What’s more, 
insiders say she’s into hardcore training these days 
too, so they’ll have plenty to talk about (well, that’s 
if they want to talk, of course!).
So how did they meet? Sources say the pair 
locked eyes for the first time at West Hollywood’s 
unbreakable Performance Center, adding that the 
singer has been a fan of Vasconcelos’ for a while. 
he recently Instagrammed a video of the star 
celebrating his win in the ring with him, too.
however, insiders claim it’s not serious, and that the 
pair are ‘just having fun’. um, for now, perhaps?
Demi and Wilmer called it quits in June this year, 
issuing a joint statement at the time on their 
Instagram accounts. “After almost six loving and 
wonderful years together, we have decided to end 
our relationship,” they wrote. “This was an incredibly 
difficult decision for both of us, but we have realised 
more than anything that we are better as friends. 
We will always be supportive of one another.” 

Wilson’s Hot Hook
Up With Prince Harry!  

he was pretty much her 
perfect guy, and she 

couldn’t understand 
why he wasn’t 
married yet. and 
she told Joanna that 
he needed to start 
hanging out with her 

instead of all those 
skinny blondes he goes 

chasing after! She said 
how he looks like he’s got a 

good sense of humour and he 
needs someone who’ll make him laugh.” 

In fact, Rebel boasted that she’d make a far 
better princess than his exes Chelsy Davy, 
Cressida Bonas and Harry’s rumoured latest 
flame Ellie Goulding. 
That’s when Joanna mentioned that she’d known 
Harry for years. 
“And she offered to put Rebel in touch with 
Harry while she’s in London.” 
Joanna, who has long been friends with Prince 

Charles and other royals, contacted Harry to 
let him know that 36-year-old Rebel was a 
big fan. 
“he said that the feeling was mutual and 
he loved seeing her movies. and he even 
invited Rebel to friend him on his secret 
Facebook page! 
“Since then they have swapped quite a few 
messages and Rebel has invited Harry to see 
her perform in Guys And Dolls, and hang out 
afterwards.”
Rebel got a taste of London society when she 
had a seat in the royal box at the Wimbledon 
tennis championships on June 27. She was 
seated right in front of Pippa Middleton. 
“Rebel did turn round and smile and say 
‘hello’,” says the insider. “and Pippa had a 
little chat with her.” 

Prince Charles and his wife 
Camilla were also in 

attendance, but 
sitting elsewhere in 

the royal box. 
“Rebel was 
too afraid to 
approach 
them,” says the 
source. “But 
she did joke 

afterwards how 
they were her 

future in-laws!” 
now the How To Be 

Single star is desperately 
trying to strike while the iron’s hot 

– and get Harry to see her show. 
“After that, who knows what might happen 
between them,” says the friend. “Rebel has even 
been checking out photos of Kensington Palace 
and dreaming about moving in with Harry!”

Joanna Lumley 

Ellie Goulding 

Cressida Bonas 

Rebel Wilson 

Chelsy Davy



(AND THEY DON’T CARE!)
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THE STARS WHO DARE D

OSCAR-winning actress Dame helen has leapt to the 
defence of the likes of kim kardashian and Rihanna 
by defending their right to bare all in pictures – not 
for their male admirers but for women everywhere. 

“I’m not into the kardashians,” the 70-year-old star said of kim’s 
nude selfies. “But it’s wonderful that you’re allowed to have a 
butt nowadays! Thanks to Madame kardashian, and before her, 

J.lo, we’re also allowed to have thighs, which is great too. It’s very 
positive. I love shameless women. Shameless and proud!” 

So in light of Dame helen and her shameless and proud sisters, here 
we get an eyeful of the most daring celebs when it comes to baring 

all, the reasons why we love – or loathe – them and where they rate on 
the shameless scale...

HEIDI KLUM 
AS a top fashion model, heidi is used 
to stripping off for her job, but it’s 
her off-duty topless looks that have 
sent pulses racing recently. 
Despite being a 43-year-
old and mom-of-four, 
heidi’s holiday snaps 
have shown that she 
has an incredible bikini 
body and assets that 
are worth flaunting. 
The model has brushed 
off any embarrassment 
she may have had over 
the photos, saying, “I’m 
from Germany. We are not as uptight 
if you don’t wear a top.” 
OUTSTANDING MOMENT OF NUDITY 
Her black-and-white 2009 russell 
James photo shoot portrait, which 
she shared on social media in 2013 
with the caption: “Photo blast from 
the past – splitternackt!” heidi has 
pushed the boundaries when it 
comes to flashing the flesh on social 
media and has said of her open 
attitude to nakedness, “I think you 
just have to be comfortable in your 
skin. But, I’m a nudist in any case. 
I’ve never had a problem with my 
body and I don’t really care what 
people think, so I have bottoms on 
and pretty much go topless.”

ASHLEY GRAHAM 
SHe is the poster girl for plus-sized women everywhere, and despite 
not fitting in with fashion size standards, is out to prove that women of all 
shapes can flaunt their bodies with pride. The 28-year-old model isn’t shy 

about flashing the flesh and has numerous swimsuit shoots and 
semi-nude front covers under her belt. She says of her 

naked appearances, “Let’s continue to show that beautiful bodies 
come in different sizes and they should all be celebrated.” 
OUTSTANDING MOMENT OF NUDITY  
Her Sports Illustrated swimsuit shoot. Ashley is shamelessly 
changing perceptions of size and beauty with her 
bikini appearance. She says the best beachwear for her body 

is ‘itty-bitty string bikinis’ and explains why she is proud to be 
fronting the campaign for curves: “I really feel, like, for all of 

those women out there that have struggled with loving the skin 
that they are in, this issue is truly for you.”

SHAMELESS  
SCALE 

RATING: 
7/10

KIM KARDASHIAN 
kim says that people who don’t like her 
nude selfies shouldn’t be looking in the 
first place! The 35-year-old reality star has 
lashed out at her critics, including actress 
Chloë grace moretz and pop star Pink. The 
reality TV star has defended her desire to 

show all on social media, saying, 
“I am empowered by my 

body. I am empowered 
by my sexuality. I am 
empowered by feeling 
comfortable in my skin. 
I am empowered by 

showing the world my 
flaws and not being afraid 

of what anyone is going 
to say about me. I hope that 

through this platform I have been given, I can 
encourage the same empowerment for girls 
and women all over the world.” 
OUTSTANDING MOMENT OF NUDITY  
WHen she broke the Internet with THAT 
picture. kim’s oiled derriere was compared 
to a glazed doughnut and looked ready to 
be cooked, sparking a thousand memes that 
almost did break the Internet for all the 
wrong reasons.

SHAMELESS 
SCALE 

RATING:
10/10

SHAMELESS  
SCALE 

RATING: 
8/10

TInSeLTOWn’S most titillating stars have been told to keep on 
stripping off by none other than big screen movie queen helen mirren.
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MILEY CYRUS 
milEy couldn’t have distanced herself further from her Disney image 
when she ditched her Hannah Montana alter-ego and became an 
r-rated twerking sensation. In 2012, she ditched her long brown 
locks for a peroxide pixie cut and uncovered a newly found raunchy 
side. Barely a day passed when miley wasn’t sticking her tongue 
out, shaking her assets and baring her body for the cameras as her 
godmother, Dolly Parton, despaired of her ‘drastic’ change of image 

and overtly sexual tone. The 
23-year-old star has said of her 
family’s reaction to her image, 
“My dad would rather I’d have 
my t*ts out and be a good 
person than have my shirt on 
and be a b****.” 
OUTSTANDING MOMENT OF NUDITY 
Her cringe-worthy MTV VMA’s 
appearance alongside Robin 
Thicke in 2013. Barely covered 
in a flesh-coloured latex outfit, 
miley suggestively twerked 
and gyrated her way through 
the performance with a loaded 
and dangerous foam finger at 
her mercy.

 SHAMELESS:
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DO BARE

RIHANNA 
TAke one Bajan beauty, a handful of number one hits 
and a serious desire to shock and you have one of the 
most scandalous celebrities to have ever graced the red 

carpet. From showing her nipples at the Costume Institute 
Benefit Gala to baring her breasts and posing with a gun 

in her latest video shoot in Miami, 28-year-old RiRi is the 
queen of controversy and isn’t shy about sharing her assets with 

the world. 
OUTSTANDING MOMENT OF NUDITY  
THe incredible Swarovski see-through gown she wore at the CFDA 
Awards in 2014, leaving very little to the imagination. Despite it being 
the most daring red carpet appearance ever, Rihanna says she has 
regrets over her choice of wardrobe. “Could you imagine the CFDA dress 
with a bra? I would slice my throat. I already wanted to, for wearing a 
thong that wasn’t bedazzled. That’s the only regret I have in my life.”

NICKI MINAJ 
COnTrOVerSIAL star nicki can 
often be seen with uncontrollable 
curves bursting out of her barely there outfits. The 
33-year-old rapper and singer-songwriter isn’t shy 
about revealing her assets to fans, whether it’s on the 
red carpet or social media. “If people are sitting in the 
barbershop talking about my butt, it’s conversational,” 
says nicki. “That’s what people are gonna do.” The 
Anaconda singer can tone down her usual OTT look 
considerably when she wants to, as she did at the 2015 
MTV VMA’s, taking a leaf out of Beyoncé and J.lo’s book 
to reveal her incredible figure in a flattering gold gown. 
OUTSTANDING MOMENT OF NUDITY  
WHere to start with hip-hop’s golden girl? nicki clearly 
isn’t fazed by wardrobe malfunctions when at the 2015 
London Wireless Festival her left breast decided to break 
free from her body stocking outfit. not bothered at all 
by the sudden exposure, nicki shrugged off the incident 
and carried on performing.

CHRISTINA
AGUILERA 
SHe may have toned down 
her look considerably since 
becoming a mom, but let’s 
not forget 35-year-old Xtina’s 
finest fleshy moments 
included her Burlesque 
phase – making underwear 
her outerwear – and her 
iconic chap-wearing ass-
baring Dirrty days. While 
Christina is still a fan of fun 
fashion and isn’t afraid to 
show some cleavage now 
and again, it’s nothing 
compared to her early 
attempts to shock her fans 
with her wardrobe. “The 
female body is something 
that’s so beautiful,” she says. 
“I wish women would be 
proud of their bodies and 
not diss other women 
for being proud of 
theirs.” 
OUTSTANDING 
MOMENT OF NUDITY 
THe Stripped era. 
Christina couldn’t 
have been clearer 
that the Genie had 
well and truly left the 
bottle when she re-invented 
herself for her fourth 
album in 2002. embracing 
stripper chic, the singer left 
little to the imagination in 
a series of publicity shots 
and appearances. Complete 
with lashings of fake tan, too 
much make-up, and dodgy 
hair extensions, Aguilera was 
shamelessly exploiting her 
own image and fans loved it.

continues on page 12

SHAMELESS 
SCALE 

RATING:
10/10

SHAMELESS 
SCALE 

RATING:
9/10

SHAMELESS 
SCALE 

RATING:
8/10

SHAMELESS 
SCALE 

RATING:
10/10
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KYLIE JENNER 
SHe may only be 18 years 
old, but the social media 
phenomenon that is kylie Jenner 
has already bared – almost – 
everything to her loyal followers. 
Stepping out from the shadow 
of big sisters, kylie is a hit with 
a whole new generation of 
Millennials for her candid posts 
on Instagram, Snapchat and 
Twitter. The Keeping Up With 
The Kardashians regular loves 
flaunting her toned abs in photos, 
and with her new swimwear line 
launch with sister kendall, fans 
can expect more racy snaps from 
the popular teen star. Addressing 
speculation that her changing 
body is down to plastic surgery, 
young kylie says, “no, people – 
I haven’t got breast implants! 
everyone is obsessed with 
that. Truth is, as I’ve got older, 
I’ve gained weight and my 

body has changed; I’ve 
definitely filled 

out.” 
OUTSTANDING 

MOMENT OF 
NUDITY 
A CALIFOrnIAn photo shoot 
in late 2015 saw the teenager 

baring her butt in a thong and 
lacy bodysuit that many deemed 

inappropriate for her age.

BEYONCÉ 
PrOVInG you can have class when showing your ass is global superstar Beyoncé. The 34-year-old 
Lemonade singer has always wowed on the red carpet with her revealing outfits, but has maintained her 
dignity throughout. “The most alluring thing a woman can have is confidence,” she says. embracing her 
naturally curvy athletic figure, Beyoncé loves to shake her booty on stage with signature form-fitting 
leotard-style outfits. 
OUTSTANDING MOMENT OF NUDITY  
Her late appearance at the 2015 Met Gala in new York was certainly worth waiting for, as the star 
graced the red carpet in the most barely there outfit ever seen at the event. The sheer Givenchy 
Couture gown with delicately placed floral bejewelled embellishment was stunning, just like Queen 
Bey herself. The singer was so enamoured with the result she took to social media to share some candid 
snaps of herself backstage.

MADONNA 
FOr her overall contribution in shocking the 
world, madonna reigns supreme. ever since 
she burst onto the pop scene in her Like A 
Virgin wedding gown in 1984, the world has 
been made to sit up and take notice of what 
madonna louise Ciccone is doing. Using 
religion, sexuality and fashion as a weapon, 
madonna dominated throughout the ’80s 
and ’90s, dividing opinion. Her more 
recent scandalous boob and butt-baring 
moments at have also been widely criticised, 
but 57-year-old madonna is clear about 
her message. “The fact that people actually 
believe a woman is not allowed to express 
her sexuality and be adventurous past a 
certain age is proof that we still live in an 
ageist and sexist society,” she says. “I 
have never thought in a limited way and I’m 
not going to start.” 
OUTSTANDING MOMENT OF NUDITY  
WHen madonna teamed up with French 
fashion designer Jean Paul Gaultier at an 
amfAr event in 1992, no-one was prepared 

for what was to come next. 
madonna strutted the 

runway in a breast-
revealing corset that 
was to become her 
Blonde Ambition 
look and a much 

parodied image of 
the time. 

SHAMELESS 
SCALE 

RATING: 
10/10

SHAMELESS 
SCALE 

RATING: 
6/10

SHAMELESS  
SCALE 

RATING: 
5/10



Meg Ryan’s 
Shocking Health Scare
THE actress is barely eating or sleeping – and it’s taken 

a visible toll. What’s really going on with Meg Ryan? 
We investigate!

By El BRoidE

I T’S been a while since we’ve seen Meg 
Ryan out and about and now we know 
why! on a recent outing, the actress 
looking scarily thin, frail and almost 

unrecognisable and after we did some digging, 
we’ve learnt that Meg’s mental and physical 

health has taken a shocking 
turn – and her friends and 

family are incredibly 
worried!
Meg has undergone 
a string of plastic 
surgery procedures 

over the past few 
months after fears that 

she is looking old and her 
face has changed 
completely. 
However, sources 
reveal that her 
lack of confidence 
is only one of 
many problems 
Meg is facing at 
the moment – 
and she’s hardly 
eating or sleeping 
as a result. Now, 
her loved ones 
are thinking 
about holding an 
intervention to get 
Meg back on track. 

“Meg has been in a downward spiral. Lately, 
she’s been in a lot of pain, and there’ve been 
some tearful nights. She’s also compounding 
her health problems by barely eating or 
sleeping,” a source says. “People close to Meg 
have been talking for a while now about how 
frail and fragile she looks. She’s lost even more 
weight and looks scarily thin and weak.”
While plastic surgery is the norm in Hollywood, 
it appears Meg has developed a bit of an 
addiction when it comes to going under 
the knife. Meg reportedly suffers from 
body dysmorphic disorder, whereby the 
sufferer doesn’t have a realistic image of 
herself. Our jaws dropped when Meg appeared 
at the 2016 Tony Awards last month looking 
even less like regular self than ever before. 
“People couldn’t stop talking about how 
different she looks,” one of the attendees said. 
“It’s scary. The fact that Meg and the many 
other celebrities whose faces have completely 
changed are role models is scary. These are the 
people the youth look up to. If they can’t love 
their flaws, what message are they sending to 
the many young girls around the world?”
Naturally, fans took to Twitter to voice their 
opinion on Meg’s changing features. “I’m old 
enough to remember when Meg Ryan looked 
like Meg Ryan,” one fan said, while another 
tweeted: “Dear God.... What happened to Meg 
Ryan?”
The star’s friends are also growing incredibly 
concerned about the state of Meg’s mental 

health. “Meg seems to be very depressed, 
like she’s carrying the weight of the world 
on her shoulders, which has clearly taken 
a toll on her physically,” the insider says. 
“People are seriously worried about her 
overall health.” 
There is definitely a connection between 
Meg’s addiction and her low self-esteem. 
“Her friends are worried that if they don’t 
stage an intervention now, they might 
never get the chance,” the source reveals. 
“They’re scared that something dangerous 
might happen.”
Poor Meg. We know growing up in 
Hollywood isn’t easy. She has been under 
a constant spotlight since she was 19 years 
old. Now, at 54, the toll of her stress is 
becoming more apparent. We just hope 
she realises that she’s beautiful without 
the procedures. We’re crossing fingers that 
her friends are able to help her out of this 
depression. 

New Fears For 
Bony Bella!
By ZaRa BRinER 

THE Hadid sister has taken 
her obsession with fame to 

the extreme.

B Ella Hadid may have been in the 
shadow of her supermodel sister Gigi, 
but it seems she’s the one getting all 
the attention these days – but for the 

wrong reasons! Her dwindling weight has family and 
friends worried she’s going to dangerous extremes to 
stay on top of the modelling world. 
Bella was spotted looking very skinny on her way to the 
Versace Paris Fashion Week show recently wearing a 
tiny tank top that revealed every part of her bony body. 
“She’s definitely gone too far with her weight loss 
and she doesn’t look like she’ll be stopping anytime,” 
revealed a close insider, adding, “Everyone is worried 
sick about her.” 
We don’t blame them. According to her friend, Bella’s 
waist is down to 56cm, she weighs a mere 52kg and 
she’s so skinny that sample sizes completely bury her, 
which created a nightmare for stylists during Fashion 
Week. In fact, one stylist reportedly even insisted that 
Bella wear padded underwear to fill out her designer 
duds better. 
So why is Bella shrinking? According to the latest 
reports, the 19-year-old is competing with her big sis, 
Gigi, who just landed her first US Vogue cover. With 
Gigi owning the sexy bombshell look, Bella thinks her 
modelling career lies in edgy high fashion and she’s 
been doing everything she can to get the 
tiny figure that goes with it.
Well, Bella has been jet-setting 
around Europe modelling for the 
best high-end fashion brands at the 
biggest fashion shows in the world, 
so it’s no wonder she’s trying to 
make a name for herself as a 
world-class model.  
But experts say she’s putting 
her entire body under great 
strain. “I’m quite concerned 
about her weight. Her clavicle 
and ribs are clearly protruding. 
At this weight, she should be 
getting some professional 
help,” said a celebrity 
dietician.
Plus, her friends are 
increasingly concerned by 
Bella’s poor eating habits, as 
it’s revealed Bella’s measly 
diet these days consists of 
protein shakes 
and smoothies. 
“She used to 
claim her diet is 
pizza, but she’s 
falling into a 
dangerous trap. 
She’s determined 
to be the most 
in-demand model 
and nothing will 
stand in her way,” 
dished the friend. 
Yikes! 
Bella needs help! 
In this day and 
age, healthy is the 
new skinny. 
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TROUBLE IN PARADISE
FOR ELLEN & PORTIA!

5.
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T HeY’Ve been one of Hollywood’s most 
adorable couples and were recently 
spotted together walking hand in 
hand on the blue carpet at the los 

angeles premiere of Finding Dory. But behind 
closed doors, things aren’t what they appear 
to be as it’s claimed the two are heading for a 
divorce and portia de rossi plans to leave ellen 
DeGeneres ‒ for a man! 
“portia is fed up with ellen’s nonstop work 
schedule, her controlling behaviour and her 
constant flirting with younger women,” revealed 
an insider, adding, “The story is they had a blowout 
fight and portia told ellen she wants a divorce.” 
To make matters worse, the source also dished 
that Australian-born portia isn’t just leaving ellen, 
she’s quitting women altogether and has been 
hooking up with a guy. “There have been lots of 
whispers about it. But she was married to a man 
before, so it wouldn’t be totally out of the blue.”
Indeed, portia tied the knot to sound engineer, Mel 
Metcalfe, in 1996. The two were married for three 
years, initially said to be part of a plan for portia 
to get a green card, though she did not go through 
with it. 

Reports are also claiming the two stars have 
been leading separate lives for months as portia 
continues to live at their lavish West Hollywood 
estate while ellen has been lodging at a nearby 
apartment, spending many nights away from her 
wife. 
“portia feels neglected. She feels as if she 
supports ellen in everything she does, 
while ellen just gets aggravated 
and judgemental when it 
comes to her needs,” says 
the source, who alleges that 
things are tense between 
the pair even when they 
are under the same roof. 
“There have been times 
when ellen has lost her 
temper and told portia to 
leave if she’s so miserable,” 
the source adds. 
But the fights aren’t the only 
reason portia has turned her 
back on the relationship, with 
some even suggesting that portia’s 
reignited interest in men is just a ploy to 

get attention, as it’s alleged portia is fed up with 
ellen’s constant on-air flirtation with Ghostbusters 
star Kate mcKinnon, a regular on ellen’s show in 
recent weeks. 
Insiders claim ellen and Kate have inside jokes 
that leads portia to believe the two are trying to 

exclude her. Of course, friends are hopeful 
the two will eventually kiss and 

make up, otherwise they could 
face an ugly divorce. And with 

no prenuptial agreement, 
portia could be entitled to 
half of ellen’s R6.2-billion 
fortune. 
“People in their close 
circle think portia is just 
bluffing and even if she 
isn’t they think she will 
end up recommitting to 

ellen. But portia has made 
it clear, ellen will have to 

meet her halfway, or it’s over 
for good,” said the source.

Let’s hope these two can patch 
things up quickly!

Kate 
mcKinnon

facebook.com/peoplemagsa

AFTER eight years of marriage, could ellen and portia be headed for Splitsville?
BY zara Briner
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angie goes 
rUnning
To Depp!
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WITH her marriage to brad pitt in 
trouble, angelina Jolie has been secretly 

hooking up with Johnny Depp.

T he pair have been close since 
getting romantically involved on 
the set of the 2010 movie The 
Tourist. and they reconnected in 

May after Depp’s marriage to Amber 
heard fell apart. 
“angie reached out to Johnny 
to give him her support and 
she became a real shoulder 
to cry on,” discloses a 
Hollywood insider.
And they have been 
phoning and texting each 
other ever since, even 
meeting up in secret a 
couple of times in Los 
Angeles. 
“There’s a real spark 
between them,” says the 
source. 
But they are trying to keep 
everything on the down-
low until the dust settles 
from Depp’s divorce scandal 
‒ and angie has decided 
whether or not to dump 
brad! 
“angie knows she is playing 
a dangerous game, but 
everything in her life has been 
too stable lately and she craves 
excitement. This is like a flashback 
to her younger, wilder days and she’s 
enjoying all the subterfuge and being a little 
reckless again.” 
With reports of brad getting involved with other 
women, including his Allied co-star marion 
Cotillard, the couple’s marriage is reaching 
breaking point. 
And while they spent time together as a family 
for the July 4 weekend, the pair has been 
leading increasingly separate lives. 
“angie has had a crush on Johnny since she 
was starting out in Hollywood – far more than 

brad!” says the source. 
“He’s always been 

edgier and sexier 
and more talented 
as far as she is 
concerned. She 
loves the way 
he’s always taken 
risks – while brad 

played it much 
safer with his career 

choices.” 
In fact, there has always 

been a rivalry between the 
two men, whose movie careers 

have run parallel to each 
other. 
“brad can’t stand Depp. He’s 
never liked him,” says the 
insider.
Indeed, when brad and 

angie used to spend a lot of 
time at their home in the South 

of France, and Depp was just 
40 minutes’ drive away, living with 

long-time girlfriend Vanessa paradis, brad 
refused all invitations to go and socialise with 
them.
“angie has always felt a special bond with 
Johnny. She says they are kindred spirits. And 
his daughter lily-rose reminds her of herself 
when she was younger.” 
angie is backing Depp all the way in his ugly 
divorce from actress Amber. 
“She knows that he is a good man,” says the 
insider. 
The Tomb Raider beauty never liked Depp’s 

much-younger wife. Both actresses have had 
their bisexual dalliances and ‘angie has always 
thought Amber was a fake and a wannabe, who 
was trying to copy her career’, according to the 
source. 
“She thought Johnny was crazy to marry Amber 
and even advised him against it before he took 
the plunge, but he just ended up sleepwalking 
into marriage with Amber. angie knew that 
they weren’t suited and that it would end in 
tears.” How right she was! 
“Now angie is enjoying the special moments 
she has with Johnny. And if brad finds out and 
is jealous, she doesn’t give a damn!”

brad pitt

marion cotillard

Amber Heard
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BY vanessa papas

Follow us on twitter.com/people_sa

For Paul Hogan
H e may have weathered the rugged 

outback fighting the fangs of ferocious 
crocs and alligators, but the once 
smooth-talking Michael ‘Crocodile’ 

Dundee couldn’t win the fight against age.  
A far cry from the buffed Aussie sex symbol he used 
to be, at age 76 Paul Hogan is barely recognisable. He 
looks haggard and worn out ‒ and much older than his 
years. Sources close to him say his zest for life took a 
slow decline after a string of unhappy events. Rumours 
allege he’s lonely and depressed, yet the former actor 
maintains he enjoys his own company. 
Hogan become a household name in 1986 when he 
starred in the smash worldwide hit Crocodile Dundee. 
The film ‒ the first in the Dundee film franchise ‒ 
even secured him a Golden Globe win for Best Actor 
and an Academy Award nomination for Best Original 
Screenplay.  
In the early ’90s, Hogan made a costly error when he 
refused the starring role in the fantasy thriller movie 
Ghost, choosing instead to produce, write and star in 
the dismal flop Almost An Angel. He played the role 
of a small-time crook who becomes convinced he’s an 
angel after a traumatic incident. Hogan had high hopes 
for the film but it bombed at the box office, while Ghost 
went on to become an outstanding commercial success, 
grossing over $505.7-million.  
A string of other films followed, all of which were 
cinematic stinkers, but Hogan still managed to become 
a multi-millionaire ‒ according to Therichest.com, he 
has a net worth of $20-million (about R304-million).

Paul Hogan with now-ex Linda 
Kozlowski and their son, Chase

Paul and Linda in 
Crocodile Dundee II

A BATTeRed and 
bruised personal 
life has left Paul 
Hogan flying solo 
and sources say he’s 
dreading the thought 
of spending his 
twilight years alone.

“The secret to my success is that I bit off more than 
I could chew and chewed as fast as I could,” he was 
once quoted as saying. “I enjoy being part of the 
entertainment industry, although I’m the laziest 
person that I’ve met yet in this business.”
Many say Hogan was also ‘lazy’ when it came to 
love ‒ taking far more out of his marriages than he 
was willing to put in. When Hogan met his first wife, 
Noelene edwards, in 1958, the pair instantly became 
one of Australia’s best-loved couples. They had five 
children together and were seen as the perfect 
family ‒ only to get divorced and remarried again 
less than one year later. When it finally blew up for 
good in 1986 ‒ after almost 30 years of marriage ‒ 
their split became one of Australia’s ugliest celeb 
divorces ever. Hogan was labelled a ‘cheating love 
rat’ when rumours surfaced he’d been having an 
affair on the side with his much, much younger 
Crocodile Dundee co-star, actress Linda Kozlowski. 
He denied the rumours, but as soon as the divorce 
with edwards was finalised he tied the knot with 
Kozlowski.
“I’ve seen that my divorce from Noelene was 
written up as one of the ugliest, bitterest divorces 
in Australian show business history,” said Hogan. 
“Was it ugly and bitter because of the money fight? 
Never happened. Was it the custody battle? Never 
happened. Was it the public mud-slinging and fights 
in restaurants? Never happened. But someone 
decided it was ugly, and whoever decided that gets 
quoted all the time. Well, it wasn’t a nice, happy 

divorce, but there was nothing sort of gross about 
it. There was no real bitterness. And we still talk... 
There’s no bitterness. It’s just one of those facts of 
life.” 
Noelene gracefully said after the divorce that she’d 
accepted things were over and was happy to remain 
friends. “I had him when he was young, virile and 
handsome. He’s still got a good butt and good legs 
but [Linda’s] got him in older times when all he 
wants to do is sit around the house and not go out. I 
was the one who had the best years of his life.”
Hogan’s marriage to Kozlowski also ended in 
divorce. Tabloids reported signs of trouble brewing 
when the couple sold their Malibu mansion to Chris 
Hemsworth. Just days later they officially called 
it quits in late 2013. Kozlowski got a lump sum of 
$5.775-million and joint custody of their teenage 
son, Chase. She’ll continue to live in their Venice 
Beach house until 2018, or until she remarries. 
Kozlowski sighted ‘irreconcilable differences’ as the 
reason behind the break-up, while Hogan said his 
sometimes tedious personality was responsible for 
both his failed marriages.
“I’m very flighty – a woman lasts for about a quarter 
of a century and then they get bored with me,” he 
admitted. “The secret to love and women is if you’re 
lucky, you get a good one, and they stick around. If 
you’re real lucky, they’ll stick around for a long time. 
If not, you move on. But I haven’t given up.”  
Three years later, he’s still a bachelor, alone for 
practically for the first time since he was 18.

No CroCodile tears
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Which Is Your Fave?
By EugEnia Booi

Buckle up, because it’s  
going to be a bum-py ride.

T hErE’S been a lot of rumpus 
(sorry, couldn’t resist) in 
Tinseltown lately about who has 
the best booty in the land… So 

we thought we’d leave it up to you to decide 
who rocks what their mama gave them best. 

Iggy azalea
The Fancy rapper is one of the few 
stars to complain about the junk in 
her trunk. She put it out there that 
it’s more of a burden as 
she struggles wearing 
anything but 
leggings. We’ve 
got no complaints, 
iggy. Promise.  

Coco austin 
ThiS beauty 
always puts her 
derrière out 
there for the 

world to see. 
her man, ice T, 

is one lucky fella! 
She created her own 

hashtag, #ThongThursdays, on 
Twitter just to show off her booty. 
The 37-year-old was insecure about 
her lumps so she decided to get 
implants. “For the longest time i was 
trying to hide my butt,” she dished 
on The Real in 2013.

Khloé  Kardashian 
Khloé definitely inherited the Kardashian kurves, just 
like her sister, Kim. She’s been accused of buying her 
derrière, but she took to Twitter recently to silence her 
haters. “Sorry 2disappoint… i’ve always had an ass,” she 
wrote. either way, we dig what she’s putting on display!

Kim Kardashian
MrS Kanye West is not 
afraid to show off her 
booty. her butt was 
first noticed on her sex 
tape with ray J, and 
ever since people have 
questioned if it’s real 
or not. in 2011 the star 
proved to the world 
that her butt was not 
manufactured when 
she had an X- ray in a 
2011 episode of KUWTK. 
“The whole world has 
doubted me — this is 
the best thing i could’ve 
done,” she said. Word, 
Kim. Word.

Beyoncé
QuEEn BEy put the word 
‘bootylicious’ on the 
map with her sizzling, 
voluptuous curves. 

Thanks 
to her 

booty, 
the 
word 
has 

made 
into the 

actual Oxford Dictionary. 
Mrs Carter can always be 
praised for amazing butt. 

Nicki Minaj 
leT’S have a moment of 
silence for this Anaconda, 
yeah? Okay, let’s continue. 
Miss nicki’s booty has got 
girls screaming and men 
drooling the world over 
The rap vixen doesn’t 
mind showing 
off her bum, 
particularly 
in her 
Anaconda 
vid in 
2014. 
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DINO TOMIC is 
known to create 
masterpieces using 
the usual suspects of 

pencil and paper ‒ but the artist has 
recently come up with a new way of 

‘drawing’, and he’s showcasing his skills. 
The Norway-based artist has been using 
the unique medium of salt. He has drawn 

animals, mandalas (which are spiritual 
symbols from Hinduism and Buddhism) 

and recently portrayed the cast of Game 
Of Thrones ‒ all just by just using salt!  
The artis uses black surfaces for 
his canvases, for backgrounds that 
best contrast, with his choice of 
medium, and sets about spilling. 
Unsurprisingly, most of Dino’s 
artwork is fragile and easily ruined, 
which only goes to show just 
how remarkable his technique is. 
“Testing out new techniques and 
expanding your artistic field – going 
from one medium to another and 
taking new knowledge with you 
for each last piece you did – that’s 
how you build character [and make 
your artistic repertoire versatile]” 
he says, “[But whether] mastering 
one subject or many, as long as you 
determination is there you will feel 
progress and finally succeed.” 
The first time Dino created 
artwork using salt, he attempted 
an image of Game Of Thrones’ 
Daenerys Targaryen. Getting  a 

positive response from his Facebook 
followers, he decided to create more 

art pieces.  He feels salt resembles 
airbrushing, a technique he has 

used for five years, but finds it more 
challenging. Personally crafting a few 

tools to help him distribute the salt 
made things easier for him.  

“Today in the world there are only a 
handful of people who create art using only 

salt and the projects they undertake [are] a 
mere fraction of the size [of mine]. Pushing a 

medium to new heights, and backing it up with 
my knowledge of past projects, speeds up the 
process,” he continues.   
With over 300 000 followers and over 24 000 
‘likes’ on Facebook, it’s clear that the world finds 
his efforts more than palatable. 

An Astounding
Re-SALT By EugENIa BOOI

IT seems 
spilling salt 
can only 
have great  
results 
with this 
artist.
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Strange 
But True

By EugENIa BOOIPI
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Heavyweight
cONG YAN has found an unusual way to lose 
weight. The chinese man exercises by carrying a 
heavy a stone slab on his head while taking walks. 
The 54-year-old used to weigh 115kg four years 
ago, but now weighs just 85kg, all thanks to that 
stone slab, apparently. cong said he is now in 
great health because of his unorthodox method, 
and plans to apply for a Guinness World record 
for the longest walk with a stone balanced on 
one’s head.
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Adding incredible touches to 
his tiger portrait

Completing his Mandala project, made 
entirely with table salt

The cast of Game Of Thrones made 
with table salt: Kit Harington, Nikolaj 
Coster-Waldau, Sophie Turner, Peter 
Dinklage and Lena Headey 

A huge horse on a black 
canvas

picture-perfect pasta
IT wouldn’t be a good idea to have a look at these 
yummy artworks on an empty stomach as they 
look good enough to eat! Artist and student André 
manguba has created amazing images, just by using 
pasta and tomato sauce. His great work has got 
him 82 000 followers on Instagram. The 17-year-
old spends three to four hours completing each 

piece. Andre is 
steadily gaining 
recognition, 
having been 
featured on 
news channels 
‒ he’s even 
met some of 
the stars who 
have appeared 
in his pasta 
creations.
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In a modern world classified online ad sites can save you 
time and money, but when it comes to the selling or trading 
of animals they’re a dirty breeding ground for cruelty.

facebook.com/peoplemagsa

By EugEnia Booi
Take Me Home
ThIs week we have 
some adorable dogs from 
Woodrock Animal Rescue.

How To adopt Me: If one of us has 
caught your eye and you’re willing 
to provide us with a loving home, 
please call Cheryl on 082 925 3133 

to meet us.

Before you adopt a gorgeous pet, make sure you 
have considered the following:
  Do you travel a lot?
  Does your complex / neighbourhood allow pets?
  Do you have a safe, secure home for the new pet?
  Do you have the time and money to look after a 

pet?
  Will you love and care for this animal at all times?
  Will the animal fit in with your other pets?
  Ensure the breed suits you and your family.
  Do you have enough space for the pet to run 

around?
  Do you have kids? If yes, take the correct security 

measures before adopting.

Do you have a story for animal news (with 
pictures) you would like to share with us? E-mail 
people@caxton.co.za and write ‘animal’ in the 

subject line. we will give you R500 if your story is 
published!

Upload your funny or cute animal 
videos to Facebook and tag us or 

send us a dropbox video and we will 
feature it on our Facebook page.

Jack Sadie

Bagel Babka

By vanEssa papas

UncOvEr 
ThE TrUTh!
‘T wo pythons to swop for petrol, an 

RC car, or electronics’. ‘Three-year-
old Jack Russel to trade for an ipad’. 
‘a breeding pair of hedgehogs in 

exchange for a marine tank’. ‘small unwanted Maltese 
poodle free to a good home’. ‘Two female curly hair 
tarantulas and two male chinchillas no longer wanted...
please make reasonable offers’ ‒ These are just a few of 
a string of live classified online ads involving both wild 
and domesticated animals.  
Tragically, many of these animals will become statistics 
of neglect and abuse. Four Paws ‒ an international 
animal welfare organisation with headquarters in 
Vienna, Austria ‒ aims to stop that by putting classified 
ad sites that poorly regulate trading of animals under 
the spotlight with the launch of The Pet Deception 
campaign. 

The campaign came into being after Four Paws carried 
out research on 42 classified ad sites across 10 countries 
worldwide (Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, 
Germany, the Netherlands, Romania, South Africa, 

Switzerland and the UK). The study confirmed what 
they’d always known was a massive global concern ‒ 
thousands of pets are listed for sale on these sites each 
day and many of these sites are currently doing very little 
(if anything) to prevent deceptive practices, or protect 
animal welfare. Ads continue to offer for sale illegally 
imported puppies, banned breeds and endangered and 
wild-caught species. As a result people looking for a pet 
online could end up with a sick, dangerous or even illegal 
animal. The animals themselves could also end up in 
the wrong hands and be subjected to abuse, cruelty and 
neglect. To tackle the issue, Four Paws has developed a 
set of recommended measures that classified ad sites 
can take to help ensure that customers and animals are 
protected, and a Pet Deception Detector that ranks sites 
in each country on how well they are doing in terms 

of implementing these 
measures.
“It’s getting more and 
more common to buy 
pets online via classified 
ads sites. No matter, 
if you are seeking a 
puppy, a kitten, a rabbit 
or a even a horse. 
The worldwide online 
trade of animals is 
booming. However, poor 
regulations have allowed 
many classified ads sites 
to become a haven for 
deception and animal 
suffering. This is a major 
problem, as many sites 
fail to meet the required 
standards for protecting 
animals sold online, as 

well as the people looking for a pet. It’s in the hands of 
global companies to change that and lead the way,” says 
Fiona Miles, Country Director at Four Paws South Africa.” 
“Our international campaign aims to stop ‘pet 

Those selling pets need to visit homes of prospective 
buyers to see what type of environment the animal 
will be in 



deception’. As part of the campaign we have developed 
an online tool (Petdeception.org) which ranks the 
more commonly used classified ad sites to show the 
public which sites could be putting them and pets at 
risk. Based on a set of requirements developed by 
Four Paws, the sites are ranked according to which 
Four Paws measures they have introduced to protect 
animals sold on their sites. Many of these sites, even 
those owned by trusted brands such as eBay Classifieds 
Group, can be poorly regulated and therefore offer little 
protection for the pets being advertised and for the 
people looking online to find a pet. We have developed 
a set of recommended measures and are calling on 
global brands to lead the way in protecting animals and 
people by adopting them.”
The measures, adds Fiona, include classified ad sites 
having to verify sellers’ identity, so that there is no 
anonymous selling on the sites for animal sales, to help 
stop illegal activity running pre-checks of all adverts 

to remove illegal, misleading or inappropriate adverts 
before they go live; having mandatory information 
in the ad on the animal, for example important care, 
health and documentation details to help the buyer 
make an informed decision when buying a pet, and 
having in place and enforcing a list of animals which are 
banned from being sold on the site including primates, 
endangered and wild-caught animals, underage animals 
and pregnant animals to help address animal welfare 
issues.  
At the moment three websites that scored the worst 
points (in South Africa) in terms of poor regulation of 
animals for sale/trade are Gumtree (40 percent), OLX 
(14 percent) and Junkmail ZA (six percent).
Fiona explains there are three specific ways readers 
can support The Pet Deception campaign. Firstly log 
Petdeception.org to find out if classified ad sites in 
your country are implementing safeguards to protect 
pets and people. Secondly, sign the Four Paws’ petition 
calling on eBay, who owns a number of classified ad 
sites around the world, to take the lead and adopt Four 
Paws’ measures. The petition can be accessed by  
logging onto https://help.four-paws.org/en/pet-
deception-petition. Four Paws are hoping to garner   
100 000 signatures. Thirdly, open up about your 
experience. Have you or your friends bought an animal 
online and had a bad buying experience, for example 
the animal you bought was ill, illegal, did not have the 
right paperwork, was kept in poor conditions, or was 
not as described in the advert? Four Paws are looking 
for stories which they can use for their campaign work. 
Whether you bought a dog, cat, exotic pet, fish, bird 
or small mammal, Four Paws are interested in hearing 
from you about your experience. All information will be 
treated confidentially. Experiences can be e-mailed to 
online-pets@vier-pfoten.org.
Keep in mind, if for some reason you are not the forever 
home for your pet, it is truly your responsibility to find 
a new family for your pet...and online ads are not the 
right, or the best, way of doing this. Rather chat to 
family, friends and animal rescue organisations and 
ask them to help you network. Meet in person with 
potential new owners, do a reference check to see if 
the person is employed and may have a pet in their 
home, visit your pet’s new home to see what type of 
environment it will be in and ask for a rehoming fee to 
put value on your pet and to see if the person to whom 
you are selling can afford a pet and is willing to do what 
it takes to own one. For more information on Four Paws 
contact them at (021) 702-4277, or log onto  
http://www.four-paws.org.za/about-us/policy/
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Animal News
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Lunch ‒ Make It Snappy!
A TOURIST lost a camera after a group of lions tried 
to make a feast of the device. The man had set up 
his camera 100m 
away from some 
lionesses and cubs 
and ran back to 
his safari vehicle, 
intending to take 
pictures with his 
remote control. 
However, curious, 
one lioness, 
apparently peckish 
and unsure of what 
the apparatus was, 
picked it up with 
her mouth, holding the camera with her sharp teeth. 
Engineer Thomas Selig captured these hilarious 
images in the Maasai Mara National Reserve in 
Kenya. “The whole scene lasted at least one hour, 
until the lions finally got bored with the camera and 
they went off to do something else,” he said. “While 
I felt really sad for the photographer, because it 
obviously was not what he was expecting, it was at 
the same time really funny and surreal.” 

Cold-Blooded Comrades
TANTO YENSEN witnessed the start of an unusual 
friendship between a yellow vine snake and a frog. 
The frog was resting on a tree branch for some 
shade when the snake decided to join it. Both 
animals belong to Tanto Yensen, who had brought 
them outside to enjoy the day, when the snake 
decided it needed some company.  

Bullheaded
A POOR bull in 
Northallerton, North 
Yorkshire, found 
himself in a pickle when 
he got his head stuck in 
the base of a tree trunk. 
Firefighters managed 
to release him using 
strops attached to a 
miniature digger and 
a reciprocating saw. 
The bull walked away 
unharmed. 
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Did You Know?
 Dog fighters often look to online ad sites for dogs, 
typically smaller breeds, to use as bait dogs to train their 
dog fighting dogs, or to train advertised dogs, like pit bulls, 
to become fighters. 
 SMALLER animals like rats, gerbils, mice, hamsters, 
small kittens and bunnies have the potential to be given to 
someone who will feed them to pet snakes, or use them 
as food for larger-breed animals.
 THERE are groups called ‘Bunchers’ that look through 
the classifieds for free dogs, cats and other animals 
to collect then sell to laboratories for animal testing, 
research and experimentation. 
 ONLINE ads are the perfect place for animal hoarders to 
find more animals to ‘collect’ and abuse, keeping them in 
cruel and unsanitary conditions.
 PEOPLE who torture and kill animals like to search the 
listings for new victims.
 SIMILAR to Bunchers, a newer phenomena is ‘pet 
flipping’ – searching free adds for pets to sell for a profit 
elsewhere.
 EvEn if you meet the ‘adopter’ it doesn’t mean they’re 
the ones who will end up taking care of the animal. Often 
people use ‘decoys’ to pretend they’re interested in the 
animal so you feel more at ease handing the animal over. 

There are thousands of active 
classified adverts offering pets 
for purchase at the click of a 
button

Do you have a story for 
animal news you would 
like to share with us? E-mail 
people@caxton.co.za and 
write ‘animal’ in the subject 
line we will give you R500 if 
your story is published!
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aFter a gastric bypass procedure left 
Laura Green worse off than before, she 
realised she needed a lifestyle change.

F or most of her life Laura Green was 
what is medically termed as ‘morbidly 
obese’. As an adult, the pretty brunette’s 
larger-than-life personality was 

overshadowed by her crushing weight, with her 
tipping the scales at more than 134kg. Desperate 
to embark on a new life, Laura had a gastric band 
fitted in 2008, but was forced to have it removed 
after suffering a string of health scares. After the 
surgery she gained even more weight than before, 

leaving her bitter and depressed.
“gastric-band surgery for all intents and 

purposes ruined my life,” says Laura 
bluntly. “I lost about 18kg in the 

first year and then had major 
complications and had to have 

it removed in 2010. I gained 
all the weight back and 

then some and still have 
some residual issues 

because of going 
through that. I have 
only ever been able 
to successfully lose 
weight with diet 
and exercise and i 
wish I knew I could 
do it myself before 
ever going under the 
knife.”
When the chance 
came for Laura, who 
works as a university 
administrator, to 
visit Disneyland, she 
was terrified she’d 
be turned away 
from rides because 
she was simply too 
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by jacqui THompsoN

Mnandi
News

W ANT to say thank you? Got 
something positive to say about 
someone? Has a stranger done 
a good deed for you? Have 

you received outstanding service from a place 
or a person? We want to know about it. No 
kind deed should go unacknowledged. E-mail 
mnandinews@gmail.com or sms the word 
‘Mnandi’ to 48408. Keep your message to about 
50 words and include your name or pseudonym 
and area. 

I TOOK my car into one of those places that 
hands out leaflets at the traffic lights for 
discounted services. Times are hard and I 
didn’t have the money for a ‘name brand’ 
service. I was very pleased with everything 
they did and especially the price. I just 
want to say don’t be afraid to try them and 
give small businesses a chance too.
Paul Henderson, Montgomery Park

I LEFT my purse behind in Truworths. It was 
on my side of the till and was only seen by 
the next customer. There are still honest 
people out there ‒ namely the customer 
and the staff at Truworths who tracked 
me through what I bought and my account 
card.
Fiona Swerling, Constantia Kloof

WE had a bumper bashing and went to 
Milpark Hospital for some scrapes and 
to check for whiplash. The emergency 
staff was excellent, compassionate and 
professional. Thank you.
T. Wilkinson, Bonaero Park

MICHAEL, aged nine, rang our bell and 
asked if we had any jobs that needed 
doing as he was saving up for a bicycle. 
We are in a complex and his mom knew 
exactly which block he was going to and he 
had to message her if he got some work. 
I was so impressed I had him empty the 
dustbin, wash the car and clean the kitchen 
windows. Nice to see initiative like this! 
Helen, Fairlands

tHaNk you to my friends Gavin and Paula 
who let me store stuff while I moved house 
after a messy divorce. It is a difficult time 
and simple things like this make it just that 
much easier. HUGE thanks to Simeon who 
took care of my pets until i found a place 
with a garden. People often don’t think 
how divorce affects pets, but they kept me 
sane during a very dark time.
Cynthia, Rondebosch

SPREADING 
FEEL-GOOD NEWS

heavy. That was, 
says Laura, the 
breaking point in 
her life.
“Around the 
same time 
my marriage 
failed and i 
went through a 
divorce; I was 
forced to move 
back in with my 
parents while 
i looked for 
a new place 
to live,” she 
says. “I didn’t 
have any kind 

of eating plan before – I ate what I wanted, 
when I wanted. I used to bake a lot. Everything 
I made was filled with butter, sugar and flour. I 
was great at it but obviously the downside 
was that I would eat a batch of cookies over 
the course of the week. Then one day I came 
across an app called MyFitnesspal and began 
to get an understanding about just how much 
I was actually eating. I downloaded the app 
and started counting calories. At first, I didn’t 
restrict the calories at all, I just wanted to get 
a sense of how much I was consuming. Then, 
over about six months, I gradually lowered 
my intake. I didn’t even work out for the first 
six months or so, I just tried to get my eating 
under control. I lost almost 20kg doing this and 
once I felt like I had a handle on food, I decided 
to start adding in some exercise. i actually 
haven’t given anything up because as soon as 
I give something up I’ll want it more. I’ve just 
trained myself to work it into my day – if i can 
afford the calories, I’ll have it but if I can’t then 
I won’t. Instead of going out to eat and drink all 

the time, now I am going hiking and constantly 
trying to find things to do socially that don’t 
involve eating and drinking. Buying clothes is 
a lot more fun now, even if it’s turning into a 
bad habit of mine. Having more options rather 
than being forced to shop at plus-size stores is 
so nice. Plus-size clothing is ridiculously more 
expensive than it should be. I can buckle my 
seat belt on an aeroplane now without an 
extender. I can comfortably fit into any chair 
and not worry about it breaking underneath 
me.”
While Laura is now at her target weight, she is 
still unhappy with her appearance because of 
the excess skin that hangs from her body and 
has set up a GoFundMe page in the hope to 
raise enough money to have the skin surgically 
removed. “As a result of losing so much 
weight I have some issues with loose skin,” 
she explains. “I met with a plastic surgeon to 
discuss my options and he said that he would 
estimate that I have about 6kg of excess skin 
just in my abdominal area. I would need a 
series of two to three surgeries to remove the 
skin that is impossible to lose strictly with diet 
and exercise. My best friend recently created a 
GoFundMe account (https://www.gofundme.
com/292zht8 ) to try to help me afford the 
surgeries. This would be the final step in order 
for my physical body to reflect all the hard work 
I have put in over the past two and a half years. 
However, I’m not done. I will continue to work 
out and eat well for the rest of my life. I have 
greatly enjoyed interacting with my Instagram 
and YouTube followers and I am continuously 
inspired by all the stories they share with me.”
At the time of going to press, Laura had 
managed to raise only a fraction of her goal 
amount with just eight donations totalling  
R3 000. She has a long way to go before 
reaching the amount she needs of R209 000.

before and after pictures of 
Laura showing her incredible 
weight loss

she’s turned her  
life around
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IN South Africa alone, almost 1 000 children are reported 
missing every year. The actual figure is probably much 
higher. Currently the police have an 82 percent success 
rate finding the children. Ideally they’d like to achieve a 
100 percent success rate. But they need your help! Have 
you seen any of these people?

THe largest number of missing 
children worldwide are runaways, 

then family abductions, being lost or 
injured, and non-family abductions.

HavE YOu SEEN 
THEM?

Helplines
POWA: Telephone: (011) 642-4345/6
E-mail: info@powa.co.za
Web: www.powa.co.za
Rape Crisis (021) 447-1467
E-mail: info@rapecrisis.org.za 
Web: www.rapecrisis.org.za
Lifeline (011) 715-2000 / 0800 012 322
Childline  082 233 2333 or 0800 055 555
SAPS Family Violence, Child Protection And Sexual 
Offences Unit (FCS)  (011) 403-3413
Teddy Bear Clinic (011) 481-5161 
Aids Helpline 0800 012 322, or (011) 880-0405 
Web: www.aidsinfo.co.za
Anorexia and Bulimia Family Support Group (011) 640-1965 
Web: www.edsupport.co.za
Cancercare Centre (011) 646-5628
SA Depression & Anxiety Support Group (SADAG)  
(011) 783-1474 or (011) 884-1797 
Alcoholics Anonymous South Africa  (011) 452-9907
SANCA (011) 482-1070 
Gamblers Anonymous 0800 006 008

IF you think you’ve seen any of these people, or would like 
to report a missing person, contact the Bureau For Missing 
People on (012) 393-2005, or fax (012) 393-2012. Missing 
people can contact the bureau to let them know they’re alive 
and well – even if they don’t want to get in touch with family.

Karabo MaSEMoLa
Disappeared: May 3, 2016
age: 35 
Karabo left home in Dawn Park 
and has been missing ever since.

CLEMEnt KatLEgo MoSErI 
Disappeared: May 18, 2016 
age: 28
Clement left home in eden Park 
and has been missing ever since. 

bongIwE Songongo
Disappeared: June 3 , 2016 
age: 33 
Bongiwe left home in Park Road and 
has been missing ever since.

JoSEph MoJaLEfa MaKobE
Disappeared: May 27, 2016 
age:34 
Joseph left home in evaton and has 
been missing ever since. DECaPITaTED 

4-YEar-OLD
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Exclusive!

MOTHER tells horrific tale of son’s miraculous recovery.

I t was supposed to be the end of a happy 
weekend celebrating her little boy’s birthday. 
but for brandy gonzalez, 25, and her four-
year-old son Killian, it ended in a head-on car 

crash, with the child suffering an internal decapitation 
that almost ended his life. 
The horrific accident happened in May after the young 
mom’s car skidded into oncoming traffic on the way 
home during a bad hailstorm. Trapped in the wreckage 
and unable to move, with nearly every limb in her 
body broken, Brandy looked behind her to see her son 
hunched over and unconscious. Then she heard a little 
voice say, “Momma.”  

Survives!
Miraculously, Killian was alive. But, what neither she 
nor her son knew was internally the little boy’s skull had 
separated from his spine. Less than one percent of people 
with this injury survive. 
Killian could have died but for the quick-thinking reaction of 
a good Samaritan. Passer-by Leah Woodward was out with 
her husband Joel when they saw the accident unfold and 
ran to the wreckage on the motorway. The off-duty police 
officer broke through a window to get to the little boy and 
Leah held his head upright for half an hour until paramedics 
arrived.
Because of her quick thinking, not only did Killian survive, 
he didn’t even need extensive surgery! 



left arm, putting it on the dashboard and leaning as far as I 
could. But I couldn’t reach it. 
Joel Woodward – a police officer who was in the car behind 
me with his wife Leah and their children smashed open the 
back windshield so he could get to Killian. He opened one of 
the doors and that’s when he told Leah to sit my son up and 
hold his head and spine perfectly still until the ambulance 
got there. Killian was yelling for me, wanting to sit on my 
lap, which killed me because I was stuck in the front seat. 
‘It’s going to be okay’, I told him, as we urged him to sit still. 
When the paramedics got there I saw them take Killian 
out of the car. After that I couldn’t see where they took 
him. But Leah stayed with him until they put him on the air 
ambulance. I was grateful when she came back and told me 
where he was going. 
It took 90 minutes to get me out of the car. The rescue team 
had to cut the top off and use tools to pull the front forward 
just to get to me. I knew my left leg was broken, because 
I could feel it. My femur was broken on my other leg. My 
right knee had been taken off and was later sewn back on. 
My ankle was shattered and the layers in one of the arteries 
in my neck had separated because I was looking back at 
Killian at the time of the accident.  
I was flown to the same place as Killian, who was going 
to be transferred to another hospital where there was a 
special ICU for kids. I had to go straight into surgery. When I 
woke up from my five-hour surgery later on the first thing I 
asked was about Killian. I knew he had broken his arm but I 
didn’t know anything else. That’s when his nurse called me 
to say he had a fractured spleen, bleeding on his brain and 
he had been internally decapitated...
‘What does that even mean?’ I asked. I’d never heard of it. 

She told me that four of the six 
ligaments connecting his head to 
his spine had been so stretched 
that his head had come off his 
spinal cord. The radiologist who 
looked at Killian’s X-ray thought 
it was of a dead person. It was a 
miracle my son was alive. 
I started crying. It killed me that 
I couldn’t be there with him. At 

that point it was unclear what the outcome would be. 
A week later his doctor called to say there was a 99 percent 
chance he would make a 100 percent recovery. He didn’t 
even need surgery because the blood flow through his 
ligaments was good enough that they would settle to how 
they were before the accident. He just has to wear a neck 

brace for the next six months to keep his head still. 
I cried tears of happiness when I heard that. 
I was told, ‘Whoever held your son’s head perfectly 
still, probably saved his life’. 
I knew Leah’s name and my best friend Cathy 
reached out to her on Facebook. The first time 
I spoke to her on the phone I cried, saying: ‘I 
could never thank you enough. You saved my 
baby.Without you, who knows what would have 
happened to him?’ 
She was crying and said the accident didn’t just affect 
us; it totally changed her life too. We speak on the 
phone now almost daily. It’s like we’ve always been 
friends. 
I was so happy when Killian and I were both 
discharged from our respective hospitals and were 
finally reunited after two weeks. It was killing me 
that we were in the same town and I couldn’t be 
there with him. I just wanted to hold him. 
Now he’s blowing my mind with his recovery. 
everyone is in awe of how he’s doing. He’s eating 
and drinking, running up and down the hallway. He’s 
being braver than Mom is ready for. 
I’m still recovering and it will be a few months before 
I’ll be out of my wheelchair. It’s frustrating because 
I’m not a person to sit around and do nothing. 
But then I remind myself how blessed we both are 
because when you look at the accident pictures, 
neither of us should be alive.”

In an exclusive interview Brandy recounts the horror of that 
day and reveals how she and her little boy are recovering…
“I was driving home with my son, Killian, in the back. The 
day before we had celebrated his fourth birthday with 
family and friends at my grandpa’s house. Usually I’m really 
stupid and wait way too late to drive the eight hours back 
to our place, but I was trying to be good and get home at a 
decent hour.  
It was about half way into our journey when the accident 
happened. The weather had been weird all weekend. It 
would rain and be hot, then rain and be hot again. 
I slowed down because the rain had started again and it 
was falling faster than my windshield wipers. I was driving 
at 70km/h when all of a sudden it started hailing like crazy. 
I was heading up this little hill with a tiny little curve going 
round the corner. But my car wouldn’t turn. It just kept on 
going straight. The road was very slippery and I was stuck 
sliding. I tried to turn the wheels as far as I could, I wanted 
to do anything to not get into an accident. 
We crossed the centre line and I could see an SUV coming 
towards us. It probably was just a split second before we hit 
but it felt like it took forever. When I knew we were going to 
hit the other car, the last thing I did was look back at Killian 
who was in his booster seat watching a DVD.  
I heard the initial *bam*. I went forward and then you 
could hear the airbags go off. My window shattered. The 
windshield didn’t break but ‘spidered.’ There was a sizzling 
sound from the engine, and you could smell burning and 
see smoke. 
I was a little worried about the car bursting into flames but I 
was more concerned about getting Killian out safely. 
I turned to look at the backseat. He wasn’t awake, just 
hunched over. He was covered 
in spinal fluid. You could tell it 
wasn’t blood because it was 
a pinkish colour. It was on his 
chest, his shirt and his face. 
My whole family are emergency 
medical technicians, so I knew 
what it was and that scared me. 
When you see spinal fluid it 
usually means either the person’s 
not going to make it or they’re going to be paralysed. 
After about three minutes Killian came to and started calling 
my name. I tried to get to him but I was pinned in. I couldn’t 
get out. By this time other drivers had come to help. All 
the doors were locked and my left arm was broken. I tried 
to reach the passenger door to unlock it by picking up my 
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what was left of  
brandy’s car

My Stories

‘Miss Goody 
Two-Shoes’

“S InCE I was little, I’ve always been 
known as this good girl who never 
lied or cheated. I always took pride in 
my studies, never had a large social 

group, or even had a boyfriend until I was 20. now I’m 
22 and have a five-month-old daughter whom I love; 
she is the most important part of my life.  
My life became interesting when I fell pregnant. Who 
would have thought a church girl like me would fall 
pregnant before marriage? Well, everything started 
when I went to university. I remember writing this on my 
social media page: “When some of us are fighting queues 
at universities for registration, some girls are fighting for 
a chair in the maternity ward.”  
When I got to varsity, I met the most loving guy on earth. 
Well, that’s what I thought at that time. We did almost 
everything together. We were inseparable. I studied for 
a Bachelor of Science in Life and environmental Science, 
majoring in environmental Management and Geography, 
and graduated three years later. My graduation day was 
the best day of my life, and that night I lost my virginity 
to the man of my dreams. I couldn’t wait for marriage 
anymore, because I felt ready. After all, we had been 
together for over three years and it felt right. 

I struggled to find a job or even an internship in my field 
of study; I stayed at home in the meantime. Months went 
by without any call or e-mail from potential employers, 
but I still kept hoping to hear something. On top of that, I 
missed my period two months in a row; but I didn’t think 
much of it then. Three months later and my body was 
changing. When I found out I was pregnant, my parents 
nearly had a heart attack. When I told the love of my 
life, all he said was, “We had only one night together 
and it was your first time. I can’t be the father; never 
call me again.” That day I felt like taking my life. I didn’t, 
and for the remaining six months I kept myself under 
house arrest; I was afraid that people would start asking 
questions. 
After six months I gave birth to a healthy little girl. Now 
I had a baby but no job – how was I going to take care of 
her? Pride prevented me from applying for child-support 
grant. I’d always undermined girls in my town who 
depended on child grants. But two months later, when 
my parents were struggling to take care of both me and 
my child, I had to swallow my pride and apply for the 
grant.  
A month later I started working at a local supermarket as 
a teller. I’m still looking for a job in my field of study, but 
in the interim the supermarket job is paying the bills and 
my child is well taken care of. All I have learned through 
this is that when things are going well in your life, never 
judge others. I thought I was made of steel and nothing 
could touch me, but life calmed me down and made me 
take a seat.”
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e-mail people@caxton.co.za. 
We PRINT, We PAY!

‘All he said was, “We 
had only one night 
together and it was 

your first time. i can’t 
be the father”.’

Killian’s skull was separated, 
internally, from his spine

‘He was covered 
in spinal fluid. You 
could tell it wasn’t 

blood because it was 
a pinkish colour.’

THIS reader tells how her 
life hasn’t always gone as 

planned.
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“I knew he was trouble 
the minute i laid eyes 
on him.  
‘David Andrews, checking 

in for room 43, babe’, he drawled.
With his confident strut, slicked-back hair 
and tailored suit, he looked just like the 
‘bad boys’ I had lusted after in my 20s. 
‘It’s the penthouse’, he said with a wink.
The leggy blonde hanging on his arm let 
out a high-pitched squeal. ‘Ooh, you spoil 
me!’ she cried.
‘Certainly, Mr 
Andrews’, I said, 
handing him the 
keys. ‘Sleazeball’, 
I muttered under 
my breath as soon 
as they turned 
their backs.  
Over the next few months, David’s visits 
with his ditzy girlfriend became a weekly 
occasion.
They would check in on a Friday 
afternoon and emerge looking slightly 
worse for wear the next morning. David 
was also a serial complainer. ‘We’ve only 
got six pillows and they’re not nearly 
enough’, he would whinge.
He quickly became infamous among the 
staff at our hotel. So, when we crossed 
paths on my day off, I recognised
him straight away. It was a Sunday 
afternoon and I was sitting on a park 
bench reading a book. I glanced up for 
a moment and noticed a family having 
a picnic a few metres away. Slimy 
David was leaning in to kiss a gorgeous 
brunette as two kids played nearby. 
He had swapped his usual suit for a 
more casual ensemble but there was no 
mistaking it was him.
Then, I noticed a shiny, gold wedding 

band on his left ring finger. My cheeks 
burned bright red as I realised what
I had witnessed. The blonde wasn’t 
David’s girlfriend, she was his mistress! 
I quickly packed up my stuff and got out 
of there before David could spot me. As 
I walked home, a million thoughts ran 
through my mind.
Did David’s wife know what was going 
on? Should I have told her?
But I needn’t have worried, because 
the next time I saw him at work I had a 

genius idea.
As usual, David 
checked in 
on the Friday 
night and 
called down to 
reception with 

a complaint.
‘There’s only three different types of 
vodka in the minibar, how can you call 
this a five-star hotel?’ he ranted.
Rage bubbled inside me as I slammed 
down the phone.
This was the last straw. I pulled out a 
fresh sheet of the hotel’s letter paper 
and a ballpoint pen.
‘Dear Mrs Andrews.
We would like to extend our sincere 
gratitude to you and your husband for 
being such loyal customers of our hotel.
We always look forward to your weekly 
visits each Friday!’ I wrote.
I neatly folded it into a blank envelope 
and posted it off to the address David 
had supplied. ‘Goodbye, Mr Andrews!’
I said, cheerily, as he left the next 
morning, knowing it would be the last 
time I would see him. If David’s wife 
didn’t already know about his betrayal, 
she certainly would now!
I never did see David again and over 
the next few weeks, I wondered if I’d 

done the right thing. The last thing 
I wanted to do was break up a 

family but I’d been cheated on 
enough times to know how 
much it can hurt you. David’s 
wife deserved to know 
the truth about her sleazy 

husband. I’d always wished 
that someone would have told 

me sooner.”

“M Y husband, 
Dave, held the 
white stick in 
his hand, while i 

squeezed my eyes shut.  
‘Is it ready?’ I said, nervously. Waiting 
for the blue lines to appear felt like an 
eternity.  
‘Not this time, love’, he said, giving me 
a hug. Ever since we got married three 
years earlier, we knew we wanted 
to have a family. We’d been trying 
for the last year but hadn’t had any 
luck. Doctors ran tests and found no 
problems. But every month, we faced 
the same disappointment.  
‘We’ll keep trying’, Dave promised. One 
evening when he was out, I was on our 
laptop when I 
noticed Dave’s 
e-mails were 
still open. As I 
went to close 
them, I spotted 
a familiar name: 
Debbie. She was 
the woman Dave 
had been seeing 
when we first 
met. He’d dumped her to be with me. 
I’d felt awful, but we couldn’t deny our 
chemistry. Curious, I opened the e-mail.  
‘Here’s a photo of Stacey’, the message 
read. ‘She’s five now’. I couldn’t believe 
my eyes. Dave had a secret daughter! 
Why hadn’t he told me? After looking at 
the rest of their messages, I discovered 
Debbie had found out she was pregnant 
not long after we’d got together. But 
Dave wanted nothing to do with her. 
Still, Debbie e-mailed him on Stacey’s 
birthday every year in case he changed 
his mind. Later, I confronted him, upset 
that he hadn’t told me, but more so that 
he’d neglected his responsibilities as a 
father.  
‘She’s not mine’, he said, defensively, 
as soon as I broached the subject. ‘I’ve 

never even met her’. Over the next days, 
I tried to talk to him about Stacey but he 
refused to discuss her.  
‘I’m not mad,’ I assured him. I loved Dave 
– and I knew that his coping mechanism 
was often denial. His response was 
always the same. ‘I don’t want anything 
to do with her’, he’d say, stubbornly. 
There was nothing I could do. Life carried 
on as normal and we continued to try 
for a baby of our own. Still, nothing 
was happening. One day, as I looked at 
yet another negative pregnancy test, I 
couldn’t help but think of Stacey. While 
I was desperate to be a mom, Dave was 
turning his back on the chance of being a 
dad. Curious, I e-mailed Debbie. ‘I’d like 
to meet Stacey’, I typed. I was surprised 

when she replied 
straight away. 
‘Sure’, she wrote. 
‘I want her to 
know the other 
side of her family’. 
A week later, I 
told Dave I was 
meeting a friend 
for coffee. Then, I 
drove to Debbie’s 

house, 30 minutes away. I felt awful lying 
to my husband but I was desperate to 
meet his daughter. As soon as I saw her, 
I knew she was Dave’s. They shared the 
same big green eyes. ‘This is my friend, 
Taylor’, Debbie said to Stacey. For the 
next hour, I played with her and her 
dolls. ‘She’s a credit to you’, I said to 
Debbie afterwards. ‘Would you mind if I 
saw her again?’ Debbie agreed.  
At home, I was overwhelmed with guilt. 
But a part of me couldn’t ignore the fact 
there was finally a child in our lives. I’ve 
been visiting Stacey in secret for the last 
two years. She calls me ‘Aunty Taylor’ 
and I love spoiling her. I have no idea if 
I’ll ever be a mother – we’re still trying to 
get pregnant. But I genuinely love Stacey 
as if she were my own.” 

‘I HATED lying 
to Dave but I 
was desperate 
to meet her.’ – 

Taylor, 35

Your True Confessions!
WHEN was the last time you came clean and everyone heard?

OMG!

CONFESS!  We Print!  We Pay! 
C’mon – fess up! everyone has their little 

secrets that they’re hiding from the rest of 
the world. admit it. Well, now we’re giving 
you a chance to clear your conscience and 

confess – anonymously! We’re offering to print your 
uncut secrets in our mag, and we’ll pay you for it. E-mail 

your confession to people@caxton.co.za (we promise to 
keep all your details hush hush). But for now, sit back and 
take in these offerings as some other readers share their 
guilt, problems and dirty secrets with you. Who knows – 
these stories might make you feel better about your own 
skeletons in the closet!

‘WAs I wrong to 
send the letter to 
her?’ – Friedl, 42

Send your story to people@caxton.co.za  and get paid 
for it when we publish it in our future issues. 

Dear Mrs
L ve Rat ‘I VISIT MY HUSBAND’S 

Secret Kid’
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EVERY week we bring you heartwarming stories of ordinary people dealing with extraordinary  
circumstances, and offer 

readers the chance to help them by paying it  forward.

Did You 
Know?
Compiled By GaBrielle ozynski

INTERESTING facts about the  
world we live in.

 NEw YoRk’S famous Madison Square Park, 
washington Square Park, Union Square Park, and 
Bryant Park used to be cemeteries. There are 
approximately 20 000 bodies buried in washington 
Square Park alone.

 DaRk hair dyes are the shades most likely to 
cause an allergic reaction and this is because they 
contain a form of lead acetate, the active ingredient 
responsible for the dark colouring effect.

 GRoUND hoRNBIllS are very slow breeders, 
producing just one brood of two chicks every seven 
to nine years, only one of which survives. Immature 
birds within the social group work as ‘helpers’, caring 
for the single chick. 

 ThE lowest temperature recorded in the Arctic is 
–68oC in Siberi. However, Antarctica is colder than 
the Arctic, as the lowest temperature recorded there 
was –89.2oC 

 IT is believed that the first African slaves were 
taken to the New world at the beginning of the 
17th century and that the first slaves came from 
Senegambia (now Senegal and The Gambia) and the 
windward Coast (now Ivory Coast). This region also 
had a long history of supplying slaves to the arab 
world. 

 ThINk you might be related to Cleopatra or 
Richard III? well, says Steve Jones, Emeritus Professor 
of Human Genetics at UCL, “On a long trudge through 
history – two parents, four great-grandparents, and 
so on – very soon everyone runs out of ancestors and 
has to share them. “As a result, almost every Briton 
is a descendant of Viking hordes, Roman legions, 
african migrants, Indian Brahmins, or anyone else 
they fancy.”

 ChRoNIC traumatic encephalopathy (CTE) was 
formerly believed to be suffered only by boxers, 
and used to be referred to as being ‘punch drunk’ 
(dementia pugilistica). It is a progressive degenerative 
disease which affects athletes in heavy contact 
sports and soldiers in combat who suffer repeated 
concussions and traumatic brain injuries.

 ThE only truly wild horse species is the 
Przewalskis, found in Mongolia. There are, however, 
numerous populations of feral horses such as 
mustangs in North america, Icelandic ponies in 
Iceland and the horses of the Camargue region in 
France.

 MoST roller coasters don’t have engines and move 
by converting potential energy (what they have when 
they’re sitting on top of the track) into kinetic energy 
(the kind they have once gravity makes the cars fall). 
As the cars go back up, the kinetic energy converts 
back to potential to keep the ride moving.
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BLIND 
BARISTA

St ir!
IF you’re a fan of freshly roasted coffee beans, then this 

story is the perfect opportunity to pay it forward.

JoSEPh and his wife (who is also blind) have a 17-month old baby who is fully sighted. all Joseph wants 
is for his child to have the best education. If anyone is able to assist they can make contact with Irene de 
Bod at kaleidoscope, tel: (023) 347-2745, or e-mail irene@kaleidoscopesa.org. For more information on 
kaleioscope Sa, join the conversation on Twitter @Institute4Blind #letTheBlindlead and Facebook at 
https://www.facebook.com/kaleidoscopeSa/

Pay It Forward

Joseph matheatau is one smart cookie 
who knows more than a thing or two 
about making the perfect cuppa!
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By Vanessa papas

Has Heart

H e may be blind, but Joseph matheatau 
has always had a very clear vision of 
one day doing something remarkable 
with his life. While there’s no 

arguing that he has faced many challenges and 
adversities along the way, Joseph says it’s all been 
worth it. south africa’s first blind barista, Joseph 
works at kaleidoscope’s museum in the Blindiana 
Barista Coffee shop, where he has become a major 
attraction. Blindiana Blend – a kaleidoscope & Beans 
for africa initiative – is coffee that is blended, tasted, 
packed and distributed by the blind.
one of five children born and raised in a rural area 
of the Free State, Joseph lost his sight in his left eye 
at the tender age of three. Through the years his 
sight in his right eye also deteriorated to such an 
extent that he was unable to attend school. Joseph 
finally lost his vision in his late 20s and was then 
faced with a long period of suffering and enormous 
challenges. Just when he thought there was no light 
at the end of the tunnel, he joined kaleidoscope 
training centre in worcester in January 2014 to study 
marketing and entrepreneurship and then trained 
as a barista. kaleidoscope, (previously known as the 
Institute for the Blind), is a non-profit organisation 
that has been catering for the all-inclusive needs of 
the blind since 1881. Visually impaired persons of 
all ages are empowered through the provision of 
education, training, care, employment, development 
and accommodation towards a fulfilled life and 
complete citizenship.
“When I was six and in my first year of school, I 
could not see anything on the black board. My 
family thought I was just lazy and didn’t want to 
go to school. Eventually a doctor diagnosed me 
with glaucoma – a condition that causes damage to 
your eye’s optic nerve and gets worse over time. If 
damage to the optic nerve from high eye pressure 
continues, glaucoma often causes permanent loss 
of vision. without treatment, it can cause total 

permanent blindness, which is what happened to me. 
By the time I saw a specialist the condition was too 
far gone. when I heard I’d never get back my sight, 
I tried to stay calm, but there was a big hole in my 
heart. It is difficult if people and your family do not 
believe in you. The teachers at school made jokes 
about my eye condition and eventually I dropped 
out,” he says. “It might sound strange, but in my 
heart I always knew I was going to be someone 
special one day. when I used to tell my friends I 



Follow us on twitter.com/people_sa

A Ctress sarah michelle Gellar credits her mother 
with instilling good money-giving habits in her, which 
include using coupons for things like dry cleaning and 
shopping at department stores on double reward 

days, while zooey deschanel carries a r0 balance on her credit 
cards and her only debt is her house bond. But sadly, not everyone 
has a clean track record when it comes to their finances. 
Did you know that there are currently about 19-million credit-active 
South africans who have concerning credit records, with more than 
11-million of these people being placed into the over-indebted 
category? These scary statistics clearly show that South Africans 
are struggling to pay their debts and battling to meet repayments 
on loans, accounts and cards – resulting in many of them owing the 
majority of their monthly salary to creditors.
“Most consumers don’t have adequate financial understanding and 
literacy, which makes it easy to fall into bad financial habits when 
they are struggling to make ends meet,” says anton keet, head of 
Risk Services at 1Life, a registered financial services provider. “It 
has become more evident that consumers need access to accurate 
financial initiatives which equip them with the knowledge needed 
to achieve personal financial success – especially if we consider that 
many people aren’t exposed to the right financial guidance and 
therefore aren’t equipped to manage their money effectively.”  
So what support should you be looking for and how are you able to 
access this? Anton has provided a few tips to get you started:  
Get Educated: Have you thought about financial literacy courses to 
educate yourself around sound financial management? By improving 
your own financial literacy, you might begin to realise how many 
different ways there are to start saving – putting you and your family 
in a better financial situation for the future. 
Evaluate Your Situation: once you are equipped with the basic 
understanding of money management, it’s important to evaluate 
your own personal financial situation. Review your personal budget 
– make a list of your monthly expenses, as well as a list of your debt – 
and compare this to your income, so that you understand what your 
current financial situation is and how to change it.
Understand Where Your Money Goes: After that, you should have a 
clear picture of where and how you spend your money each month. 
Of these amounts, you can then ascertain what portion goes towards 
debt and what goes to wealth creation. After this, you will be able 
to accurately evaluate if you have extra money and how much extra 
you have to spend towards future investments and reaching your 
financial goals. 
Determine What You Want Your Situation To Be: Whether it’s getting 
rid of all your debt, not spending unnecessarily, or even saving 
more each month, it is important to set personal financial goals and 
constantly re-evaluate them to track your financial success. 
Put A Plan In Place: whatever your personal goals may be, achieving 
them requires a financial plan. This is what keeps you focused on 
what you need to achieve, which could include finding ways to cut 
unnecessary expenses, seeking debt counselling and support or 
finding ways to start saving. It’s important to have a plan in place. By 
not having one, you might lose track of long-term goals and spend 
money on luxuries, instead of, say, saving towards your retirement.
Review And Revise Your Financial Plan: always constantly review and 
revise your financial plan. Unexpected expenses and emergencies 
happen to all of us. Your financial situation might change due to 
unforeseen circumstances so make sure that you revise your plan 
in the right areas. Remove what is not necessary and hold onto 
your policies and savings, as these will keep you in good stead in 
the future. however, we all know that strategies you had in place to 
reach certain long-term goals might not give you the results that you 
expected. Re-evaluating your plan from time to time will ensure you 
still reach those goals. 
 

Win!!! 
1life is giving 15 lucky readers access to a financial literacy 
course worth r2 500 each to help them learn the basics and 
importance of financial planning. To enter sms the keyword 
‘1Life’ and your name and e-mail to 48408. Smses 
cost r1.50. free smses don’t apply. 
Terms and conditions apply. Please note, 
for Johannesburg-based readers only! 
Competition closes August 5, 
2016.

By Vanessa papas

Tips To A Better 
Finacial Future

YoU have the power to change your life 
for the better, starting with the basics.

was going to have my own shop and write out cheques 
someday, they laughed at me.”
Joseph continues to say that visitors to the coffee shop 
cannot believe that their coffee was made by a blind 
person. “It was not an easy process, though, but today I 
can successfully prepare a cup of coffee and I get the smell 
of success,” he adds.
when asked what a typical day in the life of Joseph is like, 
he replies, “Not much different from a sighted person’s 
day. I get up, take a shower, brush my teeth (this was 
one of the most difficult things to 
learn – to get the toothpaste on the 
toothbrush) and dress up. If there 
are clothes that need to be ironed, 
I iron them. I make myself a cup of 
tea and breakfast, unfold my walking 
stick and I leave for work. I walk to 
the Blindiana coffee shop, about 
half a block from my home.  when I 
arrive at work, I put on my apron and 
will start to rinse the coffee machine. 
I get everything ready, check if 
there’re enough cups and saucers 
and bring everything to my working 
station. at 17h00 when I finish at 
work, I  go home, have a rest for 30 
minutes and then do some exercise. 
I shower, make supper and end my 
day with my studies.”
aside from being able to whip 
up the perfect cuppa (espressos, 
macchiatos, americanos and 
lattes – Joseph has mastered them 
all), Joseph has also successfully 
completed his mobility training, 
is progressing well in Braille and 
learnt how to use a computer. he’s 
a shining example to others with 
disabilities that with determination 
and the appropriate training, 
support and guidance, anything is 
possible.
“I was trained at Truth Coffee in 
Cape Town. I was their first blind 
barista that they’ve ever trained. 
The first part of the course was 
theory – discovering coffee, where 

it originates and so on. It wasn’t that difficult 
– I just had to listen very carefully, because I 
couldn’t read up on it afterwards. They asked 
questions on the theory and I passed the test,” 
he says. “Then the practical part started. They 
orientated me at the machine, showed me all 
the parts of the machine and the coffee beans. 
I had a few challenges because I had to use 
my hands to navigate, which meant I ended 
up burning myself a few times. The frothing 
knob gets very hot and I was trained on a 
manual machine, so I had to count to 20 to get 
the perfect espresso. It was super important 
that no one interrupted me otherwise I’d get 
it all wrong. I wanted to enrol at the Matheo 
College in Bloemfontein to pursue my studies. 
They told me that they can’t accept me 
because they didn’t have all the resources to 
assist me, so they told me about kaleidoscope 
and made the necessary arrangements for 
me to go there. I really didn’t want to come 
to the western Cape because it was far from 
home and didn’t know what to expect. I didn’t 
know how to walk independently with my 
cane, or anything about Braille or a computer. 
Thankfully I did, though, because I am now 
able to walk on my own, send e-mails, use a 
computer, live independently and produce 
awesome coffee! Everything that I couldn’t do 
before.”
Joseph is also behind a unique blend of 
coffee that’s sold online. “Ledivia Hamman, 
co-ordinator of the information centre at 
kaleidoscope, and Tharina Jonker, previous 
owner of the Blindiana Barista, had this 
wonderful idea to create our own blend 
of coffee,” he explains. “I was part of the 
negotiation process with Stephen de Coito 

(from Beans for africa 
Roasters) and also part of the 
tasting process. we had to 
taste so many types to finally 
get our own signature coffee 
– an unique blend specifically 
blended for us, packaged 
by us and sold online at 
kaleidoscopesa.org.” 
Joseph says that the 
Blindiana custom roast blend 
was created from Central 
and South american coffees 
blended with african beans 
and has a great aroma and 
lingering finish. 
“The qualities add a 
wonderful depth and the 
african coffee gives it that 
bittersweet, earthy taste 
that makes it exceptional,” 
he explains. “This blend 
of arabica coffee beans is 
roasted to a medium-dark 
finish, which creates a 
medium-body coffee with 
splendid aroma.”
Now that he has the perfect 
coffee blend in the bag, 
Joseph’s dream is to open 
his own coffee shop in 
Bloemfontein within the 
next five years. “I cannot 
wait to make that first cup 
of coffee for my mother and 
sister,” he says, smiling from 
ear to ear.

His customers find it 
difficult to believe that 
such a perfect coffee 
can be made blind

naturally he’s had to 
navigate by hand, which 
has lead to a burn or two!



Real Life

THE 
LIMBLESS 
pLaySTaTIon
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Exclusive!

T he family of 
chingrung 
Mro, from 
kanchi in 

Bangladesh, were unable 
to afford treatment in 
her hometown due to the 
expense.  
However, a social media campaign 
launched by social worker Fabian Gomez has changed her life. 
The tumour has been growing in her brain since she was born 
and it now covers the centre of her face. 
Fabian’s campaign caught the attention of Bangladeshi minister 
Obaidul Quader, who arranged for Chingrung to be treated at 
Dhaka Medical College in Dhaka. 
Gomez says, “Many people tried to help by raising funds, but 
we wanted to provide her with better treatment because she’s 
a baby. We contacted the minister and after the meeting we 
asked him to provide the baby with good treatment.”
Chingrung, from a remote area called Kanchi, was first admitted 
at nine months and she was diagnosed with a ganglioglioma 
cyst. 
Since birth, the tumour has been growing consistently bigger 
and could be fatal for the little girl if left untreated. 
The team at Dhaka Medical College have put together a board 
of surgeons - including a neurosurgeon, paediatric surgeon and 
a plastic surgeon – and they will soon operate on Chingrung to 
reduce the tumour. 
Samanta Lal Sen, the plastic surgeon, is feeling positive and 
hopes to remove the tumour and cover the defect with plastic 
surgery. 
Chingrung’s adoring father Singrao Mro hopes the treatment 
will give his daughter a new chance at life. 
“I hope my daughter will improve in this hospital and I want to 
thank everyone that helped her,” he says.

HaLF HER  
FaCE IS a 

TUMoUR
A RARE disease has left an 

11-month-old girl with a tumour 
covering half of her face.

Exclusive!

BorN without arms or legs, 
tiyo satrio, from Penawangan 
village, West Java, Indonesia, 
could be forgiven for having 

little to smile about.
Instead, the 11-year-old’s upbeat nature and 
infectious laugh make him a class favourite 
with fellow pupils and teachers alike. 
Throughout her pregnancy, Tiyo’s mom Mimi 
was unaware of her son’s condition. And even 
after he was born, she wasn’t told straight 
away that her newborn child had no arms or 
legs. 
 “The midwife said everything was normal. 
She said he’s good, normal and healthy,” says 
Mimi. “I gave birth in the middle of the night 
and was told the next afternoon.”
Although shocked on first learning the news, 
Mimi quickly adjusted to her son’s condition 
– and it’s this acceptance that has contributed 
to Tiyo’s outgoing personality. 
“I was surprised. I thought he would be 
normal like my other children ‒ then I 
have the youngest in that condition!” she 
says. “Now I feel fine, just normal about it and 
accepting.” 

Along with husband Wawan, Mimi says 
looking after Tiyo is a full-time job. The couple 
have four other adult children who live across 
Indonesia and therefore aren’t able to help 
with the daily care needs.
Tiyo is able to do some things himself, but his 
lack of mobility means Wawan and Mimi still 
need to help him do everything, from getting 
washed and dressed to feeding – although 
Tiyo has learnt how to unwrap sweet 
wrappers with his mouth.
The family used to receive state funding for 
Tiyo but claim they no longer receive financial 
support. 
“It’s been a year since we received anything,” 
Mimi says, while Wawan adds, “Taking care of 
Tiyo every day, we can’t go anywhere. If we 
work we won’t be able take care of him.”  
Tiyo’s school SLB Firdaus has at least taken 
away some of the daily burden. 
Every morning Tiyo is picked up by motorbike 
and taken to the small special needs school, 
where he excels at maths and religious 
studies.  
Holding a pen in his mouth, Tiyo is able to 
write and keep up with fellow classmates. 

WhizzTIYO, despite his disabilities, knows no limb-its.
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Principal of the school Budiwati says, “Tiyo’s 
IQ is good. Now he is in Grade Two and he 
can do Grade Four mathematics problems, 
such as multiplication and division.”
It wasn’t always like this however, with Tiyo 
initially struggling with insecurity issues.
Budiwati says, “He spent some days at school 
but then stopped because of his physical 
disabilities and his low self-confidence.”
Now a regular attendee, Tiyo relies on the 
other teachers and his classmates to carry 

him or push him in his wheelchair. The 
school currently teaches just 24 students. 
Tiyo also proves himself to be more than a 
match for his friends when playing on his 
games console. The PlayStation addict plays 
every spare moment he can, using his chin to 
operate the control pad. 
“After taking a bath he plays PS until the 
teacher picks him up,” Mimi says. “After 
school he plays again. Every day he plays  
PlayStation.”

By WaltoN golIghtly

Death of an actor
QUESTIONS still abound 

about this killing.

A t about 21h30 on July 16, 1910, chauffeur 
edward Noice was driving along rosenau road, 
Battersea, when he heard two shots. he saw 
a man dart through the garden of number 19, 

climb a wall and race off in the direction of the thames. 
Noice called the police. 
They went to number 17, where the door was opened by 
elizabeth earl. She said she too had heard shots and seen a 
man clamber over next-door’s wall. Frederick Anderson, 21, 
had been having dinner with her and confirmed her story. 
While investigating the property, police heard the sound of 
laboured breathing. A man was discovered in the doorway of 
the downstairs scullery. He had been shot in the right-hand 
side of his face, near his mouth. 
He was wearing carpet slippers and carrying a rudimentary 
form of ‘life preserver’, or cosh. It consisted of a piece of 
insulated electric cable wrapped in paper and covered in wool 
with a loop to pass over the wrist. Even as the police were 
examining the man, he died and some constables took the 
body to the nearest police station. A visiting card had been 
found in one of the man’s pockets. It bore the name ‘Wendon 
Atherstone’. One of the officers asked Frederick Anderson if 
he knew anyone by that name.
Anderson said yes, he did. ‘Wendon Atherstone’ was the name 
under which his father, thomas anderson, appeared on stage. 
Anderson was taken to the police station to identify the body. 
“That’s not my father,” he said, adding his father was clean-
shaven and this man had a moustache. On being informed 
that was blood, not a moustache, and the man was indeed 
clean-shaven, Anderson began to cry. “I saw my father die!” 
he exclaimed. 
According to crime writer Jonathan Goodman, atherstone 
was a classically trained actor who made a name for himself 
in music halls during the early 1880s and 1890s. By the turn of 
the century, however, he had been reduced to minor roles and 
poetry readings. He had last appeared at the Battersea Empire 
in the melodrama, The Grip Of The Law. Although married 
with four children, he began living with actress elizabeth earle 
around 1899.
As atherstone’s career continued to decline, the two began 
arguing more and more frequently – mainly because earl was 
earning more money than atherstone, having left the stage 
to become a teacher. At the time of the murder, atherstone 
was no longer living with her, but with his sons, Frederick 
and William. atherstone and earl hadn’t quite broken up yet, 
though, it seems.
“The case was something of a cause celebre,” says crime 
writer James Morton. What was Frederick doing dining with 
his father’s mistress while Dad lurked downstairs in his carpet 
slippers with a homemade cudgel in his pocket? elizabeth said 
she had invited Frederick around to show him a painting, but 
that didn’t stop the rumours. 
One theory suggested Frederick, his younger brother and earl 
had conspired to do away with atherstone because he was 
becoming a financial burden on all of them. On the face of it, 
though, it seemed more likely atherstone suspected elizabeth 
and Frederick of having an affair and went to the house to 
catch them in the act. In the ensuing struggle he was killed by 
his son.
atherstone had suffered a head injury a few years earlier and 
had been growing more paranoid and increasingly suspicious 
of earl. But Frederick was like a son to her, she said, and 
visited her often. Investigators could find no evidence she had 
been having an affair with Frederick, or anyone else for that 
matter. 
But what of the fleeing man the chauffeur had seen? Could 
he have been Frederick’s younger brother? Which means it’s 
possible the three had conspired to kill atherstone. 
However, inquiries showed there had been a string of 
burglaries in the area. And it’s possible atherstone had been 
hiding to see if earl did have a lover – and encountered the 
burglar, who shot him in the ensuing struggle. It sounds far-
fetched, but stranger things have happened. Whatever the 
case, the murder went unsolved...

Verdict
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‘After school he 
plays again. every 

day he plays  
PlayStation.’although tiyo can do many 

things for himself, he 
obviously needs help being 
moved around



Kim Kardashian

Tech News
Canon First Swing Regional Schools’  
Golf Competition
Children with varying disabilities from four Gauteng schools got the 
opportunity to participate in the inaugural Canon First Swing Gauteng 
inter-Schools Golf Tournament hosted by the South African disabled 
Golf Association’s (SAdGA) First Swing Programme and Canon South 
Africa on June 23, 2016. For many of the children this was the first 

time they had 
the chance to 
pit their skills 
against other 
emerging 
golfers who 
have also 
overcome 
their 
disabilities.

Tech News
Twitter 
Launches 
New 
Dashboard 
App
TwiTTer is 
launching a 
new app called 
dashboard to 
help businesses 
managed their 
accounts better. 
The app lets 
businesses 
schedule tweets ahead of time and view analytics on the performance of 
their tweets. 

Cool Stuff Our gadget hotlist  
for the week…
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STOCkiSTS: lOGiTeCh: www.lOGiTeCh.CO.zA / GAmmATek: www.GAmmATek.CO.zA / The GAdGeT ShOP: www.TheGAdGeTShOP.CO.zA

* prices checked at time of going to 
print and are subject to change.

By letitia herold

FLY Wear 
Bluetooth 

Snapback
 The Gadget 

Shop
The Bluetooth Snapback Cap lets you take 

calls and listen to your favourite tunes up to 10m away from your 
Bluetooth device – hands-free! Stay connected whilst on the move, 
with up to 60 hours standby time and six hours play time on a single 
charge. The easy-to-use control panel allows you to adjust the volume, 
skip through tunes or answer your calls, and features a built-in pocket 
for storage of earphones when not in use.

Optrix
Gammatek
ThiS action sports camera case 
will change the way you take photos 
with your iPhone. The innovative and 
protective design is super functional 
and will allow iPhone users to go 
anywhere and photograph anything. 

K780 Multi-
Device 
Keyboard
Logitech 
lOGiTeCh’S latest keyboard is the first fully-equipped computer 
keyboard that also works with smartphones and tablets. with the touch 
of an easy-Switch button, you can easily switch between – and type 
on – any of three connected devices. The keyboard is slim, solidly built and 
designed to look good in a modern home or office environment.

pRiCe ON  
RequeST

R1 399

R319
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DEAR 
DIARY

Fab

5
MAN

VS
CHILD
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SUDOKU TATAMI
double set of 

numbers (two 1s, 

two 2s and two 3s).  

  17. Stone fruit
  19. Absorbent cloth
  21. Hourglass filler
  22. Thoughts
  23. Red-orange colour
  24. Choose 
  25. Fishing gear (pl.)
  27. For fear that
  29. Gumbo
  31. Reverberate
  33. Insurgent
  35. Japanese martial art
  38. Nigerian currency 
  40. Parrot
  41. Long for
  42. Uninspired
  43. Mine
  45. Pine product
  47. Additional 
  48. Limbs
  49. Except for 
  50. Ocean motion 
  52. Cabbage kin
  54. Hotel
  56. Morning moisture
  58. Tonsorialist
  61. Cattle call
  63. Brake part
  65. Duplicity
  68. Grief-stricken
  70. Audacious
  71. Rafter covering
  73. Cup handle
  74. Holy books
  75. Confluence 
  76. Beg
  77. Stately dance
  78. Curved line 
  79. Tropical fruits
  80. Desert plant
  83. SA corrals
  86. Pick up on
  89. Charge
  91. Greek letter
  92. Roman emperor
  95. Lettuce
  96. Boy
  97. Crooked
101. Toy block name
102. Tier
103. Body of water
105. Put up with
106. Request
108. Conceit
109. Perfume
110. Drink slowly
112. Salary
113. Expire
115. Farm buildings
118. Horse sound
120. Stride
122. Pedestal part
125. Wife of Osiris
127. Glimpse
129. Vast expanse
131. Disregarded
132. Smooth-talking
134. And others in short
135. Cancel
136. Hung around
137. Not narrow
138. Done in a single action 
(2,3,2) 
139. Gather 
140. Sky rocks
141. Small child

PLACE a number 
in the empty 

boxes in such a 
way that each 

row across, each 
column down 

and each small 
9-box square 

contains all of 
the numbers

from o

TATAMITATAMI is a 6x6 two 2s and two 3s).  
 is a 6x6 two 2s and two 3s).  

grid logic game 
played with the 
numbers 1 to 3.  

Each 3x3 slab must 

contain all the 

numbers 1-3 with no 

duplicates. Adjacent 

slabs cannot contain 

the same number, 

i.e. the number 3 
t b laced
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The Birth Of Mpumi 
GREAT news, fans of local tunes! 
SA artist Nompumelelo Mzobe, 
perhaps better known to the 
public as Mpumi, is releasing 
her debut album, aptly titled The 
Birth Of Mpumi, in July 2016. It 
took a period of two years to 
record the album, with the work 
being classified under the genre 

of ‘afro/dance house with a touch of soul’. Following her 
first single, Yaweh, which received great reviews, Mpumi has 
released her second single Ngifike’ ahead of the forthcoming 
album ‒ a song about walking far and wide to be reunited with 
a loved one. The single is a collaboration of Mpumi, Zodwa, KS 
Drums and DJ Micks. The Birth Of Mpumi will be available for 
download from iTunes.36     PEOPLE       www.peoplemagazine.co.za

people’s guide to TV’s best 
programmes of the week...

PICKS
TOP DStv

THIS
FA B 5WEEK’S

people 
searches the 

entertainment 
world to 
bring you 

the hottest 
highlights of 

the week.

Entertainment

36     PEOPLE       www.peoplemagazine.co.za
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Happiness Is A Four-Letter Word 
BASED on the novel of the 
same name by nozizwe 
cynthia Jele, Happiness Is A 
Four-Letter Word tells the 
story of three friends trying 
to find their happiness while 
maintaining their images of 
success and acceptability. The story revolves around 
perfectionist lawyer nandi (Mmabatho Montsho), 
glamorous housewife Zaza (Khanyi Mbau) and trendy 
art gallery owner Princess (Renate Stuurman), who 
seem to be living the new South African dream. But, as 
the three friends juggle life’s surprising changes, they 
learn that ‘happiness doesn’t come with a manual’. 
Happiness Is A Four-Letter Word is available on DVD 
from retailers nationwide.

July 28 – August 3

BY PEARL MPHUTHI

Married  
At First Sight 
An extreme social experiment that follows six brave 
singles yearning for a life-long partnership as they agree 
to a provocative proposal. Catch Married At First Sight, 
Fridays at 20h50 on Lifetime.



Dope
ThIS is of age dramedy for 
the post hip-hop generation: 
malcolm (Shameik Moore) 
is a geek, carefully surviving 
life in ‘The Bottoms’, a tough 
neighbourhood in california, 
whilst juggling his senior year of 
college. his dream is to attend 
harvard but a chance invitation 
to an underground party leads 
him and his friends into a gritty 
adventure filled with offbeat 
characters and bad choices. If 
malcolm can persevere, he’ll go 

from being a geek, to being dope! Dope is available on 
DVD from retailers nationwide.

Man Vs Child
MAN Vs CHILd follows some 
of the world’s most talented 
young cooks as they go up 
against the people they look 
up to, professionally trained 
adult chefs! In each episode, a 
team of children cooking-geniuses will challenge a creative 
executive-level chef in the kitchen, where he will defend his 
culinary abilities. Great chefs will be put to the ultimate test 
against the food stars of tomorrow, and a new executive 
chef will face off against the team of minor masters each 
week. The competitors’ overall ability and areas of expertise 
will be tested in three dynamic cooking rounds as they’re 
challenged to create a different dish, under unusual 
circumstances. Catch Man Vs Child, Mondays at 19h10 on 
Lifetime. 

LITTLE WOMEN: NY 
In this season of  Little Women: 
NY we’ll follow the adventures 
of a whole new group of 
outrageous little women living 
in the Big Apple. These ladies 
have big hearts, big minds and 
even bigger personalities ‒ they just happen to 
be little in stature. People may stare when these 
women walk into a room but it’s not because 
they’re little, it’s because they demand attention 
like no one else! Each hour-long episode is 
centred on the ladies’ real lives and careers and 
features true tension and tenderness between a 
group of loyal ‒ and sometimes disloyal ‒ friends. 
Catch Little Women: NY, Wednesdays at 20h00 
on Lifetime.

The Vanishing Women
EAch episode documents an 
investigation which centres around 
the disappearance of women. Catch 
The Vanishing Women, Mondays 
at 21h50 on Investigation 
Discovery.

WAGS
Follow the beautiful, driven 
and always outspoken women 
who make up the exclusive club 
of spouses and girlfriends of 
professional sports players. Catch 
WAGS Tuesdays at 23h45 on E!

My 600LB Life: Where Are 
They Now
ThIS draw-dropping show takes 
a look at the courageous patients 
previously featured on the show 
and focuses on what their journey 
has been after gastric surgery. 
Catch My 600LB Life: Where Are 
They Now, Fridays at 20h0 on TLC.

First Dates
BlInD date on steroids! First dates 
is a British reality show which 
features strangers meeting for 
the first time. Catch First Dates, 
Thursdays at 19h30 on Vuzu.

The Voice
SInGER Gwen Stefani returns 
with fellow judges Blake Shelton, 
Pharrell Williams and Adam Levine 
for another thrilling season of this 
singing competition. Catch The 
Voice, Fridays at 18h30 on M-Net.
 

Murder In The First
JoIn Taye Diggs and Kathleen 
Robertson in this powerful crime 
drama that deals with homicide 
investigations. Catch Murder In The 
First, Fridays at 20h00 on M-Net 
City.

Dr Ken 
KEN JEoNG stars as the 
eponymous character in this 
humorous take on the inner 
workings of a poorly run medical 
facility. Catch Dr Ken, Wednesdays 
at 20h00 on M-Net.

The Undateables
IT’S the show that seeks to test if love really is blind, as a group of 
extraordinary individuals embarks on a journey to find soul mates.  
Catch The Undateables, Thursdays at 20h00 on TLC.

EJ NYC
FEAST your eyes on glitz and glam from 
an all-new perspective with celebrity heir 
EJ Johnson who features alongside his 
#Glamtourage. Catch EJ NYC Saturdays at 
18h00 on E!
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“I sold doughnuts in high school and couldn’t 
afford a decent cologne to clear the odour.” ‒  
Tbo Touch

“I’m stubborn and have an answer for everything.” 
‒ Dineo Ranaka

What?
You Said

youR backstage pass to the best movie and TV sets.Seen On Set

CELEBS HAVING THEIr SAY ON TWITTEr…

“It’s not about being good at something ... It’s about 
being good to yourself! ‒ Khabonina Qubeka

DEAr DIArY
SPoTTED behind the scenes of her ultra-popular 
reality show, dineo’s diary, was 32-year-old TV 
darling Dineo Ranaka. The bubbly mother-of-
two was seen having a one on one session about 
the series, which has really taken the country by 
storm, and which airs on local channel Vuzu. The 
show chronicles around Dineo’s life as a mother, 
daughter, sister and business-mogul-in-the-
making. 

FUN
FACT

hER sister is 
Generations: The 

Legacy actress 
Manaka Ranaka.

WE MOUSTACHE  
JAMES A QUESTION... 
AnD that question is, “Does he really think that hairy 
lip caterpillar is an aesthetically sound choice?” The 
actor and filmmaker was spotted on the set of his 
latest project, an hBo production called The deuce, 
in Brooklyn, new york. The spider-Man stud stars as 
Frankie martino and will be sharing the screen with 
Maggie Gyllenhaal and Emily Meade. The show is all 
about the legalisation and rise of the porn industry 
in new york, beginning in the 1970s, and its ongoing 
rise through the mid-1980s.

YELLOW rEALLY SOCKS
olymPIc swimmer Ian Thorpe was spotted 
filming an advert in Tamarama, Sydney, Australia. 
The 33-year-old looked so very, very dapper in 
a suit (although, let’s be honest, we prefer him 
in a pair of Speedos) but what really caught our 
attention, and we’re still not sure if it was in a 
good way or not, were his yellow socks! The star, 
famously known as Thorpedo during his career, 
has numerous achievements under his belt ‒ but 
he really should stick to wearing yellow round his 
neck. 

FUN
FACT

cAn you believe 
Ian was allergic to 

chlorine as a 
child?

FUN
FACT

FRANco enjoys 
painting in his 

spare time.
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On The Box This Week

BY EL BRoIDE

nEwS and views from the world of 
reality television.

Reality Bites
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Famously Single, Tuesdays 
At 21h00 On E!
SomE of our favourite celebrities are struggling to find 
love. So, the folks at E! thought they’d help them find 
their significant other – and film the whole thing!

The Bachelorette, Friday’s At 
20h30 On Vuzu Amp 
AFTER having her heart broken by former Bachelor Ben 
Higgens, JoJo Fletcher starts her journey to find love as 
the new Bachelorette. naturally, the journey is filled with 
passion, shocking eliminations and a few international trips.

The Jail: 60 Days In, 
Tuesdays At 21h35  
On Lifetime
ThIS show sees seven ordinary people enter 
one of 
America’s 
most 
corrupt 
prisons 
for a two-
month 
period as a 
social test. 
however, 
only one 
person 
knows that 
they’re 
innocent. 

The Spice Girls Launching New Reality 
Competition?
2016 sees the 20th anniversary of the biggest girl-group the world has ever seen – the Spice Girls. 
however, as an anniversary tour with all five girls seems unlikely after Victoria Beckham and Mel c 
revealed that they’re not interested in revisiting their past, Mel B, Geri Horner and Emma Bunton 
are reforming under GEm – and it looks like the three are heading for TV! Besides a 21st anniversary 
tour, the three girls are reportedly in talks to produce a new reality singing competition that would 
compete with The Voice UK and Gary Barlow’s Let It shine. “It’s early days but Mel B, Emma and 
Geri are in talks about developing their own show,” a source says. Mel B has had her fair share of 
reality TV as she has appeared as a judge on The X  Factor and America’s Got Talent and knows what 
it takes to make good TV. The three are reportedly working on something that will change the face 
of reality TV in the uK and around the world – and fans are desperate for everything to get signed 
off. naturally, Simon cowell is keeping a close eye on the girls, because if any piece of the show 
resembles Idol or The X Factor, he will take severe legal action. we have a feeling Simon isn’t one to 
mess with...

Is Kourtney Pulling A Scott?
wE were totally on Team Kourtney during Kourtney Kardashian and Scott 
Disick’s very public break up. Scott struggled to give 
up alcohol, parties and flashy material things to 
become a better father and ultimately ruined the 
relationship he had with Kourtney – and with their 
three kids as well. however, it seems Kourtney has 
acquired all the characteristics she hated in Scott and 
is partying her time away almost daily. “It’s shocking 
how little time she spends with her children these 
days,” a family friend says. “She’s out drinking until 
the early hours, then she sleeps in late, leaving the kids with the nannies.” 
In fact, Kourtney is even doing more appearances in las Vegas than former 
flame Scott, with many joking that she is now becoming a part of the furniture. 
other than Vegas, Kourtney has also done appearances in miami and london. 
The source even said that Scott is begging her to put a stop to all her partying 
‒ “And that’s rich coming from him!” says the insider. “Everyone gets her 
wanting to have a little fun, but it’s now a near-daily thing, and her family life 
is starting to suffer. her kids keep asking where their mom is. They were used 
to not seeing their dad but they really miss Kourtney when she isn’t there.”

Plastic Surgery Saves Rob’s Day
RoB KARDASHIAN has done a complete 180. he’s been out of the spotlight 
for years, but he’s back with a bang. he’s shooting new episodes of Keeping 
Up With The Kardashians, he’s engaged and expecting a baby with fiancée 
Blac chyna and he’s also trying to lose the 45 kilos 
he gained during his depression. only now it seems, 
after months and months of trying, Rob is turning 
to plastic surgery to get rid of all the weight. “Rob 
needs to drop 25 more kilos to reach his goal,” 
explains an insider, “So chyna referred him to her 
plastic surgeon, who suggested Rob immediately 
start non-invasive liposuction on his back, buttocks, 
arms, belly, chest and neck.” The source adds that 
Rob has always been against surgery when one 
of his family members got it but now that every single member has gone 
under the knife, he’s considering it. “his goal is to look and feel great when he 
marries chyna, whom he calls the love of his life,” the source adds. Rob still 
isn’t giving his health the attention it deserves, though. while he’s cut down 
on junk food, he still drinks and smokes more than the average Joe. “Alcohol 
and pot are readily available through the crew that he and chyna hang out 
with. he’s not abusing like he has in the past, but he hasn’t completely cut 
that stuff from his lifestyle, and that’s become a factor in his inability to lose 
the weight.” well, bring on that liposuction, Rob!
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Off The Record With...
wE chat to musicians making waves in the 
music scene!

This Is What The 
Truth Feels Like
Gwen Stefani
«««
IT’S been a long time 
coming and after a 10-year 
hiatus, pop star Gwen 
Stefani finally released her 
third solo album, This Is 
What The Truth Feels Like, which includes the hits Used To 
Love You, Make Me Like You and the new single Misery, 
which sees the star open up on her recent divorce and 
newfound love with her The Voice co-star, Blake Shelton. 
Gwen has said she used the creation process of this 
album as a sort of therapy to fully process her divorce 
and new romance. lyrically, the work is strong and it’s 
an album that millions of people around the world are 
bound to identify with. However, it may be the case that 
Gwen needed to make this album more than we needed 
to hear it. The album is a collection of 17 songs which, as 
mentioned, are very much influenced by her divorce and 
new romance; but as these are already so high-profile, 
the subject tends to become a bit tedious to listen to.
El’s Favourite Track: Misery

Hope
The Strumbellas
««««
IF you’re a fan of indie-
pop, you need this album 
in your life! canadian 
band The Strumbellas 
have just dropped 
their brand new album 
Hope, which features 
the lead single spirits, and are making a major 
impact around the world. The album features 11 
exquisitely written songs which are crafted with 
the indie-pop sound that acts such as mumford 
& Sons and The lumineers have made so popular. 
The band have managed to stay authentic while 
still appealing to a mass audience, which is an 
incredible feat. The songs are meaty with a lot 
of emotion, experience and substance, while still 
catchy enough to appeal to fans of popular music. 
This album is definitely something that stands out 
and we’re pretty sure it’s going to be on repeat for 
a very long time. 
El’s Favourite Track: Spirits

Self Medicated
ross Jack
«««
ThREE years ago, local 
rapper Ross Jack gave 
the country his debut 
album, Notes From The 
Wild, and though it’s 
been a while since we’ve 
heard anything else from 
the rapper, Ross is back with a brand new album 
called self Medicated, with its single, Gold Plated, 
already receiving a great response, proving just how 
much South Africa has missed him. The thing that 
instantly stands out with Ross’ music is the lyrics. In 
hip-hop, lyrical content is incredibly important and 
Ross has some incredible stories to tell this time 
around. These stories are paired with some banging 
beats ‒ the recipe for great hip-hop tracks. Ross also 
has a unique voice, which allows him to stand out 
from the many other rappers around the world. The 
rapper dug deep and this is him in his truest form. 
There are some really banging songs on this record.
El’s Favourite Track: Gold Plated

IF you haven’t heard of Petite Noir 
yet, we suggest getting on the 
bandwagon ASAP! The local singer 
dropped his fantastic album La 

Vie Est Belle last year, which went on to 
win Best Alternative Album at this year’s 
South African music Awards, and the 
artist has been getting a great degree of 
international buzz. his sound is different, 
refreshing and captivating and it’s clear 
that the singer is destined for greatness. 
we chatted to the star about his SAmA 
win, the album and the future.

La Vie Est Belle is phenomenal. Talk to us a 
bit about the record.
The album is audible and visual happiness. 
During the process of recording my first 
album, I fell really ill. There were times 
when I thought it was the end but I saw 
God in that situation. I realised that even 
though I’m going through all of this, life is 
still beautiful. I was dealing with situations 
that showed me just how crazy and racist 
the world was but I realised that life was 
still beautiful ‒ that was my inspiration for 
this album. 

What was the creation process of the 
album like?
All those emotions and sounds I was 
talking about were put in the making and 
production of the album. It was a very 
special combination and the broth came 
out tasting like nothing else. 
 
You won Best Alternative Album at the 
South African Music Awards for the 
record. What went through your head after 
accepting the award?
well, I was actually backstage when they 
announced it. I was getting ready to go on 
stage to perform and then someone ran 
up to me and told me that I had won. I 
was really confused at first then I realised 

what was going on. It’s actually next-level 
and I am so happy.
 
How important are awards for you?
They are amazing for me personally. That 
award means real development. Awards 
are important because they mean that we 
are the artists that are standing out in the 
music industry. A new building in Sandton 
isn’t real development. Its temporary 
because in a few years, it’s going to look 
old. But music will always have the same 
effect on people and it’s something I 
believe increases in value. 

What do you think it is about the record that 
so many people have identified with?
I think that it’s real and an honest piece of 
work. when you release music that people 
can relate to, beautiful things happen and 
I’m glad the response has been so great.

Your music has been received well around 
the world. Do you create your music for a 
global audience?
yes, of course. my mind is global. 
Everything I do is global. I want people 
all around the world to identify with the 
songs I create. That’s where the true 
challenge lies.

Give us a taste of what we can expect in 
your new material.
I’ve got a few tricks up my sleeve but I’m 
still in the creation process so you will just 
have to wait and see what I’ve got coming 
up.

What do the next few months hold for you?
I’ve got some new music coming out soon. 
I’ve worked with some amazing artists, 
which is incredible. I’ve also got some 
new videos and projects coming out soon, 
which I’m really excited about. oh, and 
some new art as well!

Petite
Noir

BY EL BRoIDE



ThEy’RE big stars 
now, but that 
wasn’t always 

the case.

Bruce
Lee

Before They 
Were Famous

BRUcE LEE remains the greatest icon of 
martial arts cinema and a key figure of 
modern popular media. Had it not been for 
Bruce Lee and his movies in the early 1970s, 

it’s arguable whether or not the martial arts film genre 
would have ever penetrated and influenced mainstream 
North American and European cinema and audiences the 
way it has over the decades. The influence of East Asian 
martial arts cinema can be seen today in so many other film 
genres including comedies, action, drama, science fiction, 
horror and animation – and they all have their roots in the 
phenomenon that was Bruce Lee. The star was taken far 
too early, but his life was far from anything ordinary, and he 
lived it to the full. Read on for more about the early life and 
career of one of martial arts’ most revered heroes.
 BRUcE LEE was born on november 27, 1940, at 
the chinese hospital, in San Francisco’s chinatown. 
 AccoRDInG to the chinese zodiac, Lee was born in both 
the hour and the year of the Dragon, which, according to 
tradition, is a strong and fortuitous omen.
 BRUcE’S father, Lee Hoi-chuen, was han chinese, and his 

mother, Grace ho, was of half-chinese and half-caucasian 
descent.
 BRUcE was the fourth child of five children: Phoebe Lee, 
Agnes lee, Peter lee, and Robert lee. 
 LEE and his parents returned to hong Kong when he was 
three months old.
 hIS full name is Lee Jun-fan. The name homophonically 
means ‘return again’, and was given to Lee by his mother, 
who felt he would return to the united States once he came 
of age.
 ThE English name ‘Bruce’ is thought to have been given 
by the hospital attending physician, Dr Mary Glover.
 BRUcE wasn’t pure chinese – he was actually part 
German (his grandfather from his mother’s side was half 
German).
 THE future star appeared in his first film at the age 
of three months, when he served as the stand-in for an 
American baby in Golden Gate Girl (1941).
 BRUcE LEE was not interested in school. After primary 
school, Bruce entered la Salle college, an English-speaking 
boys’ secondary school in Kowloon, hong Kong, where he 

often got into trouble. Bruce was expelled from la Salle for 
disruptive behaviour.
 AS a teenager, he was taunted by British students for his 
chinese background and later joined a street gang. In 1953, 
he began to hone his passions into a discipline, studying 
kung fu (referred to as ‘gung fu’ in cantonese) under the 
tutelage of master yip man.
 LEE moved to the united States at the age of 18 
to receive his higher education, at the University of 
Washington, at Seattle and it was during this time that he 
began teaching martial arts.
 whEn he moved there, he had only $100 to his name. 
 whIlE at the university of washington, he majored in 
philosophy with focus on the philosophical principles of 
martial art techniques.
 hE also studied dance, winning hong Kong’s cha-cha 
competition in 1958 which is kind of like the dancing With 
The stars of today.
 hE was also a talented poetry writer. The free verse form 
of Lee’s poetry reflects his famous quote, “Be formless...
shapeless, like water.”

BY MARK WASSERMAN

The Game 
Of Death, an 
incomplete film 
directed, written, 
produced by and 
starring Bruce Lee. 
He died during the 
making of the film

Bruce Lee as a 
child in the 1940s

Bruce with his wife 
Linda Emery and 
son Brandon

Bruce as chen Zhen in the 
action drama The Chinese 
Connection

Bruce with his 
mother and father
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We are not responsible for schedule changes made by the TV channels

SCHEDULES  M-Net July 28 – August 3

06:00 TBA
09:00 The Voice 

(Omnibus)
13:00 What We Did On 

Our Holiday
15:00 Elementary  
16:00 The Blacklist
17:00 Hawaii Five-O
18:00 The Odd Couple 
18:30 Last Man 

Standing
19:30 2 Broke Girls
20:00 Nashville
21:00 Containment
22:00 Mysteries Of 

Laura
23:00 The Catch
00:05 Mission 

Impossible: 
Rogue Nation  

02:25 Entertainment 
Now

03:20 Get Hard 
05:00 Spare Parts

06:00 Carte Blanche
07:00 Modern Family
07:30 Blue Blood
08:30 Limitless
09:30 Ricki And The 

Flash 
11:30 Mom
12:00 Ellen’s Design 

Challenge
13:00 Little Big Shots
14:00 The Good Wife 
15:00 Blindspot
16:00 The Last Ship
17:00 The Ellen 

DeGeneres Show
18:00 The Goldbergs
18:30 Little Big Shots
19:30 My Story
20:30 Agent X
21:30 Code Black
22:30 Carte Blanche
23:15 NCIS
00:20 Mad Max: Fury 

Road 
02:55 Entertainment 

Now 

06:00 The Ellen 
DeGeneres Show

07:00 The Muppets
07:30 Zoo
08:30 My Story
09:30 The Good Wife
10:30 The Last Ship  
11:30 The Middle
12:00 The Ellen 

DeGeneres Show
13:00 Little Big Shots
14:00 The Voice SA
16:00 My Story
17:00 The Ellen 

DeGeneres Show
18:00 Mom
18:30 Little Big Shots
19:30 NCIS
20:30 Hawaii Five-O
21:30 Elementary 
22:30 The Catch
23:30 Containment
00:55 The Riot Club 
03:05 While We’re 

Young
05:00 The Voice

06:00 The Ellen 
DeGeneres Show

07:00 The Goldbergs
07:30 The Last Ship
08:30 My Story
09:30 Louder Than 

Words 
11:30 2 Broke Girls
12:00 The Ellen 

DeGeneres Show
13:00 Little Big Shots
14:00 Chicago PD
15:00 Code Black
16:00 Chicago Med
17:00 The Ellen 

DeGeneres Show
18:00 The Middle
18:30 Britain’s Got 

Talent
19:30 Modern Family
20:30 Blindspot
21:30 American Crime
22:30 Suits
23:50 Hawaii Five-O
01:05 Venus In Fur 
03:10 Santa’s Little 

Helper 
05:00 The Voice

07:00 The Ellen 
DeGeneres Show

11:00 The Voice SA
13:00 My Story 
14:30 Suits 
15:15 Chicago Med
16:00 Modern Family
16:30 My Story
17:30 The Voice SA
19:00 Carte Blanche
20:05 Mad Max: Fury 

Road 
21:45 The Catch 
23:45 The Forger 
01:35 Entertainment 

Now
03:30 TBA 
03:55 Royal Night Out 

06:00 The Ellen 
DeGeneres Show

07:00 The Middle
07:30 Criminal Minds 
08:30 Chicago Med
09:30 K9 Adventures : 

Legend Of The 
Lost Gold

11:30 The Odd Couple 
12:00 The Ellen 

DeGeneres Show
13:00 Little Big Shots
14:00 Carte Blanche
15:00 Blindspot 
16:00 Modern Family
16:30 The Big Bang 

Theory 
17:00 The Ellen 

DeGeneres Show
18:00 2 Broke Girls 
18:30 Little Big Shots
19:30 Suits
20:30 Blue Bloods
21:30 Criminal Minds
22:30 Containment
23:55 The Perfect Guy 
02:20 Fifty Shades Of 

Grey 
03:15 On Angel’s Wing
05:00 The Voice

05:00 Geleza Nathi
06:00 Siyakholwa
06:30 Bonisanani
07:00 Carl
07:30 YO.TV 
08:00 YO.TV 
08:15 YO.TV 
08:30 Matt Hatter 

Chronicles
09:00 Gospel Gold
10:00 Mzansi Insider
11:00 Identity
11:30 The Chatroom
12:00 Big Up
12:30 Uzalo
14:00 Real Goboza
14:30 Soccer Build-Up
15:00 Laduma
17:30 Kulcha Kwest
18:00 Sunday Live
19:00 News 
19:30 Sokhulu And 

Partners
20:00 TBA
22:30 Zaziwa
23:00 Gospel Gold
00:00 Koze Kuse

05:00 Aum
05:02 Geleza Nathi
06:00 Kids News & 

Current Affairs
06:30 YO.TV Paws And 

Claws
07:00 YO.TV
07:15 YO.TV Ilitha Lethu
07:30 Takalani Sesame
08:00 The Bold And  

The Beautiful 
08:30 Isidingo 
09:00 Generations:  

The Legacy R 
09:30 Muvhango 
10:00 Skeem Saam R

10:30 City Ses’la
11:00 Shift
12:00 Yilungelo Lakho
13:00 Lunchtime News 
13:30 Making Moves 
14:30 Matt Hatter 

Chronicles
15:00 YO.TV 
16:00 Teenagers On A 

Mission
16:30 Celebrated
17:30 News
18:00 Now Or Never
18:30 Skeem Saam
19:30 Ses’Top La
20:00 Generations:  

The Legacy
20:30 Uzalo
21:00 Soccer Zone
22:00 Afripedia
22:30 100% Youth 
23:00 Shift
00:00 Koze Kuse

05:00 Devotion Region 
05:02 Geleza Nathi
06:00 Kids News & 

Current Affairs
06:30 YO.TV
06:45 YO.TV
07:00 YO.TV
07:15 YO.TV Ilitha Lethu
07:30 Takalani Sesame
08:00 The Bold And  

The Beautiful
08:30 Isidingo 
09:00 Generations: 

The Legacy R

09:30 Muvhango 
10:00 Skeem Saam R

10:30 City Ses’la
11:00 Nyan Nyan
11:30 Selimathunzi 
12:00 Khumbule’khaya
13:00 Lunchtime News
13:30 Most Dangerous
14:30 Sugar Rushed
15:00 YO.TV 
16:00 Bona Retsang
16:30 My World
17:30 News
18:00 Mokapelo
18:30 Skeem Saam
19:00 News 
19:30 Ses’Top La
20:00 Generations: 

The Legacy
20:30 Uzalo
21:00 Khumbul’ekhaya
22:00 Sports @ 10
23:00 Soccer

06:00 Kids News & 
Current Affairs

06:30 YO.TV
07:00 YO.TV Land
07:15 YO.TV Ilitha Lethu
07:30 Takalani Sesame
08:00 The Bold And  

The Beautiful
08:30 Isidingo
09:00 Generations:  

The Legacy R

09:30 Muvhango 
10:00 Skeem Saam R

10:30 City Ses’la
11:00 Chatroom
11:30 100% Youth First
12:00 Sports @ 10
13:00 Lunchtime News
13:30 Fan Base
14:00 Zaziwa 
14:30 Wolverine And 

The X-Men 
15:00 YO.TV 
16:00 Bona Retsang 
16:30 My World 
17:30 News (Siswati/

Ndebele)
18:00 Ayashisa
18:30 Skeem Saam
19:00 News
19:30 Zaziwa
20:00 Generations:  

The Legacy
20:30 Mfolozi Street
21:00 Local LKB
21:30 Cutting Edge
22:00 When We Were 

Black
23:00 Ispani
00:00 Koze Kuse

05:00 Reflections Of 
Faith

05:02 Geleza Nathi
06:00 Kids News & 

Current Affairs
06:30 Sports Buzz
07:00 YO.TV
07:15 YO.TV Ilitha Lethu
07:30 Takalani Sesame
08:00 The Bold And  

The Beautiful
08:30 Isidingo 
09:00 Generations:  

The Legacy R

09:30 Muvhango 
10:00 Skeem Saam R

10:30 City Ses’la
11:00 Cutting Edge
11:30 Mokapelo
12:00 Imizwilili
13:00 Lunchtime News
13:30 Yilungelo Lakho
14:30 Matt Hatter 

Chronicles 
15:00 YO.TV
16:00 Bona Retsang
16:30 Celebrated 
16:59 Centre Stage
18:00 Fan Base
18:30 Skeem Saam 
19:00 News 
19:30 Live Amp
20:00 Generations:  

The Legacy
20:30 Dream World
21:00 Urban Music
22:00 Skl Urban
23:00 Sunday Chillas
00:00 Koze Kuse

06:00 The Ellen 
DeGeneres Show

07:00 Modern Family
07:25 Blindspot
08:30 Limitless
09:30 Make Your 

Move 
11:30 Last Man 

Standing
12:00 The Ellen 

DeGeneres Show
13:00 The Voice
14:00 Criminal Minds
15:00 Royal Pains
16:00 Elemetary
17:00 The Ellen 

DeGeneres Show
18:00 Dr Ken
18:30 Mysteries Of 

Laura 
20:30 NCIS Los Angeles
21:30 Containment
22:30 Mountain Men
00:15 Entertainment 

Now
02:25 You’re Not You
05:00 The Voice

05:00 Izwi La Bantu
05:02 Geleza Nathi
06:00 Kids News & 

Current Affairs
06:30 YO.TV Zenzele
07:00 YO.TV
07:15 YO.TV Ilitha Lethu
07:30 Takalani Sesame
08:00 The Bold And  

The Beautiful 
08:30 Isidingo 
09:00 Generations: 

The Legacy R

09:30 Muvhango
10:00 Skeem Saam R

10:30 City Ses’la
11:00 Shift
12:00 Soccer Zone
13:00 Lunchtime News
13:30 Ispani 
14:30 Virus Attack
15:00 YO.TV 
16:00 Teenagers On A 

Mission
16:30 Celebrated
17:28 Izwi La Bantu
17:30 News
18:00 Nyan Nyan
18:30 Skeem Saam
19:00 News
19:30 Selimathunzi
20:00 Generations: 

The Legacy
20:30 Uzalo
21:00 Take Me Out
22:00 Making Moves
23:00 Shift
00:00 Koze Kuse

SCHEDULES  SABC 1 July 28 – August 3

SynopsisFun Fact

Top Pick This Week

05:00 Geleza Nathi
06:00 African Spiritual 

Realms
06:30 Siyakholwa
07:00 Carl
07:30 YO.TV Mmino 

Mania
08:00 YO.TV What’s In 

The Fridge
08:15 YO.TV Yo Hambo
08:30 Matt Hatter 

Chronicles
09:00 Mzansi Insider
10:00 Generations: The 

Legacy (Omnibus)
12:30 Imizwilili 
13:30 Sport Magazine
14:00 Soccer 411
15:00 Soccer Build-Up
15:30 Laduma Live 

Soccer
17:30 Roots
18:00 Friends Like 

These
19:00 News
19:30 Real Goboza
20:00 Soccer Build-Up
20:15 Soccer
22:30 Skyroom Live 
23:30 Zaziwa
00:00 Koze Kuse

Modern Family 
DESPITE portraying a rather dim 
character, Nolan Gould (luke Dunphy) is 
in fact a member of mensa. he has an IQ 
of 150 and completed high school at the 
age of 13. not bad for a kid who keeps 
getting his head stuck in banisters.

Ricki And The Flash 
MERYL STREEP stars in this coming-of-age 
dramedy which sees a mother of three abandon 
her family in order to pursue her pipedream of 
becoming a rock star. She soon returns to piece 
back what remains of her family after hearing 
that her daughter is battling with a crisis.
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Mad Max: 
Fury Road

Nyan 
Nyan
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THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY
SCHEDULES | SABC 2

SCHEDULES | SABC 3

July 28 – August 3

July 28 – August 3

05:30 Living Land
06:00 Thabang 

Thabong
06:30 Inside The 

Boabab Tree 
07:00 Morning Live
08:30 House Call
09:30 Thukuta
10:00 Athletics Alive
10:30 Swimming 

Magazine
11:00 Naruto
13:00 Family Time
13:30 Muvhango 

(Omnibus)
16:00 Magic Door
18:00 Right To Win
18:30 News
19:00 Ke Ba Bolleletse
21:30 Afro Café
22:00 Orion
23:00 Smallville
00:30 News
03:00 Your World

06:00 Thabang Thabong
06:30 Hug A Tree
07:00 Morning Live
08:30 Simcha
09:00 Issues Of Faith
10:00 Music And The 

Spoken Word
10:30 Psalted
11:00 Showville 
12:00 Musiek Roulette
13:00 Pasella
14:30 7de Laan 

(Omnibus)
17:00 Smallville
18:00 News
18:30 Fokus
19:30 Skwizas
20:00 It’s Gospel Time
21:00 Marion Jones
22:00 Person Of Interest
23:00 Vampire Diaries
00:00 News

05:30 Living Land
06:00 Morning Live
08:00 Parliament:  

A View From  
The House

08:30 Magical World Of 
Luna-Belle

09:15 Magical World Of 
Luna-Belle

09:30 Moonbeam Bear 
And His Friends

10:00 Takalani Sesame
10:30 Rands With 

Sense
11:30 Dr Phil
12:30 Keletso
13:00 Lies That Blind
13:30 7de Laan R

14:00 Stokvel 
14:30 Mali
15:00 Skeem Saam
15:30 48 Hours 
16:00 Hectic Nine-9
17:00 Naruto
17:30 News (Venda/

Tsonga)
18:00 Election Debate
18:30 News
19:00 7de Laan
19:30 Nuus
20:00 Person Of 

Interest 
21:00 Muvhango
21:30 Skwizas
22:00 TBA 
00:00 Healing Power Of 

Nature
01:00 Mali
02:00 Deutsche Welle

05:30 Living Land
05:57 Motheo
06:00 Morning Live 
08:00 Parliament:  

A View From  
The House

09:00 Rivoningo
09:30 Inside The 

Baobab
10:00 Foreign Children
10:30 Talk SA
11:00 Golden Years 
11:30 Gospel Classics
12:30 Mmampodi
13:00 Lies That Bind
13:30 7de Laan R

14:00 Uzalo 
14:30 Skeem Saam 
15:00 Muvhango R

15:30 How Do They Do 
That?

16:00 Hectic Nine 9
17:00 Naruto
17:30 News (Venda/

Tsonga)
18:00 Election Debate
18:30 News
19:00 7de Laan
19:30 Nuus
20:00 Ersfsondes
21:00 Muvhango
21:30 It’s Gospel Time
22:30 Gospel Classsics
23:30 Ngula Ya Vutivi 
00:00 Prime Time News
01:00 Your Wolrd
05:30 Deutsche Welle

05:30 Breaking New 
Ground

05:57 Op Pad
06:00 Morning Live
08:00 Parliament:  

A View From  
The House

09:00 Rivoningo
09:30 Inside The 

Boabab
10:00 64 Zoo Lane
10:30 It’s For Life
11:00 3 2 1 Destination
11:30 Shoreline
12:30 Hester En Ester 

Bester
13:00 Lies That Bind
13:30 7de Laan R

14:00 Uzalo 
14:30 Skeem Saam
15:00 Muvhango R

15:30 Huga Tree Tv
16:00 Hectic Nine-9
17:00 Naruto
17:30 News (Venda/

Tsonga)
18:00 News
18:30 7de Laan
19:00 Nuus
19:30 News
20:00 Hester En Ester 

Bester
20:30 Mooiloop 
21:00 Muvhango
21:30 Thola
22:00 Afro Café
23:00 Shoreline
00:00 News
02:00 Your World

05:00 Informercials
05:30 Living Land
05:57 Motheo
06:00 Morning Live
08:00 Parliament:  

A View From  
The House

09:00 Inside The 
Baobab Tree

09:30 Moonbeam Bear 
And His Friends

10:00 Foreign Children
10:30 Each One Teach
11:30 Afro Café
12:30 The Ricky Smiley 

Show
13:00 Lies That Bind
13:30 7de Laan R

14:00  Uzalo 
14:30 Skeem Saam
15:00 Muvhango R

15:30 Word And 
Numbersr

16:00 Hectic Nine-9
17:00 Naruto
17:30 News (Venda/

Tsonga)
18:00 Leihlo La 

Sechaba
18:30 7de Laan
19:00 Nuus
19:30 News
20:00 Jamie Foxx Show 
20:30 La Familia
21:00 Muvhango
21:30 Speak Out
22:00 When Duty Calls
22:30 Snapped: Killer 

Couples
23:30 Afro Café
00:30 News 
02:30 Your World

05:30 Living Land
05:57 Motheo 
06:00 Morning Live
08:00 Parliament:  

A View From  
The House

09:00 Inside The 
Baobab Tree

09:30 Tree Fu Tom
10:00 Foreign Children
10:30 Supernanny
11:00 Mother Of All 

Professions
11:30 Jamie Foxx Show
12:30 Living Land 

Mom’molemi
13:00 Lies That Bind
13:30 7de Laan R

14:00 Speak Out 
14:30 Skeem Saam  
15:00 Muvhango R

15:30 Restyle Mystyle 
16:00 Hectic Nine-9
17:00 iCarly
17:30 News (Venda/

Tsonga)
18:00 Pasella
18:30 7de Laan 
19:00 Nuus
19:30 News
20:00 Musiek Roulette
21:00 Muvhango
21:30 Keletso
22:00 Mmampodi
22:30 Boxing Magazine
23:00 Vampire Diaries
00:00 Prime Time News
00:30 Your Wolrd

 Top Pick This Week

05:00 AM Shopping
05:30 Kiddies
06:00 Expresso
08:30 The Real
09:30 Days Of Our Lives
10:30 Interface
11:00 Isidingo R

11:30 7de Laan
12:00 Tropical Heat
13:00 News
14:00 Hypoxia
15:00 Extreme 

Makeover Home 
16:00 Afternoon 

Express
17:00 TBA
18:00 TBA
18:30 News
19:00 Isidingo
19:30 High Rollers
20:00 The Office 
20:30 TBA
21:30 TBA
22:00 TBA
23:00 Louis Theroux
01:00 Tropical Heat
02:00 Deutsche Welle

05:30 Kiddies
06:00 Expresso
08:30 The Real
09:30 TBA
10:30 High Rollers
11:00 Isidingo R

11:30 7de Laan
12:00 Relic Hunter
13:00 News
14:00 Interface
14:30 Curtain Call
15:00 Hair Battle
16:00 Afternoon 

Express
17:00 TBA
18:00 TBA
18:30 News
19:00 Isidingo
19:30 High Rollers
20:00 TBA
21:00 Nikita
22:00 Botched
23:00 TBA
00:00 Relic Hunter
01:00 The Meredith 

Vieira Show
02:00 Deutsche Welle

05:00 AM Shopping 
05:30 Kiddies
06:00 Expresso
08:30 The Real
09:30 TBA
10:30 High Rollers
11:00 Isidingo
11:30 7de Laan
12:00 SWAT
13:00 News
14:00 The Meredith 

Vieira Show
15:00 First Class All The 

Way
16:00 Afternoon 

Express
17:00 TBA
18:00 TBA
18:30 News
19:00 Isidingo
19:30 High Rollers
20:00 TBA
21:00 Humans
22:00 Man Made 

Marvels Of The 
New SA

23:00 TBA
00:00 SWAT
01:00 The Meredith 

Vieira Show
02:00 Deutsche Welle

05:00 AM Shopping
05:30 Snazzy Stories
06:00 Expresso
08:30 The Real
09:30 TBA
10:30 High Rollers
11:00 Isidingo R

11:30 7de Laan
12:00 Charlie’s Angels
13:00 News
14:00 The Meredith 

Vieira Show
15:00 The Fashion 

Show
16:00 Afternoon 

Express
17:00 TBA
18:00 The Bold And  

The Beautiful
18:30 News
19:00 Isidingo
19:30 Top Billing
20:30 Lorraine Last 

Minute Christmas
21:00 Food, Booze And 

Tattoos
21:30 TBA
22:30 Manuscripts Of 

Timbuktu 
00:00 Charlie’s Angels
01:00 The Meredith 

Vieira Show
02:00 Deutsche Welle                                                                     
03:00 Top Billing R 

05:00 AM Shopping                                                                                               
06:00 Bush Babies                                           
06:32 Fun Factory                                                                                
07:00 Phineas And Ferb 
07:30 Fudge                                                                                
08:00 Huga Tree                                    
08:30 Rough It Out
09:00 Challenge 
09:30 Which Way
10:00 Avatar
10:30 Snake Park
11:00 Wizards Of 

Waverly Place
11:30 Scout’s Safari
12:00 Dtv
12:30 Fashion Hunters
13:00 First Class All  

The Way
15:00 Whose Wedding 

Is It Anyway
16:00 Neil Anthony 

Private Chef
17:00 Top Chef All-Stars
18:00 Jam Sandwich
18:30 News
19:00 Fired Up
21:00 TBA 
23:30 TBA
00:30 End Game
01:30 An Nur The Light                                                                
02:00 The Real

05:00 AM Shopping 
06:00 Bush Babies                                           
06:32 Fun Factory                                                                                
07:00 Phineas And Ferb 
07:30 Fudge                                                                                
08:00 Huga Tree                                    
08:30 Rough It Out
09:00 Challenge 
09:30 Which Way
10:00 Avatar
10:30 Snake Park
11:00 Wizards Of 

Waverly Place
11:30 Scout’s Safari
12:00 DTV
12:30 Fashion Hunters
13:00 First Class All  

The Way
15:00 Whose Wedding 

Is It Anyway?
16:00 Neil Anthony 

Private Chef
17:00 Top Chef All-Stars
18:00 Jam Sandwich
18:30 News
19:00 TBA
21:00 TBA 
23:30 Brooklyn Nine 

Nine
00:30 End Game
01:30 An Nur The Light                                                                
02:00 The Real

05:00 AM Shopping                                                                     
06:00 Arthur                                                     
06:30 Sadhana     
06:33 Thundercats
07:03 I Am A work Of 

Art 
07:30 Imagination 

Movers
08:00 On Track
08:30 Jakkals  
09:00 Wanna Be Young  

Designers                         
09:30 Made In SA                                               
10:00 Technorati
10:30 Isidingo 

(Omnibus) 
12:30 Top Billing 
13:30 TBA 
14:30 Alice Through 

The Looking 
Glass

16:30 Lorraine Pascale
17:00 Food, Booze and 

Tattoos
17:30 Secrets of Nature
18:30 News
19:00 Interface
19:30 Hypoxia  
20:30 Special 

Assignment
21:00 Louis Theroux
22:00 Classic Car Show
23:00 TBA
00:00 Club Culture
01:00 TBA

Smallville

We are not responsible for schedule changes made by the TV channels
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THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY
SCHEDULES | e-tv July 28 – August 3

05:00 Medical 
Detectives 

05:30 Infomercials 
06:00 The Planet’s 

Funniest Animals
06:25 Infomercial 
06:35 Cool Catz 
07:00 Quiz Time 
07:05 Cool Catz 
07:30 Everything’s 

Rosie 
07:45 Fireman Sam 
08:00 Julius Jr 
08:30 SpongeBob 

SquarePants 
09:00 Sistahood 
09:30 Scandal! 

(Omnibus) 
11:30 Court Date
12:00 e-Shibobo
13:00 Club 808: Make 

Some Noise 
14:00 Jumanji 
14:55 City Slickers
17:00 WWE 

Smackdown 
18:00 e-News Early 

Edition 
18:05 Reality Check 
18:30 B&B 
19:00 e-News Prime 

Time 
19:30 Mr Bones 2 
21:40 Kill Bill: Volume 2
00:00 Mr Bones 2 
02:00 Kill Bill: Volume 2
04:15 e-Shibobo

05:00 Life By Design 
05:30 e-News Sunrise 
06:00 e-News Sunrise
08:00 e-News Sunrise 
08:30 Infomercials 
09:00 Rhythm City 
09:30 Scandal! 
10:00 Hush 
10:30 The Young And 

The Restless 
11:30 eKasi: Our 

Stories 
12:30 Backstage 
13:00 News Day 2015 
13:30 WWE NXT 
14:30 Diary Of A Wimpy 

Kid: Rodrick 
Rules

15:50 Frenzy
16:30 TBA 
17:30 Just For Laughs 
18:00 Club 808: Make 

Some Noise 
18:30 e-News Prime 

Time 
19:00 Rhythm City 
19:30 Scandal! 
20:00 Gold Diggers 
20:30 Superman 

Returns 
22:35 Boa Vs Python 
00:55 Taking A Chance 

On Love
02:35 The Planet’s 

Funniest Animals

05:00 Infomercial 
05:10 Infomercial 
05:20 Infomercial 
05:30 Joseph Prince  
06:00 Die Woord 
06:30 Creflo Dollar 
07:00 Grassroots 
07:30 Hillsong 
08:00 Quiz Time 
08:05 Cool Catz 
08:30 Kung Fu Panda 
09:00 Max Steel 
09:30 Shiz Niz 
10:00 Behind The 

Gospel 
11:00 Blood, Sweat And 

Heels
12:00 The Perfect Ace 
13:00 WWE Special
14:55 Braxton Family 

Values
15:55 Sinawe
16:00 SA’s Got Talent
17:00 WWE Raw
18:00 Trapped 
19:00 e-News Prime 

Time 
19:30 Modern Family
20:00 Transformers: 

Dark Of The 
Moon 

22:50 The Last King Of 
Scotland

00:40 Boston Kickout
03:55 Hollywood On Set
 

Synopsis

05:00 Creflo Dollar 
05:30 e-News Sunrise 
06:00 e-News Sunrise
08:00 e-News Sunrise 
08:30 Infomercials 
09:00 Rhythm City 
09:30 Scandal! 
10:00 e-Shibobo 
10:30 The Young And 

The Restless  
11:30 Great 

Expectations 
12:00 Checkpoint 
12:30  Backstage 
13:00 News Day 
13:30 WWE Superstars 
14:30 Peppa Pig 
14:35 Cool Catz 
15:00 Everything’s 

Rosie 
15:15 Fireman Sam 
15:30 Transformers: 

Beast Machines 
16:00 Sistahood 
16:30 The Steve Harvey 

Show 
17:30 Katch It With 

Khanyi 
18:00 Shikisha 
18:30 eNews Prime 

Time 
19:00 Rhythm City 
19:30 Scandal! 
20:00 Ashes To Ashes 
20:30 Devious Maids 
21:30 Umlilo
22:00 Last Fighter 

Standing 
00:20 Bucky Larson: 

Born To Be A Star
02:35 Riot

05:00 Hillsong
05:30 e-News Sunrise 
06:00 e-News Sunrise
08:00 e-News Sunrise 
08:30 Infomercials 
09:00 Rhythm City 
09:30 Scandal!
10:00 Katch It With 

Khanyi 
10:30 The Young And 

The Restless 
11:30 Great 

Expectations 
12:30 Backstage 
13:00 News Day 
13:30 WWE 

Experience 
14:30 Quiz Time 
14:35 Cool Catz 
15:00 Julius Jr 
15:30 Pokémon
16:00 Shiz Niz 
16:30 The Steve Harvey 

Show 
17:30 Ekse Zwakala 
18:00 Turn Up And 

Dance
18:30 e-News Prime 

Time 
19:00 Rhythm City 
19:30 Scandal! 
20:00 Gold Diggers 
20:30  She’s The One 
21:00 Powerball Draw 
21:05 Matatiele 
21:35 Z’bondiwe 
22:05 Checkpoint 
22:35 Poetic Justice
00:25 Double Wedding
02:25 Poetic Justice
04:15 Hollywood On Set

05:00 Die Woord
05:30 e-News Sunrise 
06:00 e-News Sunrise
08:00 e-News Sunrise 
08:30 Infomercials 
09:00 Rhythm City 
09:30 Scandal! 
10:00 Ekse Zwakala 
10:30 The Young And 

The Restless
11:30 Supernanny 
12:30 Backstage  
13:00 News Day 
13:30 WWE Smackdown
14:30 Quiz Time 
14:35 Cool Catz 
15:00 Penguins Of 

Madagascar
15:30 Frenzy
16:00 Supa Strikas 
16:30 The Steve Harvey 

Show 
17:30 Ekse Zwakala 
18:00 TBA 
18:30 e-News Prime 

Time 
19:00 Rhythm City 
19:30 Scandal! 
20:00 Ashes To Ashes 
20:30 WWE Main Event
21:30 Empire
22:30 Cruel Intentions
00:20 Snapshots
02:00 Cruel Intentions 

FoR moRE InFo Go To   
www.comPuTIcKET.co.ZA

We are not responsible for schedule changes made by the TV channels

Kill Bill: 
Volume 2

05:00 Grassroots 
05:30 e-News Sunrise 
06:00 e-News Sunrise
08:00 e-News Sunrise 
08:30 Infomercials 
09:00 Rhythm City 
09:30 Scandal! 
10:00 Ekse Zwakala 
10:30 The Young And 

The Restless 
11:30 Checkpoint 
12:00 Makwaya 
12:30 Backstage  
13:00 News Day 
13:30 WWE Raw 
14:30 Quiz Time 
14:35 Cool Catz 
15:00 SpongeBob 

SquarePants 
15:30 Jackie Chan 

Adventures 
16:00 Craz-e World 

Live 
16:30 The Steve Harvey 

Show 
17:30 Just Shoot Me 
18:00 Hush 
18:30 e-News Prime 

Time 
19:00 Rhythm City 
19:30 Scandal! 
20:00 Ashes To Ashes 
20:30 How She Moves
22:25 Insanitarium 
00:15 How She Moves 
01:50 Insanitarium  
03:20 Hollywood On 

Set

 Top Pick This Week

Jumanji 
TwElVE-year-old Alan Parrish is sucked into a mysterious and 
magical board game that had been intended to be hidden from man 
forever. Twenty-six years later, the sinister game is rediscovered by 
siblings Judy and Peter Shepherd, releasing Alan from his magical 
imprisonment. The game, however, has also released all sorts of 
dangerous creatures, and the three companions, along with Alan’s 
childhood friend, now have to complete the game to stop the wilds 
of Jumanji from wreaking havoc upon the neighbourhood.

Gig Guide Trivia Quiz Celeb Quiz

TV Quiz

July 29, Refiloe Album Tour, 
Emerald Resort and casino, 
Vanderbijlpark. Tickets are R120.

July 29, Emtee Album Tour, 
Buffalo city, East london.  
Tickets are R150 ‒ R300.

July 30, Bush Invasion 2016, 
Zithabiseni Resort, Groblersdal. 
Tickets are R350.

Where YOU  
Should Be Seen:  
July 28 – August 3

1.Birds, strangely, are believed to be the 
closest link to which creatures?
2. what language did the Romans speak?
3. After Asia, which continent is the largest?
4. name the world famous tennis 
tournament that takes place in England 
each summer? 
5. George washington was the first leader 
of which country?
6. which two British coins have seven 
sides?
7. how many eyes does the recluse spider 
have?
8. what sort of mythical animal is on the 
flag of wales?
9. which country has the largest population 
in the world?
10. The uSA acquired Alaska from which 
nation?

1. which local celeb was spotted interviewing 
hollywood stars at the BET Awards?
2. True or False: Rob Dyrdek is expecting his 
first child.
3. Khanya Mkangisa is BFFs with which local 
celeb?
4. which local BET winner is set to work 
alongside Alicia Keys?
5. how old is Damon Wayans?
6. which local artist claimed, “I’m the Kanye 
West of South Africa”?
7. which Kardashian beaut was caught flirting 
with Trey Songz?
8.  True or False: Taylor Swift and Tom 
Hiddleston are in a relationship.
9.  True or False: Kelly Khumalo has a child 
with Jub Jub.
10.  True or False: media personality Tbo 
Touch has his own, self-titled perfume?

1. After an awkward discussion of the kiss with 
English in the episode Pants On Fire, mulligan 
returns home to find whom on her doorstep? 
2. In the episode The City Of sisterly Love, how 
does mulligan obtain Blunt’s DnA sample? 
3. In the episode Burning Woman Blunt it 
release on how much bail? 
4. In episode Punch drunk, English travels to 
San Quentin to apologise to whom for beating 
him during interrogation? 
5. In the Season one premiere, English brings 
his wife home for what? 
6. In episode Pants On Fire, wilkerson’s wife 
leaves him and serves him with what?
7. The parents of the victim’s long-dead 
girlfriend in the Season one premiere, tells the 
team that Blunt is actually their what? 
8. In episode Punch drunk, how much time has 
passed before Blunt’s trial begins? 
9. A drug dealer named milan tells English that 
Blunt is an expert in what in episode Who’s 
Your daddy? 
10. At Blunt’s trial in the episode Win some, 
Lose some, the jury returns quickly with a 
verdict of what? 

Murder In The First airs Fridays at 
20h00 on  M-Net city.



By Pearl MPhuthi 
and eugenia Booi

Unathi   
    Msengana

SHE’S a village girl at heart, and has made a name for herself over her 10 years in the entertainment industry, first rising to prominence when 
she co-hosted with rowan Cloete the third season of the reality competition Popstars in 2004. She was named one of the Top 10 people 
in Media by The Star newspaper in the same year. The Xhosa songstress replaced Mara louw as a judge on Idols in 2011, and is currently 
hosting the Metro FM radio show The First Avenue with house DJ glen lewis. In 2009 she married fellow DJ thomas Msengana, better known 
as Bad Boy t, and, now a mother of two, admirably manages to juggle her busy work schedule and her role back at home.

pics: Gallo imaGes - Nick BoultoN



By Pearl MPhuthi 
and eugenia Booi

Devi Sankaree
 Govender

NOW here is a woman not to be messed with! devi really needs no introduction. With over 21 year’s experience in media, devi 
joined Carte Blanche in 2002 where she showcased her fearless character and captured the hearts and admiration of millions. Today, 
she’s an award-winning investigative journalist who has a hunger to expose corruption.



By Pearl MPhuthi 
and eugenia Booi

Pabi   
   Moloi

THIS newlywed is one of Mzansi’s most recognisable faces, her career in media having kicked off during her KTV days when she was only 
12. Rumour has it she may be expecting her first child, but motherhood should be a cakewalk, considering the pressure Pabi’s had to 
handle thus far, including several corporate MC gigs, presented shows and even acted on SABC 1’s drama Soul City. Today she hosts her 
own radio show called Power Fix on Power FM every weekends from 12h00-15h00.



By Pearl MPhuthi 
and eugenia Booi

Jo-Ann 
Strauss

MEDIA entrepreneur and international speaker, Jo-ann is a force to be reckoned with! She has over 16 years of media and business 
experience and continues to stay on top of the game. The living embodiment of ‘girl power’, Jo-ann has a BCom Law degree from the 
University of Stellenbosch, and has presented lifestyle shows Pasella and Top Billing and has graced a good few of Mzansi’s top magazines. 
At home the former beauty queen is a proud mother-of-two who has an inspirational blog called Modern Mommy.



By Pearl MPhuthi 
and eugenia Booi

Pearl 
Thusi

THIS TV presenter and model is a household name. Pearl thusi, affectionately known as the ‘Real Black Pearl’, rose to fame six years 
ago when she co-presented on iCrew, a kids’ show on SABC 3, quickly making a name for herself in the entertainment industry. Not just 
a good-looker, the model completed a BA in Communications Science through UNISA, and also a co-owner of Ayana Africa Modelling 
Agency. She has a daughter with sports presenter Walter Mokoena and with her popularity ever on the rise, award-winning rapper emtee 
even released a song, Pearl Thusi, inspired by her.



Diane von Fürstenberg 
Best known for her iconic wrap dress, 
Brussels-born designer Diane von 
Fürstenberg has proven that women 
do have curves...and that’s okay. In 
1970, with an investment of just over 
R300 000, Von Fürstenberg began 
designing women’s clothes. the 
wife of  Prince egon of Fürstenberg, 
she had more than enough money 
to never work but chose instead 
to launch her own career and 
be financially independent. “The 
minute I knew I was about to be 
egon’s wife, I decided to have a 
career. I wanted to be someone 
of my own, and not just a plain 
little girl who got married beyond 
her desserts.” today her clothes 
are worn by some of the biggest 
names in the world including Kate 
Middleton, Gwyneth Paltrow, Kate 
Beckinsale, Madonna, Tina 
Brown, Jessica Alba, Susan 
Sarandon and Jennifer Lopez.
Why We Love Her: she isn’t afraid 
of growing old. “I don’t miss 
anything about being young,” she 
says. “What does it mean, ‘being 
young’? I am the way I am.”

women calling

ellen Degeneres
ComeDIan, television host, actress, writer, and 
producer, Ellen DeGeneres is a Jack of all trades. she 
has the ability to make you laugh at the drop of a hat 
without actually being obscene or making others feel 
embarrassed. “The most important thing for me is 
to know that I represent kindness,” she explained as 
the main reason behind her ‘nice’ brand of humour. 
“I’m glad I’m funny. I’m glad I make people happy, 
because that’s very important. But I’m proud to be 
known as a kind person.”
While DeGeneres turned out to be very put-together, 
she had it tough as a kid. After her parents split, 
she moved in with her mother. While her mother 
struggled with breast cancer, she was being secretly 
molested by her stepfather. After she graduated 
high school and moved back to new orleans, she 
finally told her mother the truth. In 1997, DeGeneres 
came out as a lesbian on her popular sitcom Ellen 
to Oprah, who was acting as her therapist. She 
then played the first gay lead character on TV. 
Unfortunately, the show was cancelled a year later.
Why We Love Her: DeGeneres defines herself 
as vegan and is an animal lover who has helped 
promote ‘Meatless Mondays’.  she works closely with 
PETA and made a substantial donation to stop the 
prohibiting of investigators from recording footage 
of animal abuse on farms. she’s also done so much 
for the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and transgender 
community.

The Shots
A SK what the true definition of a ‘power 

woman’ is and you’re likely to get a string 
of different answers. This year has seen 
more women than ever in history rise like 

phoenixes from the ashes to secure their place among the 
most formidable of accomplishers in all fields. We count 
down six of the most powerful women in the world and 
talk about why we love them.
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Taylor Swift
WITh the release of her blockbuster 
album 1989, Taylor Swift became the first artist 
ever to have 3-million albums sold in the first week. 
she’s credited as a writer on every song she’s ever 
released and the sole writer on more than half of 
them. she also became the youngest woman ever to 
be included on Forbes’ 100 Most Powerful Women 
list in 2015 and, in 2016, topped Forbes’ annual list 
of the 100 highest-paid celebrities with r2.4-billion. 
she’s received many awards and honours, including 
10 Grammies, 19 american music awards, 11 Country 
Music Association Awards, eight academy of Country 
music awards, 22 Billboard music awards, one Brit 
award and one emmy. she was also the second most 
awarded artist at the Teen choice Awards, with 25 
awards. 
Why We Love Her: If being double-jointed in her 
elbows isn’t enough reason to think she’s awesome, 
she’s an incredibly generous philanthropist who 
has donated hundreds of thousands of dollars to 
support arts education, children’s literacy, natural 
disaster relief, lgBT anti-discrimination efforts, and 
charities for sick children.



ouTWIT, outsmart, outplay ‒ these 
leading ladies of business, science, 
entertainment and philanthropy are 
making their mark in the world.

Kate middleton
ThE Duchess Of Cambridge did the seemingly 
impossible. she managed to not only win the heart of 
one of the most eligible bachelors in the world, but 
his scary granny, Queen Elizabeth, too! not only is she 
one of the most likeable ladies of royalty, but she’s also 
had a major impact on British and American fashion, 
which has been termed the ‘Kate Middleton effect’. 
In 2001, Middleton met Prince William while they 
were both students in residence at St Salvator’s hall at 
the university of St Andrews. The couple began dating in 
2003 and got engaged seven years later during a 10-day 
trip to the lewa Wildlife conservancy to celebrate Prince 
William’s passing his RaF helicopter search and rescue 
course, and married in 2011. nine years older than Diana 
when she married, Middleton was the oldest woman 
ever to marry a future king ‒ and she’s six months older 
than Prince William. she is incredibly down-to-earth, 
despite her fame and fortune.
Why We Love Her: she is living proof that you can 
bounce back into shape after having kids. She’s got the 
legs of a goddess and an ironing board stomach. she’s 
happy to get her hands dirty, obtained a gold Duke of 
edinburgh award, and is even a volunteer at the scout 
Association. She also uses her position of power to 
influence and educate the public about important causes, 
such as East Anglia’s children’s hospices, SportsAid and 
Action on Addiction. 

gwynne Shotwell 
IF you’ve ever dreamt of going to mars, Gwynne shotwell may be your best bet. the president 
and coo of SpaceX, this plucky lady manages the day-to-day operations of the commercial space 
exploration company founded by Elon Musk. not only is she working on more than 40 upcoming 
launches and a r37-billion contract with nASA to deliver astronauts to the International Space Station 
but she’s readying a next-generation dragon spacecraft for its first trip to the planet rocky with 
canyons, volcanoes and craters in 2018. Will she be joining the expedition? “I don’t like to camp. Early 
on, Mars is going to be camping. I think there are people far better suited to do that than me. But 
when the first holiday Inn Express shows up, maybe I’ll go,” she says! Shotwell explains that next year, 
crew dragon, the crew-carrying version of the upgraded dragon 2 spacecraft, will restore the united 
States’ capability to fly humans to orbit. The backbone of dragon 2 is a metallic welded pressure vessel. 
“When we transport astronauts on crew dragon to the International Space Station next year, it will 
be within one of these pressure vessels that over the coming months will turn into a fully functional 
spacecraft,” she says.
Why We Love Her: shotwell pursued a career she knew she would love even though she knew it was a 
male-dominated industry. she kept reminding herself that it’s okay to be a woman and an engineer.

ertharin cousin 
A droughT not only destroys crops, but millions 
of lives along with it, causing mass hunger and 
poverty. Curbing this is one of the major projects 
ertharin Cousin is currently working on. the head 
of the un World Food Programme ‒ the world’s 
largest aid agency battling food insecurity and 
hunger serving more than 90-million beneficiaries 
in 80 countries across the world ‒ cousin is piloting 
a new approach to eliminating hunger called 
‘forecast-based financing’. By using weather models 
to identify potential droughts and other climatic 
disasters before they occur, the agency can then 
take more proactive measures, such as distributing 
drought-resistant seeds to farmers. 
Why We Love Her: cousin works tirelessly to 
improve the lives of hungry people worldwide, 
and travels extensively to raise awareness of food 
insecurity and chronic malnutrition. She has been 
instrumental in providing relief for communities 
following the 2010 earthquake in haiti, the 
aftermath of the 2010 flooding in Pakistan and the 
2011 drought in the horn of Africa.
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So now you have enough time to yourself to 
finish that Crossword Puzzle. 

8 Piece Family Treat only R154.90!
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Giant

Can you find the listed words in the box of letters? they may read horizontally, vertically  
and diagonally, either forwards or backwards, but always in straight lines.

 ACES
 ADVERSARY
 ALTIMETER
 AMIABLE
 ATTRACTION
 BARN
 BELLIGERENT
 BITTERNESS
 BREAKTHROUGH
 CANVAS
 CARE
 CATEGORY
 CELL
 CENT
 CHURCHYARD
 CONFIDENT
 CORNBREAD

 CRAZINESS
 CROSSROADS
 CUSTODIAN
 DARE
 DEFENDER
 DEGRADING
 DEJECTION
 DIAMOND
 DIME
 DIVE
 DOUGHNUT
 EARNINGS
 EDIT
 EDUCATE
 EFFUSIVE
 ELATE
 ELSEWHERE

 ENERGIZE
 ENLARGEMENT
 ETIQUETTE
 EXTROVERT
 FADE
 FASCINATE
 FEROCIOUS
 FINESSE
 FOAL
 FOLLICLE
 FORGETFUL
 FOUL
 FRANCHISE
 GEOGRAPHY
 GIBBERISH
 GOAL
 GRADE

 GREATNESS
 GUILTLESS
 HAZARDOUS
 HIDE
 HINDRANCE
 HOME
 HORRIBLE
 HUMANITY
 HUMILIATE
 HUNTRESS
 IDEA
 IMPLICATE
 INCOMPETENT
 ITINERANT
 JAIL
 KEEPSAKE
 LAST

 LAWMAKER
 LIGAMENT
 LUMP
 MAINTENANCE
 MATRIMONY
 MILD
 MUSCLE
 NEAT
 NEED
 OBSIDIAN
 PINCH
 PORE
 RARE
 RODE
 STEADFAST
 SUMP
 SUPPORTER

 TABLET
 TEAM
 TERMINAL
 THWART
 TREMBLE
 TREMENDOUS
 TRIP
 TURNSTILE
 VERTICAL
 VIBRATION
 WANTED
 WEDGE
 WHISTLE
 WOODWORK
 YARN

Wordsearch no. 373
Puzzles
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celeb crossWord...
2. US-born actress who plays the role of Maggie 
Greene in the TV series The Walking Dead, and 
whose films include The Boy and Death Race 2 
(6,5)
3. The role of Dick Kelly in the 2016 film Dirty 
Grandpa is played by this Academy Award-
winning US actor, whose movies include The 
Intern, Raging Bull and Taxi Driver (6,2,4)
4. The role of Ultron in the 2015 film Avengers: 
Age Of Ultron was played by this US actor, whose 
TV series include The Blacklist and Boston Legal 
(5,6)
5. US actress, whose movies include Flowers In 
The Attic, Boogie Nights, The Hangover, Killing 
Me Softly and At Any Price (7,6)
6. US actor, whose films include The Grey, End 
Of Watch and The Purge: Anarchy, and who 
plays Brock Rumlow/Crossbones in the Marvel 
Cinematic Universe (5,6)

codebreaker
CODEBREAKERS require inspired guesswork. They are crosswords without clues. Every letter 
of the alphabet is used (you might find it useful to cross out the letters located by the grid as 
you find them) and each letter has its own number. In this puzzle ‘10’ has the letter ‘A’ so a 
useful start is to insert ‘A’ in all the boxes that contain the number ‘10’. Vowels appear at leas
once in a word but letters such as                 and                are few.

0317
1248481
2027
21353245
268484
305784
348245935
3617035

398314
4028617350
41008389
41428902
4766743593
4841428902
4885836241
5048311248

5219483731
5868524834
6128264813
6256398314
6338684074
666017
770918006
8216284451

8264813038
83130317
8389
8425402861
930780
9496821

k i d s m a z e
S

‘X’ ‘Z’

numbersearch

Within 
this grid 

are hidden the 
numbers below. they 
are found horizontally, 
vertically, diagonally 

and back-to-
front.

number 
crunch

starting 
from the left 

with the given 
number, work your 

way across each of the 
puzzles, applying the 

instruction in each 
cell to your 

number. across
1. Peter Parker/Spider-Man in Captain 
America: Civil War is played by this English 
actor, whose films include The Impossible, 
In The Heart Of The Sea and Spider-Man: 
Homecoming (3,7)
7. Margaery Tyrell on the TV series Game 
Of Thrones is played by this English actress, 
whose films include The Forest, Rush, 
Patient Zero and A Long Way Home (7,6)
8. The Mad Hatter in the 2016 film Alice 
Through The Looking Glass is played by this 
US actor, whose movies include Black Mass, 
Edward Scissorhands, The Lone Ranger and 
Transcendence (6,4)
9. Academy Award-nominated US actress, 
whose film roles include Sam in Birdman, 
Ng in Aloha, Eugenia ‘Skeeter’ Phelan in The 
Help and Jules in Superbad (4,5)
10. US actor, comedian, writer and producer 
who starred in the films Bad Boys, Bad Boys 
II, Big Momma’s House, Blue Streak, Black 
Knight and Wild Hogs (6,8)

down

ACROSS

DOWN
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cryptic crossWord

StiCklerSsticklers

1. How to react when it comes to supplying the
necessary (5)
2. It’s just the food for me and Chaney (5)
3. Just as Len goes out, he goes down them (5)
4. The Emir doesn’t like stuck in the mud (4)
5. Aunt Bea’s own language (5) 6 It’s the living 
end for birds in these joints! (4,5)
10. This cross-piece is not from Mars (7)
11. Don’s come out in agreement (4)
13. Invent ere you come between us as it 
were (9)
14. Give that beast the gun! (3)
18. Take a trip to the Centre, Ken (4)
20. By that Italian river, I have some Hawaiian 
food (3)
23. Ventured out with mixed dread (5)
24. Just the place for Smith to make a few 
dollars, perhaps? (5)
25. How to rob a servant of the future (5)
26. Quite often, orchestras are needed to back 
such a singer (5)
28. Lied about being unemployed? (4)

COMPLETE the grid so that every row, column and 4x4 box  
contains 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 and a, b, c, d, e and f.

MONSTER sudoku

across
1. He arrived with 50 Romans in the desert (5)
7. Ira got all put out ‒ being such a big-mouth! (9)
8. Not Al with that awful claw! (5)
9. Tex gets it in the net to some degree (6)
12. Grins appear in the bands(5)
15. Casts out by being put out on a steamship (5)
16. It’s the drab outlook of the poet (4)
17. Sounds like the drink to put on those extra 
pounds (5)
19. Go for a spin in the country (5)
21. You’re sure to find a trick here somewhere (4)
22. The haughtiness of the lions (5)
24. Just the tree for a saint to sit under - it’s ahead 
of the others (5)
27. A Miss Novak to see Miss Derek ‒ she has that 
certain attitude (6)
29. It’s a bird with no rib (5)
30. See Len during his meeting with his subordinate 
(9)
31. Re-set it in the compound (5)

down
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sudoku tatami

across

double set of 

numbers (two 1s, 

two 2s and two 3s).  

    6. Urban transport
  13. Prized rodent
  14. From now on
  15. Jungle chopper
  16. Eat away
  17. Stone fruit
  19. Absorbent cloth
  21. Hourglass filler
  22. Thoughts
  23. Red-orange colour
  24. Choose 
  25. Fishing gear (pl.)
  27. For fear that
  29. Gumbo
  31. Reverberate
  33. Insurgent
  35. Japanese martial art
  38. Nigerian currency 
  40. Parrot
  41. Long for
  42. Uninspired
  43. Mine
  45. Pine product
  47. Additional 
  48. Limbs
  49. Except for 
  50. Ocean motion 
  52. Cabbage kin
  54. Hotel
  56. Morning moisture
  58. Tonsorialist
  61. Cattle call
  63. Brake part
  65. Duplicity
  68. Grief-stricken
  70. Audacious
  71. Rafter covering
  73. Cup handle
  74. Holy books
  75. Confluence 
  76. Beg
  77. Stately dance
  78. Curved line 
  79. Tropical fruits
  80. Desert plant
  83. SA corrals
  86. Pick up on
  89. Charge
  91. Greek letter
  92. Roman emperor
  95. Lettuce
  96. Boy
  97. Crooked
101. Toy block name
102. Tier
103. Body of water
105. Put up with
106. Request
108. Conceit
109. Perfume
110. Drink slowly
112. Salary
113. Expire
115. Farm buildings
118. Horse sound
120. Stride
122. Pedestal part
125. Wife of Osiris
127. Glimpse
129. Vast expanse
131. Disregarded
132. Smooth-talking
134. And others in short
135. Cancel
136. Hung around
137. Not narrow
138. Done in a single action 
(2,3,2) 
139. Gather 
140. Sky rocks
141. Small child

Place a number 

in the empty 

boxes in such a 

way that each 

row across, each 

column down 

and each small 

9-box square 

contains all of 

the numbers 

from one to nine.

TaTami is a 6x6 

grid logic game 

played with the 

numbers 1 to 3.  

each 3x3 slab must 

contain all the 

numbers 1-3 with no 

duplicates. adjacent 

slabs cannot contain 

the same number, 

i.e. the number 3 

cannot be placed 

next to another 

number 3. each row 

and column must 

contain a double set 

of numbers (two 1s, 

two 2s and two 3s). 

Jumbo cross
Word 365

NO.
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By Barrie thomson

EACH numbered row 
contains two clues and two 
answers. The two answers 
differ from each other by 
only one letter, which has 
already been inserted. For 
example, if you exchange 
the A from MASTER for an 
I, you get MISTER. Do not 
change the order of the 
letters.

    1. Modify
    2. At all
    3. Scold
    4. Woman’s garment
    5. Regret deeply
    6. Velodrome vehicle
    7. Bad-mouthed
    8. Run-down area
    9. Reply
  10. Southern beauty
  11. Narrow pillow
  12. Bad smell
  18. Bounce back
  20. African antelope
  26. Farm vehicle
  28. Part of a process
  30. Pillow stuffing
  32. Overturn
  34. Receptacle
  35. Leg joint
  36. Lower
  37. Egg-shaped
  39. Ill temper 
  40. Meat on a stick
  44. Doctrine
  46. Pitcher 
  48. Vulgar
  51. Valley
  53. Assistant 
  55. Have bills
  57. Health resort
  59. Greed
  60. Since 
  62. Opening
  64. Flowering shrubs
  66. Leafy green 
  67. Japanese flower art
  69. Lone Star state
  70. Building block
  72. Play a part 
  74. Implore
  81. Distant
  82. Actor, … Danson
  84. Simian 
  85. Citrus fruit
  86. Dig 
  87. Future frog
  88. Pond denizen
  90. Upper part of dress
  92. Cut short
  93. Celestial beings
  94. Disorderly
  98. Produce
  99. Night fliers 
100. Female lobsters
101. Noblemen
104. Pinch
107. Muumuu accessory
109. Roomy vehicle
111. Come next
114. Words of regret
116. Charity
117. Most dismal
119. Expresses astonishment 
(3-4)
121. Bugle call
123. Yearly
124. Greasier
125. Argots
126. Small islands
128. Holy men
130. Artist’s stand
133. Spanish farewell

doWn

TO ENTER this BLOCKWORD, all you have to do is finish the grid, and the ringed areas will make up one word. The clue to the answer is: Reading. SMS 48408 with the answer, your name and surname, e-mail address (if you have one),  and people/Blockword No. 654. Be sure to SMS before August 8, 2016. By doing this, you could win R500. Winner of No. 650: Maureen Nel. Answer: Biodegradable. Winners will be paid electronically. SMSes charged at R1.50 and free SMSes do not apply. Terms and conditions apply. 
WINR500

blockWord 654
NO.

even exchange
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RESULT ACTION 

422 ÷  
=  + 9 
= 220 +  
=  ÷ 20 
= 16 -  
=  x 42 
= 294 -  
=  ÷ 6 
= 8 +  
=  - 413 
= 111 x  
=  x 3 
= 999     

calculaTe the results and  
actions. Fill the missing links 
from the top.

There are 
9 letters 
used within 
the puzzle, 
each letter 
must be 
used (but 
never 
repeated) 
in every 
row, 
column and 
3x3 square.

E D U T I G N O L C O U R S E 
G O T G Y R O S C O P E T O A 
U C B R S S A P M O C W S U S 
A H E S A P R E S S U R E T T 
G R A M E H T W I N D S W H N 
N O S I A R C H E R U I N B O 
O N E R T S V R S O N O E L I 
I O E A A C A A H S C A A A T 
T M R G D D S T T A R N E T C 
C E G E A E H R E I G I G I I 
E T E R X G U B N L O E D T D 
R E D T I M N G E C L N U U E 
I R A L E S D U O L C I J D R 
D N E N A L T I T U D E T E P 
T H T R O N L A I T S E L E C 

Altitude
Angle
Beacon
Bearing
Celestial
Chart
Chronom-
eter
Clouds
Compass
Course
Data
Degrees
Direction

East
Gauge
Gyroscope
Instrument
Judge
Latitude
Lighthouse
Longitude
Mirage
North
Observa-
tion
Prediction
Pressure

Radar
Satellite
Sextant
South
West
Wind

missing links

find-a-Word

Wordoku

mega 
maze
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go figure snoWflakes

arroW Word
On Sale

nOW!

There are 13 black 
hexagons in the 
puzzle. Place the 
numbers 1 – 6 
around each of 
them. No number 
can be repeated in 
any partial hexagon 
shape along the 
border of the puzzle.

the 
idea of go 

Figure is to arrive at 
the figures given at the 

bottom and right-hand columns 
of the diagram – by following the 
arithmetic signs in the order they 
are given (from left to right and 

top to bottom). Use only the right 
numbers below the diagram to 

complete its blank squares, 
and use each of the nine 

numbers only once.

neW
puzzle
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3 Letters
AID
ARM
MIX
OWN
TEA
TWO
WED
WOO
4 Letters
CHAT

COSY
DEAR
HOLD
KNOT
LOVE
RING
SNUG
SONG
TEAM
5 Letters
ARROW

BLOOD
CLOSE
CROWD
GUEST
PEACE
SCOLD
SHARE
SPORT
SWEET
TWINS
UNITY

6 Letters
DOTING
EROTIC
FIANCE
LIMPET
SECRET
SMOOCH
UNISON
WARMTH
7 Letters
COMBINE

COMFORT
KINSHIP
KISSING
KNOWING
PROTECT
SINCERE

at first glance, 

these two 
pictures may look 

identical. But 

there are some 

subtle changes 

in the second 

picture. See if you 

can find the six 

differences.

criss cross

Spot The
Difference!

here is a pleasant little game that will give you a message every day. It’s 
a numerical puzzle designed to spell out your fortune. Count the letters 
in your first name. If the number of letters is 6 or more, subtract 4. If the 
number is less than 6, add 3. The result is your key number. Start at the 
upper left-hand corner and check one of your key numbers, left to right. 
Then read the message the letters under the checked figures give you.

FIND A WORD that can follow the 
word on the left and precede the 
word on the right. When you have 
filled in all the answers, the name 
of a celebrity can be read from top 
to bottom in one of the lines.

celeb
 wordmatch

wishing well...
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1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9

10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17

18 19 20 21

22 23 24

25 26 27 28

29 30 31 32

33 34

ACROSS
1. 4330 ÷ 5
4. 8334 ÷ 9
7. 158 + 13
10. 777 - 94
12. 100 + 299
14. 27 - 10
15. 541 + 257
17. 305 ÷ 5
18. 1260 ÷ 7
20. 1650 ÷ 6
23. 231 - 15
25. 1810 ÷ 5
27. 67 × 4

29. 513 ÷ 9
30. 7 + 101
32. 8 × 8
33. 613 - 12
34. 457 + 299
DOWN
2. 637 - 24
3. 402 ÷ 6
5. 2344 ÷ 8
6. 3844 ÷ 4
8. 203 - 64
9. 278 - 87
11. 959 - 88
13. 7720 ÷ 8

15. 35 × 2
16. 859 - 38
19. 109 × 8
21. 381 × 2
22. 670 ÷ 2
23. 1450 ÷ 5
24. 341 + 143
26. 169 × 4
28. 333 × 2
30. 33 ÷ 3
31. 29 × 3

maths quiz

kakuru
Fit only the numbers 1 to 9 into the grid so 
that each horizontal run of white squares adds 
up to the total above the diagonal line to the 
left of the run, and so that each vertical run of 
white squares adds up to the total below the 
diagonal line above the run. No number can be 
used more than once in any run.

doWn  
    1) Moving pictures on tape (5)
    2) Language (5)
    4) Departed (4)
    5) Inner side of a fortification ditch (6)
    7) Cooked in shallow fat (5)
    9) Country with the capital Kampala (6)
  10) Not so much (4)
  12) American shopping centre (5)
  13) Uncle’s daughter (5)
  14) Identify a sound (4)
  15) At the highest level (2,3)
  16) Horse with stripes (5)
  17) Commotion (4)
  24) Tending to hang down limply (6)
  26) Capture someone for a ransom (6)
  27) Cobbler’s shoe holder (4)
  28) Corn (5)
  29) Fluency of speech (5)
  31) Mechanical man (5)
  32) Large instument of the violin family (5)

  33) Use your eyes (4) 
  35) Ripped (4)
  36) Secondhand (4)
  38) Before time (5)  
  39) Immature insect (5)
  41) Advanced in years (7)
  42) Spend time worrying (7)
  43) Female duke (7)
  44) ??? one – grand prix racing (7)
  46) Full-bodied sherry (7)
  47) Covered with small knobs (7)
  48) Impressive and excellent (7)
  49) Quantity to be added to, subtracted 
from, multiplied or divided (7)
  58) Steer a car (5)
  59) Edible innards (5)
  65) List of things to be done (6)
  66) Yellowish digestive fluid (4)
  68) Music sung by monks (5)
  69) Unable to see (5)
  70) Divided (in botany) (5)

  71) Strong religious belief (5)
  73) Having no clothes on (4)
  74) Come out of (6)
  75) Dishonest scheme (4)
  76) Given money for something (4)
  82) Approach and stop (6)
  83) Very large body of water (5)
  85) Left without food (5)
  86) Colour of a coward (6)
  87) Expression of enthusiasm (5)
  88) Cut up a joint of meat (5)
  89) Run like a horse (4)
  90) King’s hat (5)
  91) Dark red soft fruit with a stone (4)
  92) “Come in” (5)
  93) Of old Scandinavia (5)
  94) Baby’s bed (4)
  96) Close to (4)

across
    1) Detestable (4)
    3) Ugly giants (5)
    6) To the back of a ship (3)
    8) Completely (5)
  11) Arch of a bridge (4)
  18) Jail room (7)
  19) Unpleasant sound (5)
  20) Meat in a skin (7)
  21) Praise highly (5)
  22) Musical groups (5)
  23) Smell (5)
  25) Agitate too and fro (5)
  27) River of southeast Africa (7)
  30) Lynx (7)
  34) Length of 12 inches (4)
  36) Take out a knot (4)
  37) Stubborn (9)
  39) It is unjustly attacking someones 
reputation (9)
  40) Powerful scavenging animal (5)

  43) Challenge authority (4)
  45) Grabbed for ones own (4)
  48) Legally take on as ones own (5)
  50) Wildebeest (3)
  51) Enforced unpaid worker (5)
  52) At this moment (3)
  53) Wireless (5)
  54) Happening (5)
  55) Air with a high level of moisture (5)
  56) Chocolate substitute (5)
  57) Area of marshy land in India (5)
  60) Egg-shaped (5)
  61) Distress signal (3)
  62) Preliminary version (5)
  63) Hit hard (3)
  64) Perhaps (5)
  67) Nature’s wound cover (4)
  70) Torso (4)
  72) Finished (5)
  77) Very profitable (9)
  78) Coastal security person (9)

  79) One time only (4)
  80) Work to make money (4)
  81) Bullfighter (7)
  84) ??? Kipling – writer (7)
  87) Wind-driven pleasure boat (5)
  91) Clean feathers (5)
  94) Ride a bike (5)
  95) Criminal (5)
  97) Shelter for ships (7)
  98) Like greatly (5)
  99) Earth’s belt (7)
100) Above (4) 
101) Grow less intense (5)
102) Also (3)
103) Group of bees (5)
104) Correct (4)

crossWord
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BY JOHN WHIFFIN / 
PICS: PUBLICITY/ WWW.
ELITEPHOTOAGENCY.COM 
/ MAGAZINE FEATURES

TO ENTER this SOAP BLOCKWORD, all you have to do is 
finish the grid. When completed the scrambled letters will 

spell out the answer for the clue: A character in Rhythm 
City. SMS 48408 with the answer, your name and surname, 

and e-mail address (if you have one), as well as people/
Soap Blockword No. 635. Be sure to SMS before August 8, 
2016. By doing this, you stand the chance of winning R500. 

Winner of No. 631: Titus Gawa. Answer: Desire Gardner. 
Winners will be paid electronically. SMSes charged at R1.50 
and free SMSes do not apply. Terms and conditions apply.Win R 05 0

635
NO.soap blockWord

stealthy;
secret

Corrupt priceless Voices

Bar for
holding
a broken
bone in

place

repulse
Devoted,

docile,
dependent

person

spanish
light

savoury
snacks

Chose

Make
progress

hadeda,
maybe

midday
ingrid

Vanessa Beukes
in 7de Laan

Device for
clasping

or holding
things

together

over a
distance
(prefi x)

Upon
(prefi x)Extreme

zealot

Second
person

pronoun
it is

(abbr)

Double
row of
trees

Ballerina’s
short,
sti ff ,

spreading
skirt

Bringing
no appre
-ciati on

Cutt lefi sh
ink

sets of
eight bits
considered

as units
hoardamusing

thought
or feeling
expressed
in words

Container
Inquisi-

ti veness
Proverb

Weak,
insipid

Et cetera
(abbr)

principle
which a
person

maintains
as true

Make
clear

Walk in a
markedly
rhythmical
military
manner

manamela.
Meikie Maputla
in Skeem Saam

inconstant
Fickle;

Custom

Found-
ati on

Casual
chatt er

human
race

Laboratory
(abbr)

Large
oceanic

relati ve of
the sword

-fi sh

Form wool
into net-
work by
needles

main
point or
pith of a
matt er

Watch
over

Building
for

housing
motor

vehicles

Confer for
mutual
arrange-
ment

army
chaplain

Sti nging
insect

embargo

grain
storage

containers

Spermaceti
whale

product
used in

perfumes

Khan.
head
of the
ismaili

muslims

Clothed
Volcanic

dust

altered or
acquired
states of

sensiti vity
Dissolving

Writt en
commun-

icati on

Bryan
is Lucas Horton in
Days of our Lives

Bargains
conten-
ti ously

Winning
cards?

Chair

Dried
grass

Woman
in holy
orders

study of
man in his
working
environ-

ment

Arm-like
limb of
a tree

south
African

currency

espresso
coff ee
with

frothed
hot milk

Joined at
the necks
by a frame

to be
enti tled to
by merit

Impracti cal
person

Chopper
‘Lion’

star sign
Bumptious

Source
of misery
Blank book
for holding

photos

Tatt er

solitary

Lanka.
Country,

capital
Colombo

commercialFisherman

able to be
reshaped

sierra

capital
Freetown

Country,
s’dumo mtshali is
sibusiso

in isiBaya

outdoor
functi on

with
entertain
-ments

Curly-
leafed

cabbage

Ask for
charity

Leaves
the stage

Foes
set of

clothes

share out Loafer
Mark

given for
a fault or
off ence

Pursued
Accomp-
lished

snare
or bass?

Behind
in place

Un-
daunted
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BY JOHN WHIFFIN / PICS: WWW.ELITEPHOTOAGENCY.COM

TO ENTER our CELEB BLOCKWORD, all you have to do is finish the grid. When completed, the circled letters will spell out the name of a celebrity whose films include The Unborn and Dance With Death. SMS 48408 with the answer, your name and surname, and e-mail address (if you have one), as well as people/Celeb Blockword No. 635. Be sure to SMS before August 8, 2016. By doing this, you stand the chance of winning R1 000. Winner of No. 631: Naomi van Niekerk. Answer: Anne Heche. Winners paid electronically. SMSes charged at R1.50 and free SMSes do not apply. Terms and conditions apply.R 1 00 0

635
NO.

Win
celeb blockWord

pLENTIFUL
SUppOrT

COMMEN
-DATION

SCApE-
goat

CIrCUIT
OF A rACE

TrACK
Fatty

prOTrU-
BErANCE
ON A CAM
-EL’S BACK is in DeBt

LEAGUE

taBLe

PestereD

SOUTH
AFrICAN
money

NOT DIS-
TUrBED

EXCUSE
CLEAr Up

or
eXPLain

CHANGES
rUNG

UpON A
set oF
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I love my children. 
Puleng

#Redgermanbarbie 
Spyker Siebritz 

My daughter, Patricia, and her sons, 

Malachi and Micah Skippers. Cutels! 
Haley Jooste

My princess and a diva – mommy 
loves you.  

Thando Shipalana

My son, Tristan. He’s my hero! 
Tina Maloney

HI everybody! Send only one pic to 
dearpeople@caxton.co.za with your 
name and a caption, and put the 
photo category in the subject line.

Dear people

She is the apple of my eye.  
Love her to bits.

Lihle

My handsome grandson, Seth 
Dunn. He is so gorgeous.  

His Ouma loves him to bits.
Estelle Esterhuizen

My reason for waking up every day and persevering – Zoë.   Thobisile Maseko
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Cryptic Crossword

Codebreaker

Jumbo Crossword

Maths Quiz Go Figure

Sticklers

Snowflakes

Even Exchange
PUZZLE ANSWERS

Number Crunch

Celeb Wordmatch

Sudoku 

Scramblers

Arrow Word

Kids Maze

Mega Maze

Missing 
Links

General  
Knowledge  
Blockword
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ACROSS:  6) BUS 13) CHINCHILLA 14) HENCEFORTH 15) MACHETE 16) GNAW  
17) DRUPE 19) TOWEL 21) SAND 22) IDEAS 23) NACARAT 24) ELECT 25) NETS  
27) LEST 29) OKRA 31) ECHO 33) REBEL 35) KENDO 38) NAIRA 40) KEA 41) YEARN 
42) VAPID 43) PIT 45) CONE 47) EXTRA 48) LEGS 49) BUT 50) WAVE 52) KALE  
54) INN 56) DEW 58) BARBER 61) LOW 63) PAD 65) DECEIT 68) BEREFT 70) BRAZEN 
71) FASCIA 73) EAR 74) BIBLES 75) CONFLUX 76) IMPLORE 77) MINUET 78) ARC  
79) GUAVAS 80) CACTUS 83) KRAALS 86) DETECT 89) FEE 91) PSI 92) CAESAR  
95) COS  96) LAD 97) AWRY 101) LEGO 102) ROW 103) POND 105) ABIDE 106) PLEA 
108) EGO  109) SCENT 110) NURSE 112) PAY 113) LAPSE 115) SHEDS 118) NEIGH 
120) STEP 122) DADO 125) ISIS 127) ESPY 129) OCEAN 131) IGNORED 132) SUAVE 
134) ET AL 135) ANNUL 136) IDLED 137) WIDE 138) IN ONE GO 139) CONGREGATE 
140) METEORITES 141) TOT

DOWN:  1) CHANGE 2) ANYWISE 3) CHIDE 4) BLOUSE 5) LAMENT 6) BICYCLE  
7) SMEARED 8) GHETTO 9) ANSWER 10) BELLE 11) BOLSTER 12) STENCH  
18) RALLY 20) ELAND 26) TRACTOR 28) STAGE 30) KAPOK 32) CAPSIZE 34) BIN  
35) KNEE 36) NETHER 37) OVAL 39) IRE 40) KEBAB 44) TENET 46) EWER 48) LEWD 
51) VALE 53) AIDE 55) OWE 57) SPA 59) AVARICE 60) BECAUSE 62) ORIFICE  
64) AZALEAS 66) CABBAGE 67) IKEBANA 69) TEXAS 70) BRICK 72) ACT 74) BEG 
81) AFAR 82) TED 84) APE 85) LIME 86) DELVE 87) TADPOLE 88) TOAD 90) BODICE 
92) CROP 93) SERAPHS 94) ROWDY 98) YIELD 99) BATS 100) HENS 101) LORDS 
104) NIP 107) LEI 109) SEDAN 111) ENSUE 114) APOLOGY 116) HANDOUT 
117) DARKEST 119) GEE-WHIZ 121) TATTOO 123) ANNUAL 124) OILIER 
125) IDIOMS 126) ISLETS 128) PADRES 130) EASEL 133) ADIOS
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CrissCross

 Crossword

Spot The Difference

Magic Maze

WordDoku

Trivia Answers

Celeb Crossword

TV Quiz:  
1. Blunt  2. By kissing him   
3. 10-million dollars   
4. Walton 5. Hospice care   
6. Divorce papers  7. Grandson
8. Six months  9. Krav Maga
10. Not guilty

Trivia:  
1. Dinosaur
2. Latin  3. Africa
4. Wimbeldon  5.  America
6. 50 pence and 20 pence coins 
7. Six  8.   Dragon
9. China 10.   America

Celeb: 
1. Bonang Matheba
2. True  3. Boity  4. Black Coffee  
5. 50  6. Cassper Nyovest  7. 
Khloé  8. True  9. True  10. True1. Fence board is smaller 2. Number is missing 3. Glove is different 4. Dog’s ears 

are different 5. Leg is moved 6. Shirt name is changed

THE PEOPLE BEHIND
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Monster 
Sudoku

Kakuru Tatami

ACROSS  1) VILE  3) OGRES  6) AFT  8) FULLY  11) SPAN  18) DUNGEON
19) NOISE  20) SAUSAGE  21) EXALT  22) BANDS  23) ODOUR  25) SHAKE
27) LIMPOPO  30) CARACAL  34) FOOT  36) UNDO  37) OBSTINATE
39) LIBELLOUS  40) HYENA  43) DEFY  45) TOOK  48) ADOPT  50) GNU
51) SLAVE  52) NOW  53) RADIO  54) EVENT  55) HUMID  56) CAROB
57) TERAI  60) OVATE  61) SOS  62) DRAFT  63) LAM  64) MAYBE  67) SCAB
70) BODY  72) ENDED  77) LUCRATIVE  78) LIFEGUARD  79) ONCE
80) EARN  81) MATADOR  84) RUDYARD  87) YACHT  91) PREEN  94) CYCLE
95) FELON  97) HARBOUR  98) ADORE  99) EQUATOR  100) OVER 
101) ABATE  102) AND  103) SWARM 104) TRUE

 DOWN  1) VIDEO  2) LINGO  4) GONE  5) ESCARP  7) FRIED  9) UGANDA
10) LESS  12) PLAZA  13) NIECE  14) HEAR  15) ON TOP  16) ZEBRA
17) FUSS  24) DROOPY  26) KIDNAP  27) LAST  28) MAIZE  29) ORACY
31) ROBOT  32) CELLO  33) LOOK  35) TORN  36) USED  38) EARLY  
39) LARVA  41) ELDERLY  42) AGONISE  43) DUCHESS  44) FORMULA
46) OLOROSO  47) KNOBBLY  48) AWESOME  49) OPERAND  58) DRIVE
59) OFFAL  65) AGENDA  66) BILE  68) CHANT  69) BLIND  70) BIFID
71) DOGMA  73) NUDE  74) EMERGE  75) SCAM  76) PAID  82) ACCOST
83) OCEAN  85) UNFED  86) YELLOW  87) YAHOO  88) CARVE  89) TROT
90) CROWN  91) PLUM  92) ENTER  93) NORSE  94) CRIB  96) NEAR
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First PhOtOshOOt
FRESH-FACED and 15, Victoria 

Adams perfects THAT pout in her 
first ever photoshoot.

F RESH-FACED Victoria Beckham 
(nee Adams) looks far from 
Posh as she poses in these 
black and white snaps taken 

when she was just a teenager.
The former Spice Girl, 42, has built a name 
for herself as one of the most polished 
women in showbiz, often gracing the 
covers of Vogue.
But she hadn’t yet perfected her 
trademark pout when she appeared in a 
prospectus for the London Academy of 
Health and Beauty aged 15.
Sporting a frizzy brunette hairdo, the star 
is seen smiling alongside friends as they try 
out a series of amateur beauty treatments 
at the college.
In one photo, a shy-looking Victoria 
sits on a chair as her friends prepare to 
administer electric currents designed to 
stop blood clotting.
In another, she thoughtfully examines 
the legs of a teenage girl ahead of wax 
application.
And a third image shows her wrapped in a 
gown with a towel around her head as she 
undergoes a skin-boosting electrode facial 
treatment.
She is also seen smiling sweetly in a 
beautician’s uniform during a lesson.
Other off-duty shots show the fashion icon 
relaxing in a dowdy woollen cardigan as 
she chats to a friend in one of the college’s 
dormitory rooms.
Behind her a toy panda rests on a shelf 
behind some peeling wall posters.
And in a hint of things to come, the 
leotard-clad youngster is seen posing in a 
dance-style stretch with her friends during 
aerobics class.
Then Victoria Adams from Essex, the star 
looks like any other ordinary teenager.
But just five years after these pictures 
were taken, she shot to global fame 
when the Spice Girls unleashed smash hit 
Wannabe on the charts.
And as her now-glamorous image proves, 
she never looked back. 
 

Exclusive!Victoria Beckham’s

then
Now
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She undergoes a skin-boosting 
electrode facial treatment

Graduation Day

Posing in a dance-
style stretch with 
her friends during 
aerobics class
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Getting instruction on electrolysis

Getting instruction on galvanic body treatment

The star looks like any other ordinary teenager
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Off The Track
by vanessa papas

CATCH all the hottest sporting gossip with these 
tantalising titbits on what our favourite sporting 

stars have been up to this week.

E-mail your sports news to vancom@telkomsa.net

Third Time lucky
Kobe bryant, 37, has taken to social media 
to announce he and his wife Vanessa, 34, are 
expecting their third child. The retired NBA 
star confirmed the exciting news himself via 

Instagram, sharing a photo of a ‘Baby 
Mamba’ onesie and baby Kobe 11 

Nikes with the world and writing as a 
caption: “Beyond blessed and excited 
to share that we are expecting 
our third baby girl!!! #Blessed 
#BabyMamba #Thankful.” The 
couple, who has been married for 
15 years, met on the set of a music 
video for the band Tha Eastsidaz that featured snoop Dogg. 
Kobe was in the building at the time and bumped into Vanessa, 
who was a background dancer. They were engaged six months later. 
The two have two kids: Natalia, 13, and Gianna, 10, and are expecting another baby 
girl. Vanessa suffered a miscarriage in 2005 due to an ectopic pregnancy, which, she 
says, is why she waited to announce the news she was pregnant again.

Rousey Amped For Revenge
PuTTING rumours to rest ronda rousey has 
publically guaranteed a rematch with Holly Holm 
will take place this year, despite not having her 
rematch at uFC 200 as originally scheduled. 
Speaking to media, the former uFC women’s 

bantamweight champion said she will get her 
chance at revenge against the woman who 
handed her her first loss and took her title. “It’s 
sometime later in the year. They haven’t told me 
an exact date or location, but it’s a decision we’ll all 

make together. I’m just waiting for what options they 
are going to give me,” rousey said. 

Herding For Cancer
ONE herd; one quest: to make a difference to children with cancer. Avid cyclists joined the 

2016 edition of the 100 Miles Of Nowhere organised by The Cows KZN herd, based on US 
Blogger the FatCyclist’s template, and raised  

R170 000 for CHOC (Childhood Haematology and 
Oncology Clinics). The ‘herd’ rode the required 160km 
on static training bikes at Cadence Centres around 
the country, setting a new record for the South 
African version of the ride. The total amount raised 
matched the amount raised at last year’s 100 Miles 
Of Nowhere, but was pushed past this mark with the 
arrival of a further R4 000 raised by the Coffeeberry 
Café in Pietermaritzburg through their pledge on every 
cappuccino sold last month. In all, 324 cyclists rode 
in the 2016 event, including nine of 10 cyclists who 
took part in the inaugural South African edition of 100 
Miles Of Nowhere in 2011, riding at Cadence Centres 
in Hillcrest, Durban North, Westville, Pietermaritzburg, 
Cape Town and Johannesburg.

Another Armstrong Mockery
FOREVER the butt of jokes since his fall from grace, Lance armstrong is 
back in the news again following a ‘mockumenary’ of the cyclist, made 
by 7 Days In Hell executive producers andy samberg and Murray 
Miller. According to reports the spoof – Tour de Pharmacy – will be 
a thinly-veiled parody of armstrong’s tainted time on the bike. “The 
mockumentary, currently in the pipeline, will take a look into the 
prevalence of doping in the world of professional cycling. Miller will 
write and samberg will star,” say online reports. There’s already a loaded 
cast including Hamilton’s Daveed Diggs, phylicia rashad, John Cena, 
Dolph Lundgren, Mike tyson, Julia ormond, and nathan Fielder, with 
more to come. 

Williams’ Family Tragedy
serena and venus Williams have yet to go public about their 
feelings on their dad Richard’s ailing health after tabloids reported 
that the 74-year-old recently suffered a stroke and is experiencing 
memory loss, having been released from the hospital last week. 
“His condition is fair – he’s walking around, but he’s not at 100 
percent,” said his wife, Lakeisha Williams. “He needs speech therapy, 
psychological therapy and physical therapy, but for now he refused. 
I’m trying to get him under control and relaxed so that when we 
come back from out of town, we could try to get that going. But he 
doesn’t wish to be bothered with anybody. His mind is thinking that 
they’re going to put him back in ‘prison’ – which is what he calls 
the hospital. He thinks we are just going to take him back to the 
hospital, but that is not correct.”
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AQUARIUS: Jan 21 – Feb 19
Your Week: You should currently be 
reaping the benefits of past efforts and 
experience. A chance to make your mark 
impressively must not be squandered, so 
add more speed to your hours. Draw deeply 
on your knowledge and use your energy 
effectively. 
Taken: A cosy heart-to-heart chat with 
your partner could serve very useful 
purposes. 
Single: The instantaneous reaction 
you get from somebody attractive is 
encouraging. 
Power Days: Friday & Saturday 
(enjoying memories) 
Lucky Numbers: 9, 13, 15, 24, 33, 41

SAGITTARIUS: Nov 23 – Dec 21

ARIES: Mar 21 – Apr 20
Your Week: Your various relationships 
are now in very good shape so put 
the accent on collaboration. Promote 
teamwork because shared endeavours 
will produce the best results. Plans under 
discussion can be successfully carried 
forward. 
Taken: Give-and-take should come 
easily to you as regards your intimate 
partnership. 
Single: Your feelings will be reciprocated 
if you show yourself to be fully romantic. 
Power Days: Friday & Saturday (social 
activities) 
Lucky Numbers: 9, 25, 27, 38, 41, 47

LEO: Jul 24 – Aug 23
Your Week: The overall picture apropos 
your personal and financial affairs 
looks good and you should be intent on 
gaining increased stability. You are in the 
right mood to accomplish great things 
and ought to do so effectively in most 
instances. 
Taken: Set plans for the future in 
motion while you are in tune with your 
sweetheart. 
Single: This is a promising session 
from the romantic aspect. Take your 
opportunity on cue. 
Power Days: Friday & Saturday (money 
matters) 
Lucky Numbers: 6, 12, 16, 27, 37, 45

TAURUS: Apr 21 – May 20
Your Week: This is suitable ambit for 
engaging in public relations activities. You 
should easily manage to do a good job 
on your own behalf or on behalf of your 
community. Do not doubt your power to 
charm and to persuade those who occupy 
top positions. 
Taken: This is a chance to place both 
your partnership and the future on a 
steady foundation. 
Single: Good fortune favours it if you 
suddenly get involved in a new heart affair. 
Power Days: Saturday & Sunday 
(making friends) 
Lucky Numbers: 7, 18, 24, 29, 35, 46

VIRGO: Aug 24 – Sep 22
Your Week: Favourable news or 
developments appear likely so be alert 
and opportunistic in order to improve 
your fortunes. Life can be renewed 
through positive thoughts and actions 
‒ its greatest blessings are bestowed on 
those who hope and pray. 
Taken: Make togetherness a passionate 
experience if you really treasure your 
partner. 
Single: Socialising works very well for 
you. If heart-free, look out for a new 
lover. 
Power Days: Saturday & Sunday 
(urgent talks) 
Lucky Numbers: 1, 7, 11, 20, 22, 34

GEMINI: May 21 – Jun 21
Your Week: Do not overdo your 
enthusiasm for anything at this time. 
Make time for proper rest and relaxation; 
especially if you are recuperating from an 
ailment or injury. Benefit from meditation 
and prayer. Seek heartfelt inner calm and 
peace. 
Taken: Iron out differences and thereby 
come to fresh understanding with your 
partner. 
Single: This is when you would do well to 
take careful stock of your romantic status. 
Power Days: Friday & Saturday (private 
moments) 
Lucky Numbers: 3, 11, 16, 26, 35, 41

LIBRA: Sep 23 – Oct 22
Your Week: You can now achieve 
fitting results in connection with 
domestic affairs. Your attempts to 
get others involved in new plans that 
you have for home and family should 
succeed. You can also overcome any 
difficulties with younger relatives. 
Taken: Breathe new life into your 
union as it is up to you to make it fully 
divine. 
Single: If there is no obstacle to 
romance, a new love affair could be in 
the making. 
Power Days: Friday & Saturday (family 
issues) 
Lucky Numbers: 8, 14, 21, 37, 39, 49 

CANCER: Jun 22 – 23 Jul
Your Week: Like all others, you were 
not born to be perfect but experience has 
made you wiser and it is that quality that 
brings you to a peak in a special instance 
during this briefly progressive cycle. Be 
sure to capitalise on your know-how. 
Taken: In planning together, you and 
your partner can achieve a lot in material 
terms. 
Single: You have love on your mind; 
a condition that will do your prospects 
some good. 
Power Days: Saturday & Sunday 
(personal aims) 
Lucky Numbers: 1, 8, 14, 19, 22, 33

SCORPIO: Oct 23 – Nov 22
Your Week: Mix rest and play in order 
get the best out of life. You can make 
easy headway in your tasks and yet also 
find enough time and energy to savour 
nature and amusement. You could be 
fortunate if you socialise with special 
aims in view. 
Taken: Start learning more about your 
sweetheart’s needs and strive to satisfy 
them. 
Single: You are sure to be fascinated 
by a highly sensuous member of the 
opposite sex. 
Power Days: Saturday & Sunday 
(special requests) 
Lucky Numbers: 3, 13, 17, 25, 35, 42

ASTRO PROFILE
CAPRICORN: Dec 22 – Jan 20
Your Week: Collaboration should prove 
to be very fortunate, with stable influences 
serving to strengthen vital bonds. You can 
forge beneficial agreements and greatly 
improve existing arrangements. Set the 
good example; then others will co-operate. 
Taken: The atmosphere in your relating 
zone is suitably enhanced so make your 
move. 
Single: If you are looking for romantic 
action, a change of scenery proves 
fortunate. 
Power Days: Saturday & Sunday 
(shared outings) 
Lucky Numbers: 2, 12, 16, 21, 36, 45

PISCES: Feb 20 – Mar 20
Your Week: Because there is strength 
to be found in knowledge, you should 
always be on a sharp learning curve. This 
is an auspicious period for mixing with 
people who are able to teach you new 
things. Make a habit of keeping yourself 
up-to-date. 
Taken: Your love life should be 
uncomplicated thanks to a more co-
operative climate. 
Single: Increased scope for new 
encounters of the amorous kind will have 
you smiling. 
Power Days: Saturday & Sunday 
(seeking favours) 
Lucky Numbers: 1, 8, 17, 28, 34, 43

whAT ThE STARS SAy AbOuT...
Jennifer Lopez

July 24, 1969

A merican 
actress, dancer, 
recording artist and 
businesswoman 

Jennifer Lynn Lopez started her 
career as a back-up dancer to 
Janet Jackson. Following a few 
appearances on television, she 
made her movie breakthrough in 
the action thriller Money Train, in 
1995, earning an Alma award for 
best actress and a Golden Globe 
nomination. Her musical career also 
took off at that time, and she has 
greatly enriched herself through 
both artistic avenues. A Sun Leo 
with Leo Rising and Mercury in Leo, 

Lopez was destined to succeed in show-business. She loves to be in the 
limelight and certainly is dramatically gifted. Moon in Scorpio shows 
that she is consistently emotionally charged and harbours a deep 
desire for fame and power. Venus in Gemini points to an enchanting 
yet changeable love nature. Mars in Sagittarius renders her generally 
high-spirited and fun-loving. With such strong fire and water elements 
present in her horoscope, she comes across as proud and passionate 
yet also sensitive and sensuous.
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LEOBy wiLLiam Smith

horoscope
July 24 – August 23
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Your Week: Even if you are physically 
fit, you will be working at high pressure 
and under difficult conditions which are 
bound to react on your nerves and which 
may also affect your digestive system. Do 
not skimp on meals or rest at this time. 
Taken: Love is like work in that it 
requires constant effort to become adept 
at it. 
Single: You may meet somebody who 
is quite different to you yet who instantly 
appeals. 
Power Days: Friday & Saturday 
(relaxation) 
Lucky Numbers: 5, 15, 21, 26, 37, 43
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A LICIA 
VIKANDER is 
a Swedish 
actress, 

producer and dancer. Born 
and raised in Gothenburg, 
she began acting as a child 
in minor stage productions 
at The Göteborg Opera and 
trained as a ballet dancer 
at the Royal Swedish Ballet 
School in Stockholm and 
the School of American 
Ballet in New York. She 
began her professional 
acting career by appearing 
in Swedish short films and 
television series, and made 
her feature film debut 
in Pure (2010), for which 

she won the Guldbagge Award for Best Actress. She went on 
to star in the Julian Assange-biopic The Fifth Estate that same 
year. Vikander lives in London and since 2014 has been dating 
actor Michael Fassbender, but she remains Nordic at heart, 
which is why we’re bringing you a classic Swedish winter 
warmer of a dish! Enjoy.

Ingredients
1kg Beef chuck (cut into cubes)
Two teaspoons of salt
White pepper
Two tablespoons of flour
Two tablespoons of butter
Three medium yellow onions (sliced)
Half a teaspoon of allspice powder
Two bay leaves
Two cups of hot water
A handful of cherry tomatoes

Method 
COMBINE the flour, salt and pepper in a plastic 
bag, then add the beef cubes and shake until the 
meat is well coated. In a large cooking pot, heat the 
butter until it just starts to brown, then add the meat and 
onions, and cook, stirring occasionally, until the meat has been 
browned on all sides. Add the bay leaves and allspice, and add 
the two cups hot water. Let simmer for about one and half hours 
until the meat is tender. Add the tomatoes 10 minutes before 
you serve to heat them through. Serve with boiled potatoes and 
pickled beets. 

For more yummy recipes go to
 www.peoplemagazine.co.za
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by VERA FouRIE

Recipe

facebook.com/peoplemagsa

Kalops (Swedish Beef Stew)
ALICIA VIKANDEr
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STAY keen to get lean.
BY ANGELA BEKIARIS

Body News
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G
et fitness Ready

It can be hard to get motivated and 
stay motivated ‒ especially in winter. 
we share some great ways to keep 
yourself psyched. 

 put on Your Gym Gear: Everyone’s going 
to ask you if you’re off to gym, so why not just 
head there anyway. You’re already dressed, 
now all you need is 30 minutes of exercise ‒ at 
least! 
 wash Your hair on workout Days only: This 
will get you moving fast ‒ you wouldn’t want to 
arrive at the office party looking like you’ve just 
grease your hair with olive oil.
 will You Regret It? If missing a workout 
session will have you regretting it all night long, 
just don’t miss it. Less things to worry about. 
 Sign Up for classes: This way you know you 
have to pay for the class and cancellation fees 
are not fun, so get moving and keep smiling.
 Get A Gym Buddy: It’s harder to drive 
straight home after work when you know your 
trainer partner is waiting for you. Motivate and 
inspire one another.
 Surround Yourself with motivation: Stickers 
on mirrors, apps on your phone, memes on 

social media ‒ let them motivate you to get 
going. 
 Give Yourself challenges: Long-term ones 
or short-terms ones, just make sure you have 
goals you want to achieve. 
 Reward Yourself: No matter how small the 
result or achievement, reward yourself for 
trying, for staying motivated and for continuing 
to reach your goals.
 have A fabulous playlist: Training with good 
music is enough to get anyone going. 
 Eat healthily: When your body is being 
fuelled by healthy food, you will want to 
exercise and follow a healthy lifestyle.
 Do what You Love: At least this way you 
can’t complain, and you will always look 
forward to the next training session. 
 Do It for the Selfies: Yes ‒ shallow, we know 
‒ but hey, isn’t it realistic. If you want to look 
good in those pics, get that body into shape 
and feel fantastic every time someone posts a 
photo on social media (even if it’s always you!).
 compete: We all love some competition 
‒ be it with your friend, sibling, partner or a 
complete stranger, see what you’re capable of. 

Keep Yourself Motivated

No, you’re not going to bulk up, and no it’s not just 
for men. Kettlebells are a great way to tone your body 
and get that heart racing a little. We share two great 
benefits, courtesy of Livestrong.com.
1. Say Goodbye to Body fat: All women want less 
fat on their body. Kettlebell training offers you the 
ability to burn fat with high-intensity workouts. Your 
workouts will increase your metabolism, which, in 
turn, will result in a decrease of body-fat percentage. 
2. Gives You Strength: You don’t want to bulk, but you 
do want to be strong. Kettlebell training, according to 
the site, ‘is not designed to increase muscle mass but 
build strength by increasing the amount of lean muscle 
tissue’. You are getting a full-body integration by doing 
kettlebell training.

According to Healthyliving.azcentral.
com, The University of Rochester Medical 
Centre says you can reduce the risk of 
injury when doing a sit-up by keeping your 
feet, hips and knees aligned. “Keep your 
knees bent and feet flat on the ground 
but not locked down by a heavy piece of 
furniture or bar. Remember to rely on 
your abs to do the work instead of putting 
stress on your neck or shoulders. Sit-ups 
are also safer once you’ve already done 
some strengthening as well. Finally, breathe 
deeply, and never push to the point of 
pain.”

do safe
sit-ups

The BenefiTs of KeTTleBells 

for WoMen

Black jacket: 
R599, h&m

tights: 
R89.99, 
mr price

Sneakers: 
R1 499.95, 
Nike

SToCKIST: MR PRICE: 0800 212 535 / ZANdo: 0861 192 636  
NIKE: NIKE.CoM



BY ANGELA BEKIARIS
Health News dRINK to your health!
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Benefits of 
Drinking Wine
W hILE it can add to the kilos, 

wine has many other health 
effects that are actually 
beneficual. we share some:

 It promotes longevity.
 It reduces the risk of heart attack
 It lowers your risk of heart disease
 It reduces risk of type 2 diabetes.
 It lowers your risk of stroke.
 It cuts the risk of developing cataracts.
 It cuts the risk of developing colon cancer.
 It slows brain decline.

Megan fox 
ditched dairy
AfTer having her first baby four years ago, 
megan fox spoke out about losing her baby 
fat, saying she didn’t work out much but 
had one secret ‒ she ditched dairy! “I’m 
not eating dairy, that’s my biggest secret,” 
the actress told Hollyscoop at the time. 
“It’s really hard on your hormones and it’s 
not good… If you want to gain weight, eat 
dairy. If you don’t, don’t eat it.” The star is 
expecting her next child with husband Brian 
Austin Green.

Health Benefits  
Of Oranges
YES, we all know the standard vitamin C 
spiel about oranges, but were you aware 
that these citrus fruits are good for you in 
many other ways? Here are just some of the 

benefits of eating them:
 They contain phytochemicals that protect 

against cancer.
 orange juice can help prevent kidney diseases.

 Mandarin oranges fight liver cancer, according to 
studies.
 oranges can lower cholesterol.
 They are rich in potassium and boost heart health.
 They lower the risk of chronic diseases.
 oranges fight against viral infections.
 They relieve constipation
 They aid in good eye health and protect vision.
 They regulate high blood pressure
 They protect skin.

TIP 

STore freshly 

squeezed orange 

juice inside the 

freezer compartment 

for later use.

Go 
Green
VICToRIA’S SECRET 
Angel Elsa hosk revealed 
that she gets into shape 
before stripping down 
by drinking more green 
juices. “It’s a lot of fun 
to make juices and I 
also drink lots of warm 
water in the morning 
with ginger, cayenne and 
lemon juice. It’s a great 
way to clean your system 
right away… Just drink 
lots of juice and get lots 
of sleep.”78     people       www.peoplemagazine.co.za

owning a pet 
Is Good For 
Your Health
According to Cdc.gov, having a pet 
is not only great for company but for 
your health, too. Pets can decrease 
your blood pressure, cholesterol levels 
and feelings of loneliness. They can 
also increase your opportunities for 
exercise and outdoor activities, as well as 
increase socialisation. 
 

78     people       www.peoplemagazine.co.za      

Courtesy of www.all4women.co.za, www.care2.com, www.stylecaster.com, www.foodandwine.com, www.draxe.com and www.cdc.gov

megan fox

Elsa hosk
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Dear Doc

    E-mail any questions to people@caxton.co.za 
and write ‘Dear Doc’ in the subject line.

Dr Karen Koch, a 
general practitioner, 
answers your health 

questions.
DEAR DOC,
I THINK my boyfriend may addicted to gaming. It used to be that 
he would game a few times a week, but gradually gaming is all 
he seems to do. He skips classes at university and puts off friends 
and family. His gaming comes first. Is this a ‘real’ addiction? Is 
there any way or anyone who can help him?
Game Over

DEAR GAME OVER,
It doesn’t sound like his gaming is a game. It sounds like he 
has a serious problem. While gaming hasn’t received as much 
notice as other forms of addiction (gambling, alcohol) it is no less 
destructive.
As a rule of thumb if you are doing 50 hours of almost anything not 
associated with work or care of your family then you are probably 
at the very least in a rut, but more likely addicted. Addictions are 
about dependence and an inability to stay away from the cause 
of the problem. They are also measured by the effects they have 
on your life. Skipping class and friends for the sake of gaming is a 
serious sign.
You need to be honest with him on the impact his gaming is having 
on you and the relationship. There are counsellors who can help. 
So say something. Remind him of it endlessly if you have to. Set 
ground rules. Ask him how he would feel if you had a hobby or 
habit so engrossing you spent no time doing anything else.  Ask to 
set some boundaries – a couple of nights a week off. 
Like all addictions he needs to see for himself the error of his ways 
if he wants to make a true recovery.

DEAR DOC,
MY domestic worker told me she’s HIV positive. I know I sound 
like I’m a terrible person but I’m really worried about her being 
around my children. How am I meant to protect my children? 
I realise it’s illegal to fire her, but to be honest I’m thinking of 
letting her go for other reasons.
Concerned Mom

DEAR CONCERNED MOM,
I’M impressed you have a domestic worker who openly came 
forward and disclosed her HIV status to you. I also appreciate your 
honesty, but unfortunately this is exactly the kind of thinking which 
has led to ongoing discrimination against domestic workers who 
openly communicate their HIV status. I deal with patients every 
day who have been basically worked out of their jobs because they 
have HIV. 
Everybody knows it’s illegal to fire somebody because they’re HIV 
positive, but it doesn’t stop employers from finding other reasons 
to get rid of their staff. You can imagine that it’s hard for me to 
realistically tell patients to confide their status with their employer.
The part that makes this so frustrating is that your fears are not 
founded in medical fact. They are based on paranoia and poor 
knowledge. HIV is not like the common cold. It’s actually very 
hard to catch. It’s primarily contracted through sexual intercourse 
or breastfeeding. As long as your nanny isn’t breastfeeding your 
child (and you’d be surprised how many people in this country still 
believe in having a ‘wet nurse’) your child is safe.
Fears of the virus spreading from your nanny to the child via a 
cut or a rash are very unrealistic. Sure, your nanny should cover 
up right away if she gets a cut, but bear in mind the fact that on 
antiretroviral treatment (ART) the levels of virus in the blood 
system are so low that the person won’t even transmit HIV to 
their unborn child. The key is to support your domestic worker in 
ensuring she gets her ART. You’re lucky enough to have somebody 
who has the maturity and sense of responsibility to your family to 
disclose their status. That is something rare. Don’t let her go.

BY ANGELA BEKIARIS
Mind News BEAR these 

great tips in 
mind.

running boosts brain power
SO you’ve been running so you can 

enjoy those treats every weekend, but 
did you know that running has been 
helping your brain, too? According to 

Runnersworld.com, running boosts brain power – 
and we tell you how.
 Running Helps Your Brain Age Better: According 
to the website, ‘running affects brain chemicals 
in a way that sets runners up to have healthier-
than-average brains later in life’. During a study, 
researchers found the athletes’ brains showed 
greater metabolic efficiency and neural plasticity.

 It Helps Your Brain Grow: It reportedly 
stimulates the creation of new nerve cells and 
blood vessels within the brain.
 It Conditions Your Brain To Store More: Running 
is known to boost cognitive function.
 It Helps You Learn And Recall Information: 
According to a 2013 study, fit people did better on 
memory tests.
 Running Ensures Feel-Good Chemicals: While 
you exercise you release endorphins, which make 
you feel great. Running helps you de-stress and 
boosts your overall mood.

Courtesy of www.runnersworld.com,  
www.all4women.co.za and www.caring.com
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NOW we know running will boost brain power, but 
let’s see what else does the job. We share some of 
the ways you can boost your memory. 
1. Eat Your Green Veggies: Experts say those who are 
deficient in folate and vitamin B12 have an increased 
risk of developing dementia. While nothing is proven, 
what have you got to lose by munching on some 
lettuce and spinach, right?
2. Have A power Nap: While we all know by now 
that we need eight hours at night, did you know a 
power nap during the day will boost your memory, 
too? Sources say a 90-minute nap has been shown to 
speed up the process that helps the brain consolidate 
long-term memories.
3. Eat Less: According to a study done by the 
University of Munster in Germany, those who eat 
healthier and reduce their calorie intake by 30 
percent scored better on memory tests.
4. Make Time For Gym – The Brain Gym, That 
Is: Puzzles, reading, and anything which gets you 

thinking is great for your memory.
5. Spend Time Online: According to Caring.com, 
neuroscientist Gary Small, director of the UCLA 
Memory & Ageing Centre and author of iBrain, says 
‘searching the web is a bit like using a brain-training 
course’. Just don’t overdo it.
6. Have A Cup Of Tea: Green and black teas have a 
protective effect on memory, so go ahead, make a 
cuppa.
7. Make Some Changes: Routine has the brain 
running on autopilot. So paint your room a different 
colour, or start a new hobby.
8. Learn Something New: Young and old should pay 
attention here – learning has many benefits. Try learn 
something out of the ordinary.
9. Quit Smoking: Did you know there’s a link between 
smoking and Alzheimer’s disease?
10. Indulge In Chocolate: Okay, we say indulge, 
but we mean enjoy a piece or two – especially dark 
chocolate. It’s known to boost memory. 

10ways to iMproVe
your MeMory
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Get The Look

By Suzy 
Mukendi

WHY swap stylish to 
keep warm when you 
have faux fur to help 
you with both?

 DISCLAIMER: WHILE DuE CARE IS tAkEn to EnSuRE ACCuRACY, pEopLE MAgAzInE IS not 
LIAbLE foR AnY ERRoRS In pRoDuCt LIStIngS oR  AvAILAbILItY, pRICIng oR AnY otHER 
InfoRMAtIon tHAt WAS CHECkED AnD HAS CHAngED SInCE tHE tIME of goIng to pRInt.

Look 1

Look 2

Look 3

Look 4

FRIENDSFURRY
W eARinG faux fur is tricky for everyone, and if you don’t get it right, your look 

becomes a huge fashion disaster. the trick to wearing faux fur is to sticking to 
classic and chic pieces. once, that’s done, then the fun part begins – having a 
great time dressing it up! faux fur is the easiest way to keep warm and look stylish 

during winter. 

HOW-TO: FAUX FUR COATS
tHEY’RE warm and ideal for transforming any outfit 
and work for the transition from a day look to a 
night one. faux fur coats are also the easiest way to 
add texture and glam to your wardrobe. 

Coat: R1 999 
By Female By 

Perfect, zandoTights: R129, 
H&M

Shirt: R299, 
H&M

Boots: 
R799, 

Foschini

Shorts: 
R599, 
H&MPolo 

neck: 
R360, 
Foschini

earrings: 
R129, 
H&M

Top: 
R299, 
H&M

Heels: 
R699, 
Foschini

Pants: 
R229, 
H&M

Faux Fur 
Coat:  
R1 299 By 
London 
Hub, 
zando

Rings (Set Of 
Three): R149, 
H&M

Hoodie: 
R349, H&M

Jacket: R999, 
Queenspark

Skirt: R399, 
By Paige 
Smith, 
zando

Sneakers: 
R499, H&M

Cap: R199, 
H&M

dress: R399, 
By utopia, 

zando

Handbag: 
R499, 
Foschini

Ring: R79.99, 
H&M

earrings (Set 
Of nine): 

R79.99, 
H&M

Heels: 
R899, 
H&M

Coat: 
R799, By 
Revenge, 

zando

Watch: 
R499, 

Foschini

Tip
GO 

understated by opting for a black faux fur coat.

Tip
A SOLID, dark coloured fur is the perfect option for a sophisticated look.
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F OR those who want to turn it up a notch or go in full swing, turn to show-stopping pieces 
that are bold and complete your look. but try not to go too overboard, and keep things 
trendy and simple. these pieces are guaranteed to steal the show and make a strong fashion 
statement.

LOOK-AT-ME FUR dark Brown 
Gilet: R530, 
Foschini

Red/Cream 
Scarf: R149, 
The Fix

Black Beret: 
R180, 
Woolworths

Hairband: 
R49 95, 
Woowlorths

Leopard Print 
Hat: R199, 
Queenspark

Grey Beret: 
R199, 
Queenspark

Boots: 
R299, 
Woolworths

khaki Jacket: 
R750, Truworths

Tip
IF you want to 
start the easy 

way, then opt for 
a faux fur vest, 

keeping your look 
effortless.

Tip
IF you don’t  want to wear a statement coat then try gloves. They’re eye-catching and they go with just about anything.

Quilted 
Gloves: R159, 
Queenspark

STOCKISTS: ZandO: 0861 192 636 / H&M: (011) 592-3200 / FOSCHInI: (011) 685-
1405/0/9 / WOOlWOrTHS: (011) 290-1011 / THe FIx: (011) 553-5334 / TruWOrTHS: 
(011) 783-9002  / QueenSparK: (011) 523-9940/5/6

Coat: R1 199, By 
Revenge, zando

Scarf: R1 800,
By Sies-isabelle, 
zando



 Dance For Cardio: The dancing celebrity obviously spends hours busting moves on the dance floor, and 
she counts that as her cardio. Not only is it explosive, varied and high intensity – it’s a fun way to keep fit.
 Strength Training Is A Must: The petite blonde acknowledges that a ‘dancer’s body’ doesn’t come from 
dancing alone, and sings the praises of high-intensity strength training.
 Let No Two Workouts Be The Same: Julianne is a firm believer in keeping it varied, with her strength 
sessions always including fresh and fun exercises.
 Get Back To Basics: The star never forgoes exercises guaranteed to work, with her lower body workouts 
always including variations of squats and lunges.

Julianne
Hough

TV personality, author, lifestyle and fitness expert Lisa 
Raleigh will help you achieve your desired celebrity body. 

BY LISA RALeIGh

Celeb Fitness

FOLLOW your favourite celebs’ exercise 
routines and look and feel as good as they do!

Send Lisa your questions. e-mail people@caxton.co.za and 
write ‘Fitness’ in the subject line. www.lisaraleigh.co.za

lisa@lisaraleigh.co.za l Lisa Raleigh Fan Page – Facebook l 
@LisaRaleighSA – Twitter l LisaRaleighTV – YouTube

START on all fours, lowering your elbows until 
they sit flush against the ground and parallel 
to one another. Secure a weight in your bent 
knee then raise your leg back up behind you. Pause 
for a moment then lower back down. Aim for three 
sets of 10 – 15 reps with each leg, with your final 
five reps on each side being small pulses at the top 
of the movement.
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T hIS gorgeous blonde is a self-
proclaimed fitness fanatic, 
and has the body to show for 
it. In addition to her dancing 

career, Julianne invests time in other 
forms of exercise to stay fiercely fit.

Tone Your Booty Like

LIE in a straight line with both legs resting on an 
exercise ball. Lift one foot up and straight into the 
air. Keeping hands flat on the ground, pulse your 
leg further up into the air. Aim for three sets of 10 
– 15 reps with each leg.

1

 
STAND at the foot of stairs or an elevated 
surface, holding a weight in each hand. 
Step up with one foot and down with 
the other, then repeat, starting with the 
opposite side. Aim for three sets of 10 – 
15 reps.

INCLUDE these three lower body exercises into your routine to train your booty like Julianne.



STYLIST: SUZY MUKENDI
PHOTOGRAPHER: BRENDA TAYLOR

TIP
WHEN you wear 

an outfit that’s one 

colour, add a print or 

bold item to brighten 

up the look.

Freeze 
Frame 
On FaUX 
FUr

T HE loose-fitted trend is perfect for getting to 
grips with layering like a pro, and it also lets 
you add colour and texture to your winter 
wardrobe. Combining layering and faux fur 

gives you a chic and up-to-the-minute look. Sure, putting 
both these trends together can be very tricky as you can 
easily look like a frump – and nobody wants that. So with 
a little helping hand from former Miss South Africa 2015 
and celebrity model Liesl Laurie, we show you how to 
take on both bold and tricky trends with ease and class. 
Also, have a look as we get to know Liesl a little more and 
find out what she’s currently doing.

Earrings: R114.50, 
Colette By Colette 

Hayman
Necklace: R399.50, 
Colette By Colette 

Hayman
Coat: R1 299, The Lot

Jersey: R749, Tally Wiejl
Skirt: R749, H&M

Heels: R2 450, Castello

BreAk all the fashion 
rules with these trends 
guaranteed to make a 
statement.



What are your three major winter-
style turn-offs?
Beanies, Uggs (the fake ones) and leggings as pants with long 
jerseys.  

Describe yourself in five words?
Confident, passionate, loyal, adventurous and perfectionist. 
 

Where do you see yourself in five 
years?
Well, if [my publicist] Jarred [Doyle] has his way, all over billboards 
in Times Square. But the future is in God’s hands and I’m just 
doing the best I can.  

What’s the next big thing you would 
love to do?
Skydive? Or tour europe (which is happening soon)! 

What gives you great satisfaction?
My family . 

Less or more?
More ‒ rather share. 

Okay: shoes: heels, wedge, platform 
or flats?
No wedge, heels and sneakers. My Louboutins hurt but I love 
them!  

What is one thing you can’t live 
without?
My family.  

What are three key pieces for winter?
Scarves, scarves and more scarves! 

What is the best fashion advice you 
can give to girls out there?
Take risks while you’re young, read international fashion 
magazines and make sure you wear the clothes ‒ don’t let the 
clothes wear you. Also, know your body type.  

Tell us more about what you are 
currently doing?
There are a few things: a new endorsement deal, a massive 
campaign and a new gig on a popular station. As soon as I know 
more, you will know. The thing I’m most passionate about is 
my foundation. I’m planning on visiting 25 schools to offer life 
guidance and support.  

Earrings: R140, Tessa 
Design
Gold Necklace: R249.50, 
Colette By Colette Hayman
Beige Necklace: R249.50, 
Colette By Colette Hayman
Shirt: R499, Tally Weijl
Gilet: R749, H&M
Rings: R114.50, Colette By 
Colette Hayman
Dress: R1 199, H&M
Boots: R2 850, Castello

TIPA LONG loose-fitted dress works well with a fur Gilet as its less heavy then a faux fur coat and a great finishing touch for a layered look.



TIPWANT to tone 
down a bold item? 

Simply pair it with 
neutrals!

Earrings: R169.50, Colette By Colette Hayman
Beaded Necklace: R499, Accessorize

Antique Necklace: Price On Request, Colette By Colette Hayman
Shirt Dress: R490, Parooz Fashions

Printed Dress: R459, The Lot
Clutch: R699, Accessorize  
Culottes: R499, Forever21
Brogues: R3 150, Castello 



Earrings: Price On Request, Colette By Colette Hayman
Necklace: R299.50, Colette By Colette Hayman
Jersey: R649, Tally Weijl
Shawl: Price On Request, River Island
Jumpsuit: R650, Parooz Fashions
Bangles: R169.50, Colette By Colette Hayman
Boots: R2 999, Castello

TIP
GreY can easily look dull 

and boring so add some 

colour. Any type of bold 

print will do, and it won’t 

look too much.



TIPIF you’re wearing a 
statement jacket and don’t 
want to hide the style, but 

still want to keep warm, then 

throw on a gilet. That will 
show off your jacket and  

add an extra fashionable 
boost, all while keeping  

you warm.

Hoops: R150, Tessa Design
Choker (Set Of Three): R114.50, Colette By 
Colette Hayman
Choker With Stone: R249, Accessorize
Blouse: R399, H&M
Gilet: R1 569, River Island
Jacket: R590, Parooz Fashion
Bangles: R140, By 4 Flavour Accessories, 
YDE
Skirt: R949, Forever21
Boots: R2 790, Dumond
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BeautySit Up And Glisten
YOU saw it, why not try it?

T HE girls from 
Fifth Harmony 
always look fab! 
We’re so envious 

of their every red carpet 
appearance. Hair, make-up, 

outfits ‒ everything is always on point. For us, 
the girls’ most enviable characteristic is their 
amazing glow. And with sun being unavailable, 
we’ll have to fake it. Here’s how to get that 
Fifth Harmony glow:

BY cArli prinsloo

facebook.com/peoplemagsa88     people       www.peoplemagazine.co.za    
  

THE ultimate glow starts with skincare. Prep the 
skin with a primer and moisturiser combo.  
1. For full-on coverage and dance-proof power, 
follow with a waterproof foundation.  
2. Pop a highlighter on the cheekbones, bridge 
of the nose and Cupid’s bow.  
3. There you glow!
Vitamin Enriched 
Face Base: r730, 
Bobbi Brown

Everlasting 
Foundation+ spF15: 

r415, clarins

Halo Highlighting Wand: r450, 
smashbox

WHEN using a bronzer 
the number one tip is: 
bronze believably. Apply 
bronzer just to the high 
points of your face, that 
is to say, where the sun 
would naturally hit. 
Focus on the forehead, 
cheekbones, chin and 
nose only. 

Baked 
Bronzer: r145, 
By palladio, 
Dis-chem

Top Tanners
ILLUMINATE in one step with these must-have 
products:

Dew The 
Hoola: 
r445, By 
Benefit, 
Edgars

Tinted Facial 
Moisturiser: 
r94.95, 
caribbean Tan

illuminating 
Moisturising 
cream: 
r195, 
Bionike

Argan illuminating 
oil: r274.95, By 

physician’s Formula, 
Dis-chem

TIPSTROKE a small 
amount of bronzer 

onto your neck and 
earlobes, especially 
if you have short 

hair or are wearing 
a ponytail.

lightful c 2-in-1 Tint 
And serum: r900, 
MAc cosmetics
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Bloody Beauty
D EspiTE its rather scary name and being made famous by 

Keeping Up With The Kardashians, the Vampire Facelift 
is in fact not a facelift at all and involves no knives, 
nips or tucks, but does have the rejuvenating effect of 

surgery. It is a quick and fairly 
painless procedure which 
boosts the creation of new 
blood cells and collagen and 
promises the best and safest 
skin rejuvenation known to 
woman.

How Does it Work?
THE process is very similar 
to a normal Nanokiss micro-
needling skin treatment, 
with the addition that blood 
platelets are injected under 
the skin in a similar fashion as 
fillers.

What’s The process?
NUMbINg cream is applied to 
the face, neck and décolletage 
to numb the pain.

While waiting for the topical anaesthetics to kick in, two vials of blood 
are taken from the client’s arm using a needle and syringe. The blood is 
then placed into a machine which spins it around at high speed for a few 
minutes until the red and white blood cells have separated, a process 
that produces plasma rich with platelets which stimulate the growth 
of more cells. The blood collection tube has three distinct parts. At the 
bottom are the dark red blood cells, in the middle are the white cells 
and at the top is the ‘liquid gold’, which are the platelets. The platelets 
are re-injected back into the face, neck and décolletage via syringe and 
micro-needling. This whole process has to happen quickly because the 
platelets need to be back inside the body within 10 minutes, otherwise 
they coagulate and turn to jelly. The holes made by the micro-needling 
process also starts to close after 15 minutes.

How often should i Have The Treatment Done?
AFTEr the initial treatment, a session is recommended once a year for 
general maintenance.

What results can i Expect?
WITHIN two months you will see a difference: skin will be fresher, 
plumper and there will be fewer lines, especially on the neck and around 
the eyes.
Visit www.microneedle.co.za for more information and to find Micro 
Skin Needling Therapists and stockists of Nanoskin Technology Skincare 
products.

WE take a look at the vampire facial.

A Mani Date With Roxy Burger
TOP BILLING presenter roxy Burger is no stranger 
to lights, cameras and action, and looking her 
best is of utmost importance to her, and YES, that 
includes a regular manicure. We caught up with 
the stylish star and put her on the spot about her 
perfect manicure.
When asked if she prefers gelish or Varnish 
Manicures, her answer was ,“gelish by far!” Here 
are her top five pros and cons of having a gelish 
Mani.

pros
 THEY last longer as a normal gelish mani will 
last roughly two weeks.
  THEY are less likey to crack, flake or peel off as 
base coat, protective overlay and seal are applied.
  THErE is a wide variety of colours to choose 

from, and one can also mix and match colours.
  IT is beneficial for those with weak nails 

as they offer a hard bond.
  YOU can be creative with your 

designs and colour choices, and 
add some nail art. roxy’s salon 
has a team of very creative nail 
technicians that assist with 
creative designs.

cons
  ONE has to go to a salon in order 

for them to be soaked-off; one cannot 
simple pick or peel it off.

  IT can become costly as it needs to be applied 
every two or so weeks.
  IT must be applied by a nail technician who 
knows about the ins and outs of manicures.
  IT is timely – as it takes a minimum of 45+ 
minutes to apply from start to finish.
  IT can only be applied to your natural nail.

Where do you recommend people readers get 
their nails done? 
My salon of choice is Sherbet Angel in Parkhurst. 
going there is like having your nails done at home! 
Yet a very luxurious home! The ladies are all 
amazing, they have the best nail technicians who 
are creative and jovial, plus they make a delicious 
cappuccino! It’s fab to go somewhere where 
everyone knows your name, what you like and is 
genuinely are happy to have you there.

Kim Kardashian



Coming
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UndoneCELEbS have remixed the 
traditional bun.

D o you sometimes attempt a classic ballerina bun, but then fail because 
it’s just not neat enough? Finally, there are several celeb-approved ways 
around this. Try one or all of these crazy not-quite-buns. This proves the 
point that with a hair bun, anything goes!

JEssicA AlBA’S hair is slicked back in what 
appears to be a ponytail from the front, but 
is actually pinned into several knots at the 
back of her head. 

PULL out some 
stray pieces 
from your bun 
to get Teresa 
palmer’s 
Origami knot.

KArliE Kloss is the 
epitome of understated chic 
with her looped bun. 

ciArA’S piecey undone ’do is the perfect complement 
to her glam dress. 
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ONE accessory we never thought 
of ever using: the hair net. but 
Lottie Moss has shown us the 
light with her cute netted bun.

TO get a knot like Julianne Hough’s, use hair wax 
to smooth and sculpt the bun and the loose end 
into a sleek sculpture. 

LIVEN up the bun, like Amber 
Heard, by moving it off-centre 
and adding an unexpected 
accessory. 

STOCKISTS: bioNike: 0860 347 243 / bobbi brown: Selected 
retailers / Caribbean Tan: www.caribbeantan.co.za /  
Clarins: (011) 809-6300 / Dis-Chem: 0860 347 243
Edgars: 0860 112 468 / MAC Cosmetics: 0800 390 013 /
Smashbox: Selected retailersA KNOT, like uma Thurman’s, is so easy to 

copy. Simply divide hair into a few sections 
and make knots with each piece.

FOrgET the pins when 
you copy Erin Wasson’s 
dishevelled hair bun.

AsHlEY BEnson is red 
carpet ready, but her 
hair is also perfect for an 
everyday style!

ADD braided extensions on 
top of your bun for an elegant, 
wispy look, à la chloe grace 
Moretz. 



How to:

For more details visit www.ann7.com/SATY

Categories:
1.       Music Artist of the Year
2.       Personality of the Year ( TV/Radio/ Film)
3.       Business Innovator of the Year
4.       Sportsperson of the Year

5.       Conservationist of the Year
6.       Young Leader of the Year
7. South African of the Year

 All entries will need to be submitted via: 

Who can enter?
SATY awards are open to all public, agencies, 

non-profit organizations, professionals, 
publicists, managers and public affairs firms. All 
award categories relate to work executed in SA.

 Eligibility Period
Entries must be for 

work conducted between 
June 2015 and July 2016 

unless otherwise specified.

The deadline for nominations is Friday, 5 August 2016

SMS
SATY + Category Number + Nominee Name and 

Surname + Nominee Description to ‘43043’
Each SMS costs R1.50 T&C’s Apply

Email
SATY + Category Number + Nominee Name and 

Surname + Nominee Description to 
satynominations@ann7.com

OR


